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PREFACE,

IN preparing the following treatise I have had to depend almost

entirely on my own investigations. The Christian accentuologists

of the 1 7th and i8th centuries, to whom we owe the discovery of

the leading principles that underlie the Hebrew accentuation,

were not successful (as,
I presume, all who have consulted their

Works will allow) in dealing with the peculiar system of the

three so-called Poetical Books. I have gained therefore but

little help from them. In the present century, only two scholars,

Ewald and Baer, have ventured on an independent examination

of the subject. Ewald's speculations
1 I have not been able to

accept. Baer's treatises
2 which shew very careful preparation,

and are valuable, as containing (like Heidenheim's ^tODHJD

D^ft^tDn for the twenty-one Books) the traditional views handed

down by Rabbinical authorities I did not find reach far enough

for my purpose.

I may draw attention to one respect in which the present Work

differs from any of those which have preceded it. It is founded,

in a great measure, on an extensive examination of MSS. I soon

saw that even our best texts need correction, as far as the accents

are concerned ; and that, without a correct text, I could not hope

to establish any rules on a satisfactory basis. I therefore visited

the leading Libraries of Europe, and collated, as far as seemed

necessary, most of the known MSS. The main results are given

in the course of the following pages. I venture to hope that this

part of my Work will be particularly acceptable to scholars.

1 Lehrbuch der Heb. Sprache, p. 227 ff.

2 DON mm (Rodelheim, 1852), and Das Accentuationssystem der Psalmen, des

Buches lob und der Spriiche, iiberlieferungsgemass seinen Gesetzen nach dargestellt,

in an Appendix to Delitzsch's Commentary on the Psalms (Leipzig, 1860),

b



VI PREFACE.

I have given, as an Appendix, the treatise assigned to Ben-

Biram, in the original Arabic. This treatise is so far interesting

as it contains the first known attempt to furnish a systematic

account of the accentuation of the three Books, and as it remained,

through the Middle Ages, the chief authority on the subject.

The reader must, however, be prepared to find the rules given

quite elementary.

In conclusion, I have to acknowledge my obligations to Dr.

Baer, as a personal friend. The assistance he has willingly ren-

dered me, whenever his extensive Masoretic and Rabbinical

learning could be of service to me, has been very valuable.

I am also indebted to Dr. A. Neubauer for much kind interest

and advice.

W. WICKES.
ii, WOODSTOCK ROAD, OXFORD,

August, 1 88 1,



MSS. CONSULTED FOR THE PKESENT WOEK.

I. BIBLE MSS.

B. M. MSS. in the British Museum. For the sake of brevity, I have

given my own numbers to these MSS. 1
i stands for Add. 2 1 1 6 1

2
;

2 for Add. 15250 ; 3 for King's i, 271 E ; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10

for Harl. 1528, 5498, 5506, 5711, 5715, 5775, and 7622

respectively; and n, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 for Add.

9398 > 9399> 942, 9406, 15251, 15252, 15451, and 18830.

Ber. MSS. in the Eoyal Library, Berlin. The numbers given are

those of the printed catalogue.

Cam. MSS. in the University Library, Cambridge. See printed cata-

logue.

Cop. MSS. in the Koyal Library, Copenhagen. See printed catalogue.

De R. De Rossi's MSS., now in the Royal Library, Parma. See De
Rossi's printed catalogue.

Erf. The well-known Erfurt MSS. 1-4, described by Lagarde in

his Symmicta, p. 1336". (These MSS. are now in the Royal

Library, Berlin.)
3

Fr. A MS. at Frankfurt on the Main, written A.D. 1294 by the grand-

son of the punctator Simson (now in the possession of Herr S.

M. Goldschmidt).

Ghet. Three MSS. in the Ghetto, Rome No. i in the Scuola, del

Tempio, Nos. 2 and 3 in the Castilian Synagogue.

1 It is a disgrace to our great national Library that there is no printed catalogue

of the Hebrew MSS. Nor are steps being taken, as far as I can ascertain, to have

one made. One has to hunt now, with loss of time and patience, through poorly

prepared written catalogues in one of which Heb. MSS. are mixed up with

Sanskrit, Persian, &c. (and no Index) to find what one wants.

2 A very interesting and original MS. I have been able to identify it, as the one

described by Kennicott, Cod. 201 . (It was formerly at Niirnberg, whither I went some

years ago to examine it, but to my great disappointment it had disappeared ;
nor

could any one tell me what had become of it.) Kennicott is quite right in his

estimate of it : Codex antiquissimis prcestantissimisque accensendus. I believe that

this and Erf. 3 are two of the oldest (perhaps the two oldest) MSS. we have, con-

taining the three Books.
3 Erf. 5, often quoted by Michaelis in the notes to his ed. of the Heb. Bible, is

now in the Library of the Graf von Schonborn, at Pommersfelden, near Bamberg.

I walked over in 1877 to see it, but was not able to gain admission to the Library.



Vlll MSS. CONSULTED FOR THE PRESENT WORK.

Hm. MSS. in the Town Library, Hamburg. The numbers are those

of the printed catalogue.

K. Where I had no printed catalogue to refer to, as in the case of

the smaller Libraries, I have given the numbers according to

Kennicott's list.

Ox. MSS. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. See printed catalogue.

Par. MSS. in the National Library, Paris. See printed catalogue.

Pet. Refers to the MS. B. I9
a

(A. D. 1009) in the Imperial Library
at St. Petersburg. One or two other MSS. of this Library have

been quoted by the numbers in the catalogue.

Vat. MSS. in the Vatican, according to Assemani's and Card. Mai's

catalogues.

Vi. MSS. in the Imperial Library, Vienna, according to printed cata-

logue.

II, MSS. ON THE ACCENTS or THE THREE BOOKS.

1. The Arab, and Heb. MSS., which contain, in whole or part, the

treatise assigned to Ben-Bil'am on the accentuation of these Books.

On these MSS. see p. 102 if.

2. A MS. recently acquired by the British Museum (Or. 2375),

containing a fragment of the Work "lKpi?K !f&nn (Kllpr! ITnin). It

was from this Work that the compendium was prepared, of which the

above treatise, No. i, is part. For a further description of this MS.,

see p. 103.

3. That part of D^lpn TQn written by Simson the punctator

(circa 1230) which refers to our subject. Simson does little else

than copy the above treatise. Of this Work sometimes called Sim-

soni, from its author there are three copies known, one in the Br.

Mus. (Or. 1016), one in the University Library, Leipzig (Or. iO2a
),

and one in De Rossi's Library, Parma (389). Having examined them

all I am able to say that they agree almost verbatim et literatim*.

4. Two treatises on the accents of the three Books the second

quite fragmentary in the Royal Library, Berlin (Heb. Cat. 118,

p. 123 ff.).
The writers had evidently No. i before them, but handle

it much more freely than Simson. They not only curtail it much, but

add views of their own. What little is to be gleaned from them I

4
Any one who is curious to know something more of this work may consult

Hupfeld, Commentatio de antiquioribus apud Judceos accentuum scriptoribns,

Partic. II, p. ii ff. (Halle, 1846).



THE PRINCIPAL PRINTED TEXTS. IX

have quoted in the course of the present Work. I find, however, that

I have made a slight mistake in saying here and there in the notes

that the first of these treatises is assigned to Samuel the grammarian.

It may indeed, with great probability, be attributed to him, for it is a

necessary supplement to the part on the prose accentuation, which is

distinctly assigned to him. Still there is no statement in the MS. to

that effect
5

.

III. MS. ON THE MASORA.

Erf. Mas. A MS. formerly at Erfurt (now in the Royal Library, Berlin),

which contains the Mas. parva, with additions not found in the

printed text. It is briefly described by Lagarde, Symmicta,

p. 142.

THE PEINCIPAL FEINTED TEXTS
QUOTED IN THE PRESENT WORK.

Sonc. First ed. of the entire Heb. Bible, printed at Soncino, 1488.

Bomb. i. ist Rabbinical Bible, printed by Bomberg, Venice, 1518.

Bomb. 2. 2nd Rabbinical Bible, printed by Bomberg, Venice, 1525.

Jabl. Heb. Bible edited by D. E. Jablonski, Berlin, 1699.

Opit. Heb. Bible edited by H. Opitius, Kiel, 1709.

Mich. Heb. Bible edited by J. H. Michaelis, Halle, 1720. This ed. is

valuable to the student because of the various accentual readings,

taken from the Erfurt MSS.

The three last-named edd. are all much more correct, as far as

the accents are concerned, than our common edd. Modern editors

(excepting of course Heidenheim and Baer) have one and all gone

on perpetuating the errors of the Van der Hooght text, without

taking the trouble of enquiring whether more correct texts were

not available.

Norzi. ip nmo. A text of the Heb. Bible (Mantua, 1744), with

critical notes (according to Jewish ideas). Norzi did not, how-

ever, understand much about the accents.

5 The date of this Samuel, who is no doubt the same as the well-known punctator,

I am able to fix from an epigraph, which I found in Kenn. Cod. 95 (in the Library

of St. John's College, Cambridge), a copy of which I sent to Dr. Steinschneider, who

published it in the Heb. Bibliographic, No. 109. This epigraph states that the Cod.

in question was pointed by him in the year 1260.
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Heid. Heidenheim's ed. of the Psalms (Rodelheim, 1825).

Baer. Edd. of the Psalms (Leipzig, 1880), Proverbs (1880), and Job

(1875). In these edd. Baer aims at giving the correct Masoretic

text, and at establishing the same by means of critical notes. I

strongly recommend my readers to procure them for themselves.

The price is very trifling.

Ben-Bil. My references are to Polak's ed. (Amsterdam, 1858) of Ben-

Bil'am's treatise on the accents of the three Books, entitled "ijjs?

mao Dy!?i p miff 'i nan n"N nnao 'a ^yta. This is a mere

reprint of the original ed. by Mercerus 6
,
from the Paris MS. (Paris,

1556). Polak's task has been poorly performed. The text is full

of mistakes, most of which might have been corrected by a colla-

tion of the Ox. MS. A copy of this MS. was, to my knowledge,

offered to him ;
but he did not care to accept the offer !

Wasmuth. Institutio methodica accentuationisHebroece (Rostock, 1 664).

Ouseel. Introductio in accentuationem Hebrceorum metricam (Leyden,

1714).

Spitzner. Institutiones ad Analyticam sacram textus Hebraici F. T. ex

accentibus (Halle, 1786).

Tor. em. HEK min. See Pref. p. v.

Man. du Lect. Manuel du Lecteur, a name given by J. Derenbourg
to a compendium of grammar and masora, published by him

(Paris, 1871), taken from Ox. 1505. Fragments of what seems

to be the original Arabic of this treatise are in the Bodleian and

Cambridge University Libraries, and will, I am informed, be also

edited by M. Derenbourg.

Dikd. hat. nniDE Dy "IPK p flPB |3 pHK ^r^ B'DJKDn 'pnpl "ISO

miriN mpW, edited by S. Baer and H. L. Strack (Leipzig, 1879).

This "Work contains, with other matter, the rules assigned to Ben-

Asher on the accents.

N. B. I beg my readers to notice that when referring to any part

of the present Work, I have generally given page and line : thus

80. 14 is p. 80, 1. 14.

6 Of this ed. only two copies are known, one in the Library of the Dutch Jews'

Seminary, Amsterdam, and the other in that of the Jewish Theological Seminary,

Breslau. (This latter copy belonged formerly to Dr. Beer, of Dresden.)
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CHAPTEK I.

INTRODUCTORY.

FROM time immemorial the reading of the sacred books in the

synagogue has been a kind of cantillation, or musical declama-

tion 1
. This mode of recitation was propagated at first, and

through many generations, by oral instruction and manual signs
2

alone. At length probably towards the close of the seventh

century of our era the attempt was made to represent it by

written signs, introduced into the text. The Greek and Syriac

Churches had both by this time nearly perfected their systems

of musical notation and interpunction
3

; and it was doubtless

their examples and particularly that of the Syriac Church

which stirred up the Jews in Palestine and in the farther East

to make the attempt named. The introduction of these musical

signs was, in all probability, simultaneous with that of the vowel-

signs an improvement in which, too, the Syrians had led the

1 The earliest intimation of this cantillatiori is found in the Talmud, and it is

there named nn>22, 'melody :'

'

nniN mmn vte . . . no'sn ^n *Oipn ^
.(Megilla 32, end) D'aitQ xb O'prr Drrt 'nn: >: on

2 These signs were made by the teacher, when giving instruction in the recitation.

They are referred to by the Talmud, Berachoth 62* : mm >OJ>TD fo3 nOD; and

continued in use long after the written signs were introduced. Thus Rashi, in his

comment on the above passage, says that he had seen them used by Readers who

came from the land of Israel. Comp. Dikd. hat. 18. I, and Man. du Lect. 108. 2,

where examples are given. According to Sappir (VDD p, I. $6
b
) this method of

instruction is still practised by the Jews of Yemen. We may suppose that these

signs, sketched in the air, were more or less reproduced in the written accentuation.

In the Greek Church, too, this mode of directing the singing was observed long

before musical signs were noted in the text, and had the particular name of

Xftpovon'ia (Christ et Paranikas, Anthologia Graeca carminum Christianorum, p. cxiv :

Manuum variis motibus, altitudinem, depressionem, flexus vocis signifaabant).
3
Tzetzes, Die altgriechische Musik in der Griechischen Kirche, pp. 19 and 20 ;

and Martin, Histoire de la Ponctuation chez les Syriens, p. 103 seq.

B



2 INTRODUCTORY.

way. The one notation fixed the traditional pronunciation

of each word, the other its traditional modulation. The two

together furnished the needful directions to the Reader for the

correct recitation of the sacred text.

These musical signs, or accents (as we term them)
4
, are

marked, according to the Palestinian system,
5 in our printed

texts. We find there two sets of signs, representing, of course,

different modes of recitation, the one employed for the twenty-

one (so-called) Prose Books, the other for the three Poetical

Books, Job, Psalms, and Proverbs 6
. It is the accentuation of

these three books that I propose to examine in the present

treatise.

But what interest, it may be asked, have these musical signs

for us? And it must be allowed that, regarded simply as

musical signs, they have no interest or importance at all ; for

the Jews themselves allow that the musical value of the accents

of the three Poetical Books is altogether lost 7
. Happily, how-

ever, they have another value. Those who arranged this system

of musical recitation must have felt that they had something

more important to do than merely to produce a melody pleasing

*
They no doubt received this name from their indicating (which they do by their

position) the tone-syllable of the word. But as musical signs they mean much more

than this. Each Hebrew accent denotes an entire musical phrase, and, as such,

embraces several notes. (The German Jews assign, in the present day, to the

prose Athnach, three notes ; to Pazer, seven
;
to M'huppakh, three

;
to Mer'kha,

two
; and so on.) And this must have been the case with the Syriac accents, from

the small number of signs which we often find in a verse ; and so the signs in use in

the Greek Church, and the neumes (musical signs) of the Latin Church represented

often two or more notes (Gevaert, Histoire et Theorie de la Musique de 1'Anti-

quite', p. 394). To avoid the introduction of a new term, I shall use the word

'accent,' not only for the 'musical sign,' but for the 'modulation,' which the sign

represents, and which was in use before the signs were invented.
5 In the Babylonian system many of the signs are different.
6 Often termed by Rabbinical writers n"nN, a vox memorialis formed from the

initial letters of their names : nVN, ^XDO, and D^rm. Of Job, however, the pro-

logue to iii. 2, and the epilogue from xlii. 7, are accented like the Prose Books.
7 Such is the testimony of the European Jews. But according to Eben Sappir,

55
a
, the Jews of Yemen have still a particular melody for the three books.
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to the ear. The text was to be so recited as to be understood.

Above all things it was necessary to draw out its meaning, and

impress it on the minds of the hearers. The music itself was to

be made subsidiary to this end 8
. Hence the logical pauses

were duly represented and that according to their gradation

by musical pauses; and when no logical pause occurred in a

sentence, then the syntactical relation of the words to one

another and to the whole sentence decided which of them were

to be sung together, and which were to be separated by a

musical pause. In this way the music was made to mark not

only the broad lines, but the finest shades, of distinction in the

sense
; and when its signs were introduced into the text, they

were also the signs of interpunction ; no others were needed.

The value and importance of the accents from this point of view

is at once apparent. They help us, in the most effective way

possible, to the understanding of the text; they give us,

that is, the meaning which tradition among the Jews assigned

to it. On this account they have from the very earliest times

been held in high esteem. The Talmud informs us that

teachers were paid for giving instruction in the '

pausal system

of the accents 9
.' Indeed their very name, D**p^tp, points to

8 I think we may see a manifest advantage in the employment of a musical

system at a time when written signs were not admitted into the text. The absence

of vowel as well as interpunctional signs from the text necessitated careful and long-

continued instruction on the part of the teacher. This instruction commenced in

early years. Now if the teaching had been merely that of plain reading, it would

have been hard for the teacher to make his pupils, in difficult and doubtful passages,

remember the proper logical pauses. With a musical recitation it was much easier.

The musical form was of itself a help to the memory. And what was learned in

youth was retained, by constant repetition, in after years. The melody thus became

a valuable help for preserving the meaning of the text ; and probably not a verse

was ever quoted viva voce without it.

9 Nedarim 37*', D'QSTQ plD'D "OW. It is to be observed that it is not for instruc-

tion in their melody, no'tfa, but in their divisional value that the teacher is said to

have been paid. The two went together ; but the latter appeared to the Talmudic

authorities the more important. Comp. Chagiga 6b , where the D'OPE 'pD'D, 'the

divisions made by the accents,' are referred to, as determining the sense. Later

Rabbinical writers fully recognise this function of the accents. See Rashi, e. g. on

Deut. xi. 30 and Ezek. i. n. So in Kuzari ii. 72 the accents are said to be specially
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the importance attached to them in this respect : they were so

called because they were considered really to indicate the

c

meanings
1

.' And so, in the present day, there is not a work

which touches on the subject of the accents but lays special stress

on this their interpunctional value.

If, now, this system had been only regularly carried out in

practice, the Hebrew accentuation would be simple enough.

But here, at the very outset, our difficulties begin. We find,

when we come to examine the text for ourselves, words united,

which ought from the sense or construction to be separated, and

separated, where we should have expected them to be united.

Nor do such instances turn up only here and there ; they are, on

the contrary, of very frequent occurrence. And such discredit

have these and similar irregularities brought upon the whole

system, that few scholars in the present day trouble themselves

about the Hebrew accents, or give them more than a general and

superficial consideration. Yet what if it be possible to find a

fair and sufficient explanation of these irregularities ? What if

in some cases we can correct and remove them? What if in

others (and those the great majority) we can trace laws which

cross and modify the laws of logic and grammar, and co-operate

in forming the system as it lies before us ? In these latter cases

we shall not indeed be able to restore the missing interpunction,

designed D'3*3n J'lnb, 'to make the meanings intelligible;' and in Man. du Lect.

71. 14, D'nstDa NbN piD'Qn a'ay -nMarv Kb. Hence, too, Aben-Ezra's well-

known rule (n*3iMQ 4
b
) : Mbi ib nan b n'oytan snvc bp i33'Mtt> toivo ba

10 Another explanation of the origin of the name is indeed possible ; but, when we
consider the marked importance which so old an authority as the Talmud assigns to

the logical value of the accents, hardly probable. We may take, that is, the primary

meaning of the word D5>tQ, 'taste, flavour,' and consider that they were so called

because the whole 'flavour' (as it were) of the recitation, in regard both to melody
and meaning, depended on them. Comp. a note of Moscato's to Kuzari ii. 80

(quoted by Buxtorf, De Punctorum Antiq. p. 258), rmpb J'baro rm*nb D'oyton

,D33Sm nbjnnb p n^nprr ^Vb ]n, accentus sunt dictionibus, quod condimenta

ollce (i.e. cibis), cum ad pulckritudinem lectionis, turn ad commodum sensuum.

But even on this supposition there is an ultimate reference, in part at least, to their

logical value.
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but shall, at least, account for the accentuation as it stands : order

will take the place of confusion ; and, with due allowance for

disturbing causes, we shall still be able to accept the accents

as reliable helps for the exegesis of the text. The prospect of

finding the needful explanations is not indeed very encouraging.

It may almost seem like courting failure to renew an attempt

which has met with so little success in the hands of the diligent

and careful scholars who have preceded me. Still I venture

to think that the difficulties are not insurmountable, and to hope

that results which have satisfied my own mind will prove not

less satisfactory to the minds of others. Of course a detailed

examination of the anomalies in question will be necessary, for

which the following general remarks are intended to prepare

the way
11

.

In the first place, it is clear that we must secure, as far as

possible, a correct text. One fruitful source of perplexity has

been the corrupt state of even our best and most carefully edited

texts. Exceptions arising from this cause I have sought to

eliminate by an extensive collation of MSS.12

Secondly, I take it for granted that we are willing to remove

the unmeaning additions which the accentuators made to the

original text, to their own perplexity as well as ours. I refer

particularly to the superscriptions of many Psalms, not put

apart by themselves we might then have left the accentuators

11 My readers will understand my dwelling upon this part of my subject ; for all

else that has to be established the rules of sequence of the accents, &c. is of very

minor importance compared with it. It is only as guides to the meaning of the

text that the accents have any value for us.

12 But it is vain to hope to eliminate them all. Our oldest MS. does not come

within three hundred years of the time when we suppose the accents were first

marked. And most MSS. are far younger. Here then was ample time for many
errors to have crept in. And when an eminent authority like Ben-Asher gave a

false accentuation the sanction of his name, it became the recognised reading in

a large class of MSS. for all time. It is most unfortunate for us that we have

no Hebrew MSS. of any considerable age, as we have Syriac MSS. that reach up to

the fifth century, and enable us to trace the Syriac punctuation back to its very first

beginnings, and to watch its gradual development.
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to their own devices but made an integral part of the first

verses ; and to PHD attached to the end of a verse. In such
T V

cases we may claim to have the text as it came from the poet's

hands, and accentuate for ourselves accordingly
13

.

The other cases, that occasion us difficulty, are mostly of quite

another kind. We shall find in them an accentuation, which we

have no reason to suppose is false, and for which an adequate

explanation has
(if possible) to be found. The following con-

siderations will have here to be borne in mind :

A. The essentially musical character of the accentual system.

If, then, it generally adapts itself (as we have supposed above)

to the logical and grammatical laws of the verse and its clauses,

we may expect that at other times its purely musical character

will make itself felt. And this we shall find to be often the case.

Indeed, most of the exceptional cases that occur are due to this

cause. But then they are referable to certain definite laws, so

that we know beforehand when they will take place. Given

certain conditions, the exception will follow.

B. The rhetorical character of the declamation.

A good public reader does not despise oratorical effect, as his

main object is to impress what he reads on the minds of his

hearers. Hence he may hurry over some words, to come to

what he counts the pith and marrow of the sentence, to the part

which appears to him most weighty and important ;
hence too he

will introduce a pause here and an emphasis there. This liberty

we must grant to the Hebrew Reader.

C. The peculiar form of composition, as exhibited in the

parallelismus membrorum.

For not unfrequently the logical or grammatical division is

passed over, that prominence may be given to thisform.

13
Take, for example, Ps. xi. i, which, as it stands in the text, is so pointed :

niBS npv "jrr nia 'tfoab 'nnrin TpN ^rypn i rvirrva -mj niao^. But here we

require OleVyored on 'iVDn, where the main division in the sense occurs. We put

the superscription on one side, and point: """pa 'XDDab 'HftNPi TpN 'rvon n^rP2
*n De R. 1244 I actually found the words so accented.
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By the application of these rules and principles, it is believed

that most of the apparent irregularities of our texts will be either

corrected or explained. A few cases will yet remain, which may

perhaps be put under the heads of (i) clerical errors, which our

MSS. do not enable us to correct ; and (2) accentual licenses,

which find their parallel in the metrical licenses, which poets of

all ages have indulged in. In regard to these last certainly not

the most important exceptions, my readers will probably agree

with me, when we come to them : De minimis non curat lex.

One remark in conclusion. We must not attempt to force the

accents to yield a meaning which they were not intended to

represent. The meaning they give is that which had become

traditional among the Jews. It may seem to us incorrect. But,

when explaining the accents, we have nothing to do with the

correctness or incorrectness of the sense they indicate. Let me

cite an example. Ps. i. 3 admits of two interpretations
14

, one

which refers the last clause of the verse to the flourishing tree,

and the other to the prosperous man. The accentuators chose

the former, and the accents are to be explained accordingly.

And so, in many other passages, the accentuation may be per-

fectly correct, though founded on a false conception of the mean-

ing. In some cases, we find a double accentuation in the MSS.

Of course, we are then at liberty to choose the one which seems

to us the more suitable.

In the next chapter I shall give the names and signs of the

accents ; and I shall then proceed to examine the construction of

the verse, and to analyse its several parts. In the course of the

examination thus pursued, the exceptional cases, to which I have

referred, will come under review.

Obs. The questions have often been asked, Why the three

(so-called) Poetical Books Psalms, Proverbs, and Job have

a different accentuation from the twenty-one Prose Books;

14 See Targ. and Aben-Ezra's note.
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and again, why if there was to be a distinction the poetical

accentuation should have been confined to the three books

above-named, when there are other books which, if their poetical

character be regarded, seem equally to claim it
15

. There was

clearly no necessity for any distinction at all, for we find the

same portions, Pss. xviii and cv. 1-15, at one time marked with

the poetical, and at another (see 2 Sam. xxii and i Chron. xvi.

8-22) with the prose, accents ; and in the Babylonian system

of punctuation, Psalms, Proverbs, and Job were accented in the

same way as the other books 16
. We have then to do with a

refinement peculiar to the Palestinian synagogues and schools,

a refinement (as it would seem) of a purely musical character.

At least, we find the melody much more frequently interfering

with the rules of the accentuation, as fixed by the logical or

grammatical construction of the verse, than in the other books.

The idea seems to have been to compensate for the shortness of

the verses (which is a marked characteristic 17 of the greater

15 We have ourselves added unnecessarily to the difficulty of the question by this

distinction (as far as I have observed, quite a modern one) of prose and poetical

books. That of prose and metrical (though older) is equally objectionable, for we

have no metre here, in any true sense of the term. Rabbinical writers know nothing

of such distinctions. They speak simply, and rightly, of the accentuation of the

three books and that of the twenty-one books. If I might venture to propose terms

which should indicate the difference in question, I would suggest 'plain' and
4 musical' accentuation, the former as designating the simpler cantillation of the

twenty-one books, the latter the more finished melody of the three books. The

accentuation of the twenty-one books was indeed also musical, but in a less marked

degree than that of the three books. The latter might be termed '

musical,' KO.T'

It is interesting to notice that, in the Greek Church also, there were two systems

of notation the one for the rhythmical reading, e. g. of the Gospels ; the other, of a

more distinctly musical character, for the singing of Psalms, &c. (Tzetzes, ib., p. 1 30) ;

and that, similarly, there was in the Latin Church the recitative (Tonus prophetiarum,

Tonus evangelii et epistolarum), and the chant, of which the neumes were the

notation.

16 See a specimen, prefixed to Baer's edition of Job.

17
Ben-Bil., I. 3, mentions it as a distinguishing mark of the three books,

D'aBp jnbttJ Q'plDDniD; and R. Isaac (grandson of Rashi), in the Tosaphoth to

Baba B. I4
b

, names, in the same way, as one of their characteristics, onstp

(quoted by Baer, Torath emeth, p. 55 note).
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part of these books) by a finer and fuller, more artificial and

impressive, melody
18

. For the Psalms a peculiar melody was

suitable enough, and it may not have been inappropriate when

applied to the brief and pregnant verses of Job and Proverbs.

When and by whom this improvement in the cantillation of

the synagogue was introduced, we are unable to say. By the help

of the Talmud we can trace the accents to the first centuries of

the Christian era ; but the Talmud (Palestinian as well as Baby-

lonian) gives no hint as to any variation in the accentuation of

the several books. The argumentum e silentio may perhaps be

allowed its weight here, particularly as Jerome also does not

allude to having heard from his Jewish teacher a particular mode

of reading for the three books, although he draws special atten-

tion to their other peculiarities, metre (as it seemed to him) and

stichical division in the writing
19

. Moreover, if this accentuation

had been due to an early tradition, we should expect to find it

represented in the Babylonian system of punctuation. I venture

therefore to think that it had its origin in a comparatively recent

period, the terminus a quo being the early part of the fifth

century, at which time the Palestinian Talmud had been closed,

and Jerome was dead ; and that ad quern, the close of the seventh

century, when, in all probability, written signs were first employed

for the accents. It would not, on account of this its later origin,

lose its interest for us, because it would still represent the tra-

ditional division and interpretation of the text.

18
Moreover, it is a melody that suits only these short verses. When applied to

longer (prose) verses, as Ps. xviii. I, it is in danger of breaking down. Of course

every accent will be affected by it. We must not suppose, because the accentual

arrangement of a verse is short and simple, that the melody is not there.

19 See his prefaces to Job and Isaiah.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE DIVISION, NAMES, SIGNS, ETC. OF THE ACCENTS.

THE meaning of the word D^p^tp, the original name of the

accents, has been already explained. The Arabic-speaking Jews

introduced a name that had exclusive reference to their musical
- C:S

value, ^Isajj,
*

melodies, modulations 1
;' and to this name corres-

ponds the Hebrew rnMD, as used by later Rabbinical writers 2
.

The melody of the three books is, as has been stated, unknown

in the present day. We observe only that even for the melody

pauses were necessary, and that the accents admit of being

divided into two classes, according to their pausal or non-pausal

character 3
. By most writers on the accents the pausal accent is

termed disjunctive, as separating by its pause its own word from

the word following ; and the non-pausal accent conjunctive, as

connecting without a pause its word with the following. But

if we employ these terms we must bear in mind (which is not

always done) that they hold only for the melody. If applied to

the accents as signs of interpunction, they are only partially

true. The musical separation and connection do not always

agree with the logical or syntactical.

The above-named distinction, which is obvious enough, has been

adopted, as the basis of the accentual system, by most modern
scholars. It did not, however, commend itself, as such, to Rabbinical

writers on the accents, though, of course, they were aware of its

existence. Ben-Asher 4
tells us of conjunctive accents (D^amo) and

their opposites. In Man. du Lect. 71. 15, we read of an accent that

1 This is the name used e. g. in the Arabic text of Ben-Bil'am.
2 The word properly meant the notes produced by striking the lyre or other

stringed instrument, and then came to be used for musical notes generally.
3 It is to be noted that every word in the text has its accent, either pausal or non-

pausal. The only exception is, that two or more words united by the hyphen, called

Maqqeph, were regarded for the purposes of accentuation as constituting a single

word. Thus yi-'pDN-b3, Ps. xxii. 28, has only one accent, not three.
4 Dikd. hat. 16. 7. Comp. p'DDD 28. 13.
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makes a pause (pD1S), and of another that joins word to word
IP It). Whilst Moses Qimchi

6
gives us the lists of the pausal

(D^DDD '&) and nonyausal accents (D^DDE D3W 'ft)
6
. But such

notices are few and far between. Ben-Bil., in his formal treatise

on the poetical accents, alludes only once, and that incidentally

(8. n), to this distinction. On the other hand, the principle,
which lay at the foundation of the Kabbinical division of the accents,
was the weakness or strength, the dependence or independence, of

the modulations. Those accents, which could not stand alone, but

only prepared the way for, and found their complete expression in,

a final and fuller modulation, were called D'TlY^b, servi. Whilst the

accents in which they merged, and on which they were clearly

dependent, were regarded as the leading, ruling accents. These latter

had not only a fuller and stronger modulation, which gave the tone to

the melody of the verse, but they could occupy an independent position,
could stand alone, with their modulation complete in itself. Hence
the high-sounding title, by which they were distinguished, of ^{P,
Kings, or E"1

")^, Princes 7
. This distinction is, however, insufficient,

because it furnishes no indication of what is to us the most

important matter the relation of the ^?;>p to one another.

Hence many modern writers have adopted the division of these

accents into the several grades of Emperors, Kings, Dukes, Counts,
etc.

8
,

to represent their relative pausal value and dependence one
on the other. But this fanciful division we may also dispense
with. I shall give hereafter the classification I suggest instead. The

only title of those named above which I propose to retain is that of

t^rn^E, servi, a useful terminus technicus, as marking the subordinate

position of the conjunctive accents.

Divided into the two classes above-named, the accents, with

their usual names 9 and signs, are as follows :

5

*jbno ii a
,
ed. Hamb. 1785.

6
Comp. Michlol 89% ed. Fiirth.

7 The term D'OSE properly belongs to both these classes, but is often applied,

/car' e|oxV> to the latter, as playing the more important part in the verse. In

Greek Church music we have ^xot fvpiot, and r6voi 8eo-ir6ovTes, even ^ SiaQopa /caret

5iaeu|/ /eat arvva^v (Tzetzes, ib. p. 56), but all in quite a different sense.

8 First proposed by Sam. Bohlius, in his Scrutinium S. S. ex accentibus, 1636.
9 The names of the accents, as handed down to us by the Jews of the Middle

Ages, vary considerably, apparently according to the schools (of Tiberias, Jerusalem,

etc.) in which they originated. Some of those given above are of more recent date.

I have retained them, as they have become current amongst us, and it seemed better

to avoid the confusion which would be caused by reverting to the older names.

The form of the names is in some cases Aramaic, in others Hebrew. The meanings

may be traced (see below) to their figure, position, or musical or pausal value.

C 2,
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I. PAUSAL, OB DISJUNCTIVE ACCENTS.

1. Silluq (p^D), as in

2. _i
Olev'yored (TVPI PlSty), as in

'

. .

3. Athnach (njJlN), as in

4. a -^ Great K'bhia^l^ ^1")), as in

0-2- Little R'bhia (ftog V^) 10
, as in .

5.
^ R'bhia mugrash (ttTtjG JTQn), as in .

6. s^_ Sinnor p^?), postpositive, as in .

7.
- D'chi (^n

1

^), prepositive, as in . .

8. JL Pazer ptB), as in

l-l- Great Shalsheleth (H^TO nStiStf), as in

10. a i-i- Azla 1'garmeh (TTO^A M^tM), as in .

^3
I M'huppakh 1'garmeh (HIT)

A ^B7?) -

II. NON-PAUSAL, OR CONJUNCTIVE ACCENTS (Servi).

i. Mer'kha (M3T??), aa in .....
. Tarcha (Nrntt) ......

3.
-i- Azla (fc&tW), as in .....

4-
~ Munach (HJ^tt) ......

5.
-i-

Illuy pW) .......
6. ~

M'huppakh (^JBiTtt), as in . . . .

7.
-

Galgal (Sa^), as in .....
8. J- Little Shalsheleth (HStDp n^^), as in .

\ T '
; v v :

' '

9.
_5? Sinnorith (n^^iSS), pretonic, as in . . .

The signs fall generally on the tone-syllable. The only

exceptions are D'chi, Sinnor, and Sinnorith, on which see below.

Where there are two signs, the second marks the tone.

10 Little R'bhia is distinguished by its position, which is always immediately before

OleVyored, Anywhere else in the verse the accent will be Great R'bhia.
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The semantik, represented above, must strike one as being of a very
simple character. And it becomes still more simple when we revert
to the earliest and original forms. The elements into which it then

readily resolves itself are the point, the straight line, and (in one

case) the curved line.

From these elements the Greek grammarians derived their system
of accentuation and interpunction ; and to the same elements may be
referred the musical notation of both the Greek and Latin Churches of

the Middle Ages
12

.

REMARKS ON THE SEVERAL ACCENTS 13
.

I. i. P^fP signifies 'cessation, close/ i.e. of the melody. Its sign
is a perpendicular stroke 14 below the tone-syllable of the word. Ben-

Asher's name is "tfn
15

.

The term P^DB tpD, which is often used for Silluq, refers properly to

the two points which mark the 'end of the verse,' but which have

nothing to do (as -their position alone shews) with the present system
of accentuation 16

. As they always however immediately follow Silluq

they became identified with it

12 For the former, see Tzetzes, ib., p. 129; for the latter, Coussemaker, Histoire

de I'Harmonie au Moyen Age, p. 158,
13 In these remarks, I have occasion to refer to lists of the accents found in the

following MSS. :

Vat. 25. In the Vatican Library (? I4th century).

Cas. H. III. 13 in the Casanatensian Library, Rome (A. D. 1466).

De R. 333 and 1016. Two of De Rossi's MSS., now in the Royal Library at

Parma (A. D. 1392 and ? I4th century).

Ox. 125. In the Bodleian Library, Oxford (? I4th century).

Pet. 123. In the St. Petersburg Imperial Library (? i6th century).

(This last is the list referred to by Pinsker, Einleitung etc., p. 44.)

Ben-Asher's names of the accents I have taken from Dikduke ha-teamim,

p. 20
; Chayyug's, from Nutt's edition of np:n 'D, p. 129 (this part of the work is

not, however, by Chayyug himself
;
see Nutt's remarks, p. xii) ; Eliezer Provenzale's,

from a list, printed by him at the end of pmp DttJl, A. D. 1596 (a copy of this

rare book is in the British Museum) ; and Lombroso's, from his edition of the Bible,

A.D. 1639, P-348.

Cod. Bab. is the famous MS. of the Prophets with the Babylonian accentuation

(A.D. 916), photo-lithographed 1875.
14 This stroke is often used (as we shall see) to indicate a pause.
15

Apparently nin, 'returning,' 'recurring.' Whatever other accent fails (and

they all fail in their turn) Silluq never does.

16 These two points (or strokes, Dikd. hat. 18. 5) seem to be the relics of an earlier

and simpler notation, in which a single point (or stroke) marked the caesura at

Athnach, and two the close of the verse. (So in Armenian, a sentence is divided by

a single point, and closed by a double point ; and in Sanskrit the half-verse is

marked by a single stroke, the end of the verse by a double stroke.) When the
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2. "p)"
1

] fi?*W, so named from its
'

ascending and descending' modu-
lation (see chapter on Olev'yored). It is represented (in our texts) by
a sign, like M'huppakh, above 17

,
and before the tone-syllable, and by a

second, like Mer'kha, below, with the tone-syllable. The name I found

in Vat. 25, Gas., and De E. 333,1016. It is also used by El.Prov.,Lom-
broso, and later writers on the accents. Ben-Asher's name is p/D,
'

ascending.'
Rabbinical writers generally regard this accent as dependent on,

because it always follows, R/blna or Zarqa, and have no other name
for it than ymn ''Sin and Npltn ^BTVt

18
! The name used by most

Christian writers, Merca Mahpachatum, is altogether false. Ben-Bil.

(8. n) has long ago warned us that we have nothing to do here with

Mer'kha. The lower sign in MSS. is just like the Silluq-sign, and

designates OleVyored as a pausal accent.

3. Bronx, KnrunK, or mjw9
.

The name (Aram.) is derived from the inf. Aphel of H^fi
20

, secondary
form of rVO, Properly it would mean ' the causing to rest

;

'

then

abstr. for concr. (comp. H13TN in Heb.),
' what causes to rest or

pause
21

.' Ben-Asher has *)"?&, 'breaking off;' Vat. 25, Cas., De R.

333, 1016, and El. Prov. H3in,
<

encamping,' Cresting.
The form, as it occurs in Cod. Bab. (our oldest Cod.), is

, which,

by rounding off the angle, became
,
and then _

,
as we find it in

our printed texts.

present accent-signs were introduced, the two points were retained, as serving to

mark clearly tlie limit between two consecutive verses, and then the simple stroke

below was deemed sufficient for Silluq. Otherwise (as it seems to me) we should

certainly have had a more prominent sign for this, the chief accent of the verse.

17 Sometimes I have found, as in Ox. 15 and in Br. Mus. I, a sign like Sinnorith

for M'huppakh.
18

According to them, it belongs neither to the D'^P nor to the D'rncp, not

to the former because it is a dependent accent, and not to the latter because its

word stands apart from the word following (as is seen by the Dagesh after a vowel).

And so it is left out in the cold ! They treated S'golta in the same way, in the prose

accentuation.

19 The vocalization, with Pathach in the first syllable, is unquestionably the

traditional one. I have found it in Vat. 25, Cas., and Pet. 123, and in the

Spanish and Italian Zarqa-lists. The German Jews alone, I believe, pronounce

20 This form occurs (as my friend Dr. Baer has pointed out to me) in the Talmud,
Erubin 53*: NQ"pn3 (or >3n'D) 3O'D in 1

? 'nsnni N:^"? p""n mirr '31

D"P3 Dmin, ' the Jews, who are accurate in their speech, and set signs for them-

selves, their Law is established in their hand.'

21 A similar nom.verb. is NnbnriN, 'beginning,' from bnn (Root, b'm). Miiller,

in his recent edition of Masechet Sopherim, p. 173, explains n:n as meaning 'sign

of rest' (nN = mN). But such a form is, I believe, without analogy; and certainly

one would expect, instead of n3, nn3 or mo.
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The original form was (as it seems to me) ,
a compound sign

made up of Silluq and Tiphcha. This composition (like the mixing of

wine with water) represents Athnach as an intermediate accent, neither

so strong as the former, nor so weak as the latter (comp. 7 end). An
exact parallel is furnished by the Syriac accentuation, where Tachtaya
(
= Athnach) -j- is derived from the union of Pasuqa (= Silluq) and

Samka (= Tiphcha). The origin of the sign was after a time for-

gotten, and the perpendicular stroke became inclined to the left, just,
as is often the case (in MSS.) with Silluq itself.

4. JP3") is represented by a point placed over the tone-syllable of the

word. It is also called 3tiW 22
. This latter name, (' settled, fixed,') is

used technically to indicate a ' sustained' note 23
. The name B/bhia

therefore, 'resting/ (from Aram. y?l=Heb. T^,) refers probably not

to the pause, but to the modulation of the voice, as 'resting, dwelling'
on one and the same note 24

,
neither ascending nor descending in the

scale
25

. Ben-Asher's name is PlpH,
'

strong, firm,'=2TO.
The B'bhia-sign represents two accents ^flO D'ail W'2 (Ben-

Asher), which, however, are readily distinguished by their position.

The ancients, and most modern writers on the accents, make no
distinction (as far as name is concerned) between the two R'bhias.

Lombroso was the first to propose the title bty V"
1

?"!. That of

fiBp $ra-| was added by the author of n^yj *W (1765), whom
Heidenheim and Baer have followed. This simple and necessary
distinction I have also adopted.

So the Eastern Syrians, who had the same sign (a point above

the word) for two different accents, distinguished between them, as

}a li^Jbo and Jjo^J ('
Great' and 'Little' H'zfana)

26
.

5. There is a third accent, marked by the same sign as R'bhia, but

distinguished from it by a stroke (in MSS. a straight line) over the

first letter and on its right hand, thus T3f, As this stroke resembles

the Geresh-sign of the prose accentuation, the accent has been called

Bhj
jra"|, Rbhfa Gereshatum. This is, however, quite a modern

name (first employed by Lombroso), and quite inappropriate, for

22 This name I found in Vat. 25, Gas., and De R. 333, 1016. It is also used by

El. Prov.
23 See Man. du Lect. 87. 6, rutt-po nrvsm ii Nsn rrtnnw avo prti

.mao^ N 1

?! rrtrn
1

? N^
24 That this note was a high note, we learn from Chayyug, p. 129. i.

25 The name svn is sometimes explained as punctum quadratum. But this form

is not found in MSS., and where it occurs in printed texts is simply due to the fancy

of editors.

26 See Bar-Hebrzeus on Syriac Accents (Phillips' edition), p. 50, and Bar-Zu'bl

(Martin's edition), p. 1 8.
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Ge"resh is altogether unknown in the accentuation of the three books 27
.

Rabbinical writers term our accent NHDp, because it occupies the same

position before Silluq, as Tiphcha does in the prose accentuation. Nay
more, the stroke over the first letter is, no doubt, the Tiphcha-sign
itself, transferred from below 28

(where there is no longer any place for

it, as this sign below is, in the three books, used for quite a different

accent). The placing of the two signs apart seems to indicate that
each had its own modulation, although the intonation of the word was

always with the second sign
29

.

This accent appears only before Silluq. Ben-Asher calls it "\W,

'cutting off;' and certainly no accent 'cuts off,' so often and so

abruptly, the word on which it falls from the following word (e. g.

: *Jijn ^m Ps. xxxv. 4) ;
and that, because there is a musical necessity

for its presence before Silluq.

6. ^M, '-to, or
NjJ"!?.

The form of this accent seems to point to a

winding, meandering note; circumflexione vocis gaudebat (as an old

writer says)
30

. Its name was taken from its form, which was likened

to the meandering of a 'canal,' or 'water-channel 31
,' such as were

common in the East. Ben-Asher calls it nrift,
<

drawing out,' because

of its long-drawn form or tone. The former is very conspicuous in

many MSS.
As regards position, it is (what is called) a postpositive, accent (made

so, to distinguish it from Sinnorith, which has the same form, but

occurs at the beginning, or in the middle of the word, see p. 22). In

correct MSS., when the tone falls on the penultimate, it is (at least, in

all doubtful cases) repeated, to mark the tone and prevent the possi-

bility of a mistake in the chanting, thus : P.??, ""^r
1^.

7. yn is the Tiphcha which precedes Athnach in the prose accentu-

ation, transferred to the first letter, and made prepositive. (It was
made so, to distinguish it from the conjunctive Tarcha, which has the

same form, but is placed under the tone-syllable of the word; see

27 It has, however, become established among us, and I do not propose to change

it. A suitable name (as it seems to me) would be a:>^n tf'in,
'

compound R.'

28 Just as R'bhla is transferred from above, in the prose accentuation, to form with

Mer'kha the accent T'bhir.

29 Where the tone falls on the first letter, the two signs come together, as

'D, inn. But this would not prevent the double modulation, as the Masora to

Gen. v. 29 shews. Where two words are united by Maqqeph, both signs fall on the

second word, as p^'bs. In practice, the one or other of these signs is often

dropped, through the carelessness of punctators and editors.

30 Like the Sinuosum of the Latin ncumes. (See Helmore, Plain-song, p. 6.)

81 1122 is used in this sense in the Talmud, and probably NJTH had the same

meaning. I do not find it (as Heidenheim, Mishp. hat. p. 6, states) in Chaldee ;

but in Arabic
&3J\ signifies rigole, saignee.' (See Dozy, Supplement aux Dic-

tionnaires Arabes.)
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p. 2o)
32

. It is represented by a straight line, inclining to the right, and

is, in many MSS., repeated when the tone falls elsewhere than on the
first syllable, and there might be a doubt as to its position, thus,

There are few accents that can boast of so many names. As repre-
sentative of the prose Tiphcha, it is still, by some writers, named

Tiphcha, or Tiphcha prcepositivum. NH"1D and "'H'n are synonyms of

the prose Tiphcha
34

;
hence Moses Qimchi and others have named it

NrntD 35
; Lombroso and those who follow him, W. By Kabbinical

writers generally it is known as IW, '

stationary, pausal
38

,'
in contra-

distinction to the conjunctive accent of the same form. Vat. 25, De R.

333, 1016, and El. Prov. name it rV^l? from its position on the right
hand of the word. In many MSS. I have found it, to my surprise,
marked like the prose accent "^Jl, and Cas. names it so. This sign
as made up of E'bhla and Mer'kha would represent it as an inter-

mediate accent, neither so strong as the former, nor so weak as the

latter 37
(all three, as we shall see, appear regularly before Athnach).

With this form it ceases to be prepositive.
H f

8. "ITS derives its name from its modulation, "IJBV^pn fcttPI (Man.
du Lect. 73. 23). It was a ' shake' or 'trill.' Hence it is named in

Cas., De B. 333, 1016, and by El. Prov. T?T?2, 'making to tremble/

Similarly, in Greek church music the trill was designated rpo/iiKoV.

Ben-Asher calls it HV3,
f

conspicuous/
'

clear,' in reference, no doubt,
to its sharply-defined tone.

32 When two words are united by Maqqeph, D'chl is placed before the first letter of

the second word, thus : rT^'V^aj, prptoittf.
33 Baer (following Ben-Bil. 6, below) makes the second sign here Me"theg. MSS.

vary. The M&heg-sign has the advantage of preventing confusion with Tarcha, see

the ex. p. 32.
34 For Tarcha this is well known. For D'chl see Chayyug 127. 1, and a list at the

end of the first Bomberg Bible. rn properly signifies
c thrust back,' in reference

to the backward inclination of the sign. In Pinsker, p. 43, th'is accent is called in

Arabic
S]J,

'

thrusting back/ viz. its sign. The name >n <!

j
is appropriate enough

for us, seeing that the sign is 'thrust back' from its proper position on the tone-

syllable to the first letter of the word.
35 The name is found first so used in Dikd. hat. 26. 5. But in his list of the

accents of the three books, Ben-Asher calls this accent yin, apparently because of

its straight, undeviating course. It is always the forerunner of Athnach (or of Ath-

nach's representative), whereas the other pausal accents vary in their sequence.
36 So in the prose accentuation Y'thibh is stationary, pausal,' in opposition to

the conjunctive M'huppakh, and so also Pashta is often (e. g. in Man. du Lect. 76. 9)

called 1'IV, in opposition to N^T,
*
going on/ not pausing.

37 The same explanation applies to van in the Prose Books. See Derenbourg'a

note, Man. du Lect. 219.

D
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To explain tlie form, we must go back to the prose system, where it

occurs constantly as a somewhat greater pause, in the same clause

with Geresh. Luzzatto 39
regards it as a mere substitute for Ge"resh.

However that may be, I do not doubt that its form is derived from

Ge'resh, viz. by the addition of the pausal stroke, thus, JL40
, which,

with the sharp angle rounded off, becomes the Pazer, ,
of our

texts 41
,

9.
' ly?7^. This zigzag line represents the musical character of

the accent. (Comp. the similar sign sometimes used in modern music

for a trill.) Shalsli61eth was an ascending shake or trill. It belonged
to the same class as Pazer. Hence the two are often confounded in

MSS., and where Ben-Asher has the one, as in Ps. cxxv. 3, IPa?, Ben-

Naphtali has the other, * IP^X Hence, too, Shalshe'leth is described

in Gas., De R. 333, 1016, and by El. Prov. as ^SV"!P, a term of the same

meaning as that used by them for Pazer above. There must, of course,

have been a difference between the two
; and, no doubt, Shalsheleth

was the more extended and emphatic trill
42

. It occurs far less fre-

quently than Pazer.

Ben-Asher's name for this accent is pfT|, which has the same meaning
as rbvfow, 'chain' (comp. Heb. pirn and JtiplTj)*

8
. The name 'chain'

has by some been referred to the succession of tones,
' in linked sweet-

ness long drawn out,' which characterized this accent, making it

perhaps like the trillo di catena of the present day ;
but see note.

The stroke on the left hand is the pausal sign, Paseq, which dis-

tinguishes it as a pausal accent from the conjunctive of the same form
and name. Lombroso was the first to apply to these two accents the

distinctive titles of TO13 and HJDp.

10 and n. I non^, <by itself,'
<

independent,'= Heb. 1PB& Like

Shalsheleth, M'huppakh and Azla become independent pausal accents,

80 In Torath emeth, p. 61.

40 A form still found in some MSS. It must be remembered that the sign for

Ge"resh is properly a straight line inclined to the right.
41 So Zaqeph gad61 is from Zaqeph qaton

-1
-, by the addition of the pausal

stroke.

42 Ben-Asher says of it : pns> rnnoa
"?,

'it is not quickly broken off.' r
43 In Cod. Bab. Amos i. 2, we find the original form of the accent |i.

Here the points one above another were taken to represent the several rings of a

pendent 'chain/ whence the name Shalshe'leth. They were probably originally

meant to symbolize the several ascending notes of the trill. It is observable that

the Quilisma, or trill of the Latin neumes, has also ' the form of several dots hanging

one on the other' (Helmore, Plain-song, p. 10). With this form of Shalshe'leth

may be also compared the Syriac accent ]Ltjl,
'
chain,' with two points, one above

the other, _ (Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, i. p. 206), and the vowel-

sign R'bhasa, with its two points, called also )l^XA>, 'chain' (Merx, Gram, Syr.

P. 30).
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by the addition of Paseq. Ben-Aslier names the former 31H 1?^, and

Gas.
S
P1J 'Tjte. Neither mentions the latter; nor do other Rab-

binical writers distinguish between the two. It is convenient, how-

ever, to do so (as Heidenheim and Baer have done) by the names of

the accents (M'huppakh and Azla) from which they are derived.

II. i. The usual names of this accent, T}^, K?"$9 an^ **3~W> or

Njno, are all from the same root (?? like ITWO and $?), and

indicate it, as prolonging the modulation. Comp. the Arabic name
in Pinsker, p. 42 3L, 'lengthening out,' 'prolonging.' By Ben-Asher

it is termed T?V, from its descending tone : toXJD Hljtt^ (Dikd.Jiat.

24. 12). Hence the further Arabic name in Pinsker, p. 43 1UL&.,
'

descending/ In MSS. it is generally represented by a straight line,

turning more or less to the left hand.

2. nrnD or Nn")9
44

,
a name first used by M. Qimchi (in Mahlakh i ib

).

By the older grammarians (with the exception of Ben-Asher), it is

divided into three accents each, of course, with its own modulation 45

a sign that it is one of the most important of the conjunctives :

a. n^KO or &6?NO when it occurs before Silluq. Unquestionably

the Arabic aljll, 'inclined 46
,' and so written in Pet. 123, tfyw? mayle

(modern Arabic pronunciation), not as it is usually pronounced nj^D.
This derivation is confirmed by the name rniDJ 47

, 'inclined/ given to

this accent in Man. du Lect. 74. 6.

rnm when it occurs before Athnach 48
. For the meaning of the

term, see D'chi, note 34 : (^rn and ^BJ are used as synonyms, Ps.lxii. 4.)

y.
331 K> when it occurs before R'bhia mugrash. ttW is recumbens,

se inclinans=to3 above 49
.

44 A synonym of the pausal Tiphcha in the prose accentuation (derived from rno,

Idboravit,
'

labouring, heavy, slow'), but here applied to a conjunctive accent. Yet

the name is perhaps not so inappropriate, for the employment of the sign seems to

imply a similar slow modulation.

46 So in the prose system, Munach, Illuy, and M'kharbel have all the same sign,

but different modulations. Ben-Bil. (Oxford MS.) has the following remark on the

intonation oftwo of the above accents: iOl r?Dl SV 33inn T1TD3 nn'S mmn
1ST 3, i. e. the enunciation of D. was pesante, that of Sh. leggiero. But if the intona-

tion before Athnach was pesante, much more (we may be sure) must it have been so

before Silluq.
46 See Man. du Lect. 96, Derenbourg's note. Even in the old MS., Cod. Bab.,

I find a form derived from the Arabic, pbD^DQ, Masora to Amos i. 2.

47 nnu: refers to the sign, not to the tone, as is clear from the expression rritoa

"nnNb, 'inclined backwards/ 77. 19.
48 Or before R'bhia mugrash, when it takes the place of Athnach.

49
Derenbourg, in Man. du Lect. 74. 6, has made the sign of aaitt? like Galgal,

but in the original MS. it is aairc, i. e. arnttj the double accentuation, with Mer'kha
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The sign of these accents is (in MSS.) a straight line, inclined to the

right, and under the tone-syllable. D'chi has the same form, but is

distinguished from them by being always placed outside the word
before the first consonant. Ben-Asher, like ourselves, has only one
name for the three accents, |% which points to the position between

the letters of the word, as "H'J. El. Prov. and other moderns employ
the name Tiphcha, since the form and position is the same as that of

Tiphcha, in the prose accentuation.

3. *v?, a name taken from the prose accentuation, and first em-

ployed by Lombroso. (On its meaning see note 36.) The older writers

call it simply S"? (Ox. 125 Ny, i. e. Lie),
'

rod, stroke 50
;' Ben-Asher

n?yp, from its ascending tone 51
.

Its sign is a straight line, inclined to the left, over the tone-syllable.

The next three accents belong to the Shophar-class, so called because

of their fancied resemblance to the "l^>
'

trumpet/ used by the Jews

on certain festival days
52

.

4. rup -iai^. The form is two lines, inclined at a right (in MSS.
often an acute) angle to one another, and placed under the tone-

syllable. The name here given is that adopted by most writers.

Chayyug has nru 1B^ 'Shophar of rest' (
=

njto). Lombroso, and

others since his time, make it fffift '^, the name of the prose Munach
in the Spanish Zarqa-list. Often it is nt3>?p?p

nj^, Munach inferius,

to distinguisli it from the following sign. Sometimes, as the leading

representative of the Shophar-class, it is called simply

and Tarcha, pointing to the variations in MSS.; sonic, with Ben-Naphtali, having

Mer'kha, and others, with Ben-Asher, Tarcha. In Chayyug's list, and in Ox. 1 25,

we meet with the strange names mi Ntt^bn and nvjn Ntt)^n ('Great and Little

T'lisha ') for a and y (/3 and 7), a lame attempt (as it would seem) to introduce the

prose nomenclature into our accentuation.
50

Comp. pdftios, virgula, as used by Greek grammarians (Osann, Anecdotum

Romanum, p. 133), and the virga or virgula of the Latin neumes (Helmore, Plain-

song, p. 4). In the musical notation of the Greek Church this sign was called

KeVrTj/io, 'goad' (Christ and Paranikas, Anthologia Grseca, p. cxxv), the
]l")T

of Man. du Lect. 90. i.

61 Dikd. hat. 22. 9.
52 This trumpet (as I have seen it) is made of a straight (flattened) horn, somewhat

more than a foot in length, turned up a few inches at the end. A good representa-

tion may be seen in Stainer's Music of the Bible, fig. 75, p. 127.
33 For so, no doubt, we must point, not with Hupfeld, rim:, 'descending.' In

Ox. 125 we have the Arabic name j>ih icitt), where /?-*Ja, positio, depositio, is

evidently the rendering of nn3.
54 In Cas. and De R. 333 occurs the name h^bp_; according to Chayyug 128. 15 a

synonym of ba"i5D. But there is no reason for the introduction of ^iDp here ! El.
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But the correct designation of this accent is, no doubt, that used

by Ben-Bil. and those who follow him, ^?y "i&it? 56
,
a name given it

because of its ascending tone 56
, answering to that of the accent of the

same name in the prose system
57

,;
whereas Hjto implies an equal,

sustained tone ('"l^P? K?} n<?^< SO)
58

. Ben-Asher has a similar

name, H?iy?

*

ascending/ These fine musical distinctions have, how-

ever, no meaning for us. I have therefore retained the common name

Munach, and then the name ""w will be employed for the following
accent.

5. ^py 1B1B>. This name is convenient enough for us, as descriptive
of the position of the accent, above the tone-syllable of the word. It

was first used (I believe) by Lombroso. Ben-Asher has a similar

name, ?W1, 'suspended/ 'Others use the term n^JO^D njflO, Munach
superius.

But the best authorities introduce us here to a new accent (the

counterpart of which is not found in the prose system), "tt38P "lBl$, an

accent, the modulation of which (from its name) must have been of a
broken character, and was probably a plain shake shake on one
note 59 the Greek irerrcta. It is easy to see how it might thence get
the name (which is found in Man. du Lect. 74. 5) of TJSD '>, 'the

tripping Shophar' (2 Sam. vi. 16). In this note we have one of the

musical refinements of the three books 60
.

Prov. (whom Norzi follows) has made confusion worse confounded by changing (as it

would seem) this name into hzbz\l

56 In the original Arabic, and in Pet. 123, yen '\r>,
i. e.

x]>j,

' Sh. of elevation.*

66 See Dikd. hat. 24. 12, and Baer's note there.

57 See Man. du Lect. 87. 5. The name used for nV there is DTID.
68 See Man. du Lect. 87. 5. For n:iO we have there atiJvo (a name used also by

Chayyug, 128. 24). We thus ascertain the meaning of the term nain. It is the

same as attJvp,
'

settled,' unvarying, in its tone (see above, under K'bhia).
69 In Man. du Lect. 102. 4, the term "nitt? is opposed to ittjvp, just as, in any

dictionary of music, the vibrato, or plain shake, is opposed to a pure sustained tone.

So Ben-Asher, Dikd. hat. 19. 7, tells us of nD '>, that its modulation is not

broken (TDin ^l ino'23), in accordance with the preceding note.

60 In the printed text of Ben-Bil. (taken from the Paris Cod.) we find mio
instead of "miD. So that the strange phenomenon presents itself, of Ben-Bil/s

calling our Munach by the name of Illuy, and vice versa. With regard to Illuy,

I have already explained above
;
and as to Munach, it is simply, in the case before

us, a correction of some early copyist, who missed an accent with which he was

familiar in the prose accentuation. I say 'an early copyist,' because the correction

is already found in Hadassi (A.D. 1148). It is also in the De Rossi Cod. (evidently

from the same original as the Par. Cod.) and in the grammatical work of Samuel

hanaqdan, Berlin Cat. No. 1 18. But in the original Arabic of Ben-Bil., and in Ox. 125,
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6. TJgTlD IB^, ?19n)D 'B>, Or Sjten '>. This is the "to^,
< turned

round 61
,' properly (as in some texts) . Ben-Asher, Vat. 25, Gas.,

and others term it '"Ute, which has the same meaning. Ben-Asher's

description of the prose M'huppakh shews us that the modulations of

the conjunctive accents played no unimportant part in the melody
of the verse :

' It first descends, then mounts up, and keeps itself

mounted up' (njwntp n^jn rtf).

7. W3, 'wheel 62
;' Ox. 125 m'M W>n 63

,
i.e. s^TjSu, 'great new

moon/ from its semicircular form. (In the prose list this accent is

iDV'jn fTV, the moon a day old.') In Gas. and De K. 333, 1016, it is

named ^?.15P, 'making to tremble,' a designation which must refer to the

modulation, similar to that of Pazer, which it immediately precedes.

8. See Shalsheleth among the pausal accents. Little Sh. is of very
rare occurrence.

9 . nnily in Ox. 125 rrto_has the same sign as "to, but "to

is postpositive, whereas it is pretonic. It occurs only in an open

and Pet. 1 23, we have VD3n "ID TO) (i. e. -^*Xj ) Sh. fractionis = Sh. fractus ; and

in the Ox. and Vat. texts of Ben-Bil., and in Simsoni, "nac '. Tn Cas., De R.

333, 1016, and by El. Prov. the accent is not named. By Chayyug it is called simply

1D1XD ("nan? has probably fallen out).

61 In the Arabic text of Ben-Bil., Ox. 125, and Pet. 123, aibpQ "iDItt?, i.e. u^JjLo,
* turned about.' In the same sense, Greek and Latin grammarians used the terms

airfffTpaniJifvos and avcrsus. Thus D is Sty^o farcffrpanpfvov. We even find a sign

just like ours, and called by the same name, < aversa (C. Suetoni Tranquilli Reli-

quise, p. 140).

62 But this name and the form do not agree. Here we must once more recur to

the prose accentuation. Galgal is there the servus of Pazer gadol, usually represented

by two T'lishas, the original form of which was (for soT'lisha appears in our

oldest MS., Cod. Bab.) One of these T'lishas was then taken for the servus, , as

is clear from the name given to the servus in Man. du Lect. 89. 14, T'tisha q'tanna.

The usual name is Galgal. We now understand why Galgal and Pazer, coming

together, are described in the Masora as rmjn JD1N,
' wheel and waggon,' the single

circle representing the wheel, and the double the waggon. By putting the part for

the whole, we get the form usual in MSS., ,
and with the ornamentation of printed

texts, ^r . But it is questionable whether this particular form does not come from

,
a form of the servus common enough in MSS.

,
and corresponding to the form

for Pazer gadol, which latter is also frequent enough, e. g. all through Man. du Lect.

Ben-Asher's name for Galgal is bDMJ, of which nothing can be made. Baer proposes

bll2>, 'round.' I would suggest
l

?
J

?2ir= V?5'CJO,
'

completing.' The wheel completes

the waggon. The root of this form is used by Ben-Asher, in describing the prose

Galgal, 19. 4 : 'A waggon with wheel complete' (n^i^i).
63

According to the pronunciation in most parts of Syria. See Wallin, Zeitschrift

der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, xii. p. 669.
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syllable before Mer'kha or M'huppakh, e.g. W, "g*}*. Ben-Asher

names it N?PP, because it serves as a complement to these accents.

Yet it had its own modulation, which must, to some extent, have

resembled that of Sinnor. The form )V"to seems to be the fern, of a

nom. rel., like JVJ?% p. 17.

On the pausal sign Paseq, which is no accent, for it has no modula-

tion attaching to it, see special chapter.

In the above remarks, I have aimed at bringing together the various

names used for the accents, and at explaining them and the corres-

ponding signs. At the same time I have collected the scattered

notices, as far as they seemed of an authentic character, relating to the

musical character of the accents. The information submitted, although
not of much practical value, has a certain literary and historical

interest. The investigation could not have been passed over alto-

gether, and having undertaken it, I have sought to make it, even at

the risk of some wearisomeness of detail, as complete as possible.

The first step towards the accentuation was the arranging of

the text in a number of small divisions, called Q^DS, 'sec-

tions 65
,' or rnfc^pp, 'lections/ These are what we call 'verses.'

Each of these sections or verses was recited separately, and each is

to be regarded in tracing the laws of accentuation as an indepen-

dent whole. Logically, a verse may be closely connected with the

one preceding or following it ; but musically and accentually no

such connection, exists. The individual verse is to be taken, and

the relation of its accents to one another to be alone considered.

The fundamental tone (' key-note
'

perhaps we may call
it)

of

the verse was furnished by the end-accent, Silluq. This was the

only constant musical element ; in other words, Silluq is the only

accent that never fails. The other accents vary in character and

number, according to musical laws which we have to determine.

This is the task that lies before us in the following chapters.

64 Two words joined by Maqqeph are regarded for the purposes of accentuation as

one word. If, now, Sinnorlth falls on the first of two such words, the Maqqeph is

dropped ; thus, Nirr '1 for Nirr'f . innorlth joins the words so closely together,

that Maqqeph is no longer needed.

05
piDB, 'cut off,' 'a segment, section.' These sections are mentioned in both

the Mishna and Talmud, and in Kiddushin 30% the number of them is given for

certain books.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE DICHOTOMY.

ONE of the distinguishing characteristics of the Hebrew verse

is what has been termed its DICHOTOMY.

As I use the term in the present chapter, I would be understood

to mean that every verse in the three books is divided by a

caesura into two parts.

The lengths of these parts, and the accents that mark the caesura,

vary in different verses, but the ccesura itselfcannotfail.
In the present chapter we have to determine

First, the position of this caesura, or chief musical division of

the verse ;
and secondly, the notation that is employed to mark it.

I. Our main guide to the dichotomy of the verse will be the

parallelismus membrorum, the characteristic of poetry, and of

the higher style generally, in Hebrew composition.

1. In such simple cases as the following, it will be seen at

once that the dichotomy can come nowhere else than between

the members of the parallelism.

a. Synonymous parallelism :

Jehovah, rebuke me not in thine anger, |

Neither chasten me in thy hot displeasure (Ps. vi. i).

If thine enemy hunger, give him bread to eat, |

And if he thirst, give him water to drink (Prov. xxv. 21).

b. Antithetic parallelism :

There is that giveth himself out as rich, with nothing at all,
|

There is that giveth himself out as poor, with much wealth (Prov. xiii. 7).

A soft answer turneth away wrath, |

But a grievous word bringeth up anger (Prov. xv. l).

2. But the parallelism is far from being always so exact as in

these examples. Indeed, such verses would soon become weari-

some by their monotony. The poets therefore allow themselves

the utmost liberty in varying the form of the parallelism
1

.

1 I confine myself in what follows to examples of synonymous parallelism. The

principle is all that it is necessary to establish.

The perpendicular line used above is, I need hardly say, meant to indicate the

position of the dichotomy.
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i. Sometimes it is loose and general:

But in Jehovah's law is his delight, |

And in His law doth he meditate day and night (Ps. i. 2).

The precepts of Jehovah are right, rejoicing the heart; |

The commandment of Jehovah is pure, enlightening the eyes (Ps. xix. 9).

3. Still more frequently it is limited and partial :

a. So an accessory part may appear in the second member, e. g.

And Jehovah helpeth them, and rescueth them
; |

He rescueth them from the wicked and saveth them, because they trust in

Him (Ps. xxxvii. 40).

Comp. Ps. xviii. i; xxi. 12
;
xxvii. u; cxli. 8.

/3. But it is much more common in the first. Indeed, the main

idea of the verse (and this it is important to notice) is often given

in the first member, and the second member merely echoes a part
a word only, it may be of the first, which it may, or may not,

expand or add to :

Ask of me, and I will give thee the heathen as thine inheritance, |

And as thy possession the ends of the earth (Ps. ii. 8).

Life he asked of thee
;
thou hast given it to him, [

Length of days for ever and ever (Ps. xxi. 5).

Cast it on Jehovah; let Him deliver him, |

Let Him rescue him, seeing He hath pleasure in him (Ps. xxii. 9).

Comp. Ps. ix. 1 8
; xviii. 8 and 12 ("^H); xxviii. 2 ; xxxi. 20;

cxv. 14; cxxxv. 12; cxl. 13; Prov. i. 33; Job xx. 4; xxxvi. 5.

Such cases often come (as the examples given above shew)

under C, p. 6. The verse is divided to exhibit the parallelism,

and the logical division has to give way.

Some peculiar cases of partial parallelism must be here noticed.

y. When two parallel expressions follow one another in the

course of a continuous construction (progressive parallelism
this

has been termed) they are often separated by the caesura, so as

to produce parallelismus membrorum. Such cases come also

under C, p. 6 ; but here it is the syntactical, more frequently

than the logical division, which is passed over.

The splendour of the glory of thy majesty, |

And thy wondrous works, will I consider (Ps. cxlv. 5).

E
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As I have seen, those who plough iniquity, |

And sow trouble, reap it (Job iv. 8).

Therefore I came out, to meet thee,
|

To seek thy face, and have found thee (Prov. vii. 15).

There is no wisdom, and no understanding, |

And no counsel, against Jehovah (Prov. xxi. 30).

The other passages that come under this head are (as far as I

have noted): Ps. xvi. 3; 1.4; Ixvi. 14; Ixxv. 7
2

; xc. 2 ; cvi. 37
3

;

cvii. 17; cxxxix. 20; Prov. iii. 2; vii. 6, 12; viii. 2, 3, 25; xvi.

30; xxv. 3; xxx. 32; Job iv. 10; v. 15; xi. 10; xx. 17; xxxii.

8; xxxvii. 13.

8. In a few instances, words occurring in the first part of the

verse are repeated, for the sake of effect, before the grammatical

construction is completed. Here there is necessarily a pause

before the repetition, and so a suitable place is found for the

dichotomy :

How long shall the wicked, O Jehovah, |

How long shall the wicked triumph ? (Ps. xciv. 3).

And so in Ps. xxix. i
4
; Ixxxix. 52 ; xciv. I

; xcvi. 7 ;
cxiii. i

; and

Job xviii. 13. Ps. Ixx. 2 is similar.

3. Where the verse consists of three members, two of which

exhibit parallelism, but the third contains a different idea, we

should expect the dichotomy to come either after or before the

parallelism, and this we find to be generally the case, e. g.

a. When the parallelism precedes :

On thee have I stayed myself from the womb,
From my mother's bowels, thou art my sufficiency ; j

Of thee is my praise continually (Ps. Ixxi. 6).

Hear, O my people, and I will speak ;

O Israel, and I wilh testify against thee :
|

God, thy God, am I (Ps. 1. 7).

Comp. Ps. xxiv. 7; xxxix. 6; xl. 10; liv. 5; Iv. 16; &c.

But here a certain amount of liberty is claimed. Sometimes the

division comes between the members of the parallelism :

2
Correcting the last part of the verse, thus : : Dnrr "la-jap N^n with the follow-

ing Codd., B. M. 2
;
Cam. 13 ;

De R. 732 ;
Par. 80

; ^BerT 17, 51 ;" &c.
3
Pointing nn>a.!rnM with Ox. 15, 17, 72 ;

Erf. i, 3 ; &c.
4
Leaving out the superscription.
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For he shall hide me in his tabernacle, in the day of evil, |

He shall conceal me in the concealment of his tent,
On a rock shall he exalt me (Ps. xxvii. 5).

Jehovah reigneth, hath robed himself with majesty, |

Jehovah hath robed, hath girt himself with strength,
The world also standeth fast, doth not move (Ps. xeiii. l).

Comp. Ps. xxxvii. 5 ; Ixix. 5 ; cxvi. 1 6
;
and cxliii. 1 2

6
.

In such instances, attention seems to be drawn to the close connec-

tion between the idea contained in the parallelism, and the new idea

introduced by the third member. Thus, in Ps. xxvii. 5,
' He shall

hide me in his tent, where I shall be safe as on a rock above the reach

of mine enemies ;' and in xciii. i,
' Jehovah hath put on his might and

majesty, and order is, in consequence, once more established in the

world 6
.' We have here merely instances of what we have already seen

in a simpler form above, viz. of parallelism, with addition in the second

member. This is a recognised principle in Hebrew verse, and need not

occasion any difficulty. Such an addition often comes in, with marked

effect, at the close of the verse.

b. Again, when the parallelism follows, it is generally marked

off by the dichotomy, e. g.

I will exult and rejoice in thy mercy, |

That thou hast seen my affliction,

Hast regarded the distresses of my soul (Ps. xxxi. 8).

Thou wilt make me know the path of life
; |

Fulness of joys is with thy presence,

Pleasures in thy right hand for evermore (Ps. xvi. u).

Comp. Ps. xxiv. 8; xxxv. 10 ; Ixvii. 5; Ixxviii. ai, 50; &c.

But here, as before, and apparently for the same reason, mutatis

mutandis, the dichotomy sometimes appears between the members of

the parallelism :

Yea ! though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil,

For thou art with me, |

Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me (Ps. xxiii. 4).

Cause me to go in thy truth, and teach me,
For thou art the God of my salvation, |

In thee have I hoped all the day long (Ps. xxv. 5).

Comp. Ps. iii. 8; iv. 3; vi. 7; vii. 6; xiii. 6
;

xxvii. 6 ;
xxxviii. 13;

xcv. 10
;

cxlviii. 13; Job ix. 21.

It is unnecessary therefore to propose as commentators, who have

failed to notice this peculiarity in the division of the verse, sometimes

do propose
7

to shift back the caesura to the early part of the verse, so

5 So also Is. liv. i.

6 That such is the connection of ideas may be seen by comparing xcvi. 10.

7 E. g. Hupf.and Hitz. in Ps. xiii. 6, and Hupf. in xxv. 5. But, to be consistent,

we must make the same change in cases like Ps. xii. 2
;
xxx. 2

;
Ixviii. 2 ;

and xcvii.

i
; where, however, neither Hupf. nor Hitz. have thought of suggesting it.

E 2
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as to make the musical agree with the logical pause. In reality, we
have here merely instances of that partial parallelism, which we noticed

on a smaller scale, under 2, 2 (3. The sentiment of the verse is first given,

and then comes an echo (as it were) of the concluding words of that

sentiment. This too is an established principle of the Hebrew versi-

fication.

4. The verse may admit of division into three members, more

or less parallel. Here the dichotomy will be found at the close

of the first member, and rightly ; for this is evidently the leading

clause. It gives the sense of the verse, which the other two mem-

bers merely echo and emphasize :

Blessed the man, who hath not walked in the counsel of the wicked, |

Nor stood in the way of sinners,

Nor sat in the seat of scorners ! (Ps. i. i).

And so in Ps. vii. 15 ; xxviii. 4; Hi. 7 ; cxv. 12 ;
cxxxix. 12; cxl.

6 8
; and Job xxxi. 7.

5. Where the verse consists of two parts, each of which con-

tains a parallelism, the dichotomy will of course come at the close

of the first part :

For my life is spent with grief,

And my years with sighing ; |

My strength faileth, because of mine iniquity,

And my bones are consumed (Ps. xxxi. n).

Comp. Ps. ii. 2; xi. 4; xviii. 16
;
xxx. 6; li. 6

;
&c.

II. But often parallelismus membrorum fails altogether, as a

guide to the division of the verse.

1. The main musical will then correspond with the main logical

pause :

I will not be afraid of ten thousands of the people, [

Who set themselves against me round about (Ps. iii. 7).

And I had said in my confusion :

'
I am cut off away from thine eyes.' |

Yet thou didst hear the voice of my supplications,

When I cried unto thee (Ps. xxxi. 23).

Such instances abound in every page
9

. Of course where there

8 See corrigenda, at the end of this chapter.
9 Scholars generally, following Bishop Lowth, classify them as instances of synthetic

parallelism. This classification does not, however, seem to be very suitable : nor

could I use it without an explanation and examples, which, for the purpose of the
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are two or more logical divisions, of equal strength, in a verse,

e. g. in Prov. xxiii. 29, the accentuators exercised their own

judgment as to the position of the dichotomy.

2. Where no logical pause exists, the position of the dichotomy
will be fixed by what we may call the syntactical pause, i. e. the

words will be formed into two groups, according to their con-

nection in sense and construction, and the dichotomy will come

between 10
:

Yet have I set my King |

On Zion, my holy mountain (Ps. ii. 6).

And give back to our neighbours sevenfold into their bosom
|

Their reproach wherewith they have reproached thee, O Lord (Ps. Ixxix. 12).

And so in Ps. xxv. 22 ; xxxiii. 14 ; xlviii. 3, 8
; Ixx. 4 ; Ixxiv. 6;

cxvi. 15 ; cxxi. 4 ; cxxiv. 5-

Exceptional cases, where the dichotomy is not found at the logical

(or syntactical) pause, may be brought under the two following heads :

(i) In the more musical accentuation of the three books, there is an

apparent reluctance to place the main dividing accent after the first, or

before the last word of the verse. In cases where, according to the

logical (or syntactical) division, it would come there, it is generally
11

moved forwards or backwards to where a convenient resting-place is

found for it. The musical equilibrium is thus better preserved.

(ps . cii. 8)
12

.

njn*
i JJwps 'TOK (Ps- cxvi. i).

And so in Ps. xlviii. 4; Ixxii. 20; Ixxiv. 5; cxix. 18 ; and cxxii. 3.

The instances of Athnach drawn backwards are :

sn^ np'M
njria (ps . Cxix. 20).

nrnya njn^K (ps . cxx. i)
13

.

: niiT1 D^jfr otfD nni (ps . xcii. g).
JT : -/T : T >T -

: \ .7/

gn DWI nj ^am^ DW on
(Prov. xxi. 4).

present investigation, are quite unnecessary. Those who choose to employ it can do

so. The result will be the same.
10 On the principles which regulate the division in these cases, see chapter IV.
11 In a few cases, however, where it was considered that the removal would do too

great violence to the logical construction, it does not take place, see p. 33 below.

12
Properly Athnach should be on

rng_tg. Hupfeld is completely puzzled by its

removal to rrrrNi.

13
Leaving out the superscription.
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Further, some of the examples given in 2, 2 7, e. g. Ps. cxlv. 5 ;
Job iv.

8, might be brought under this head.

(2) The verb ION and cognate expressions with more or less of

addition are not unfrequently found at the commencement of the

verse, without at all affecting the division of the same. It is the

speech itself, which the melody aims at marking and emphasizing.
Such cases will come under B, p. 6.

He hath said in his heart : God hath forgotten, |

Hath hidden his face, hath never seen it (Ps. x. n).
Jehovah hath sworn (and will not repent) : Thou art a priest for ever, |

After the order of Melchisedek (Ps. ex. 4).

He will sing before men, and say: I had sinned and perverted what was right, |

And it was not requited to me (Job xxxiii. 27).

These cases are common enough. See Ps. xii. 5 ;
xvi. 2

;
Ix. 8

; Ixxxiii.

13; Ixxxix. 20; Job xxxiii. 24; xxxiv. 9".

Such are the rules for the dichotomy of the verse in the three

books. The principles here laid down suffice (I believe) to meet

all requirements, and to remove the difficulties that have sug-

gested themselves to scholars. The rules are simple enough, and

a beginner will soon learn to apply them to the various cases, as

they arise.

The position of the dichotomy fixed, we have next to enquire

what accent is employed to mark it.

As the accentuators have fixed their rules,

i. Olev'yored will occur in the sixth word 15 from Silluq, or

further ;

ii. Olev'yored or Athnach in thefourth or fifth word; and

iii. Athnach in the first, second, or third word :

i.e. near to Silluq, Athnach will be employed; at a distance

from Silluq, Olev'yored ; and in an intermediate position, some-

times Athnach and sometimes Olev'yored.

"We have clearly here to do with musical reasons. Athnach is,

under any circumstances, bound to appear as a preparatory note to

14 The same tendency is very common in the Prose Books, see Gen. iii. 16; iv. 23 ;

xx. 6 ; &c.
15 I observe again, that when two or more words are united by Maqqeph, e. g.

N, ^"iM-'pBM'bl, they are counted, for the purposes of melody,as one word.
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Silluq. But owing to the limited number of accents which the laws

of melody allow (so different, in this respect, from those of the Prose

Books), between Athnach and Silluq, the former cannot be removed
further back than the fifth word. Hence the necessity for another

dividing accent. That OleVyored trespasses on the fourth and fifth

word, which we should have expected to be reserved for Athnach, is

due (as we shall immediately see) to the same cause.

I may observe, in passing, that owing to the shortness of the verses

in the three books, Athnach divides the verse more than ten times as

often as Olev'yored
16

.

i. This rule is strictly carried out. There is not a single

exception.

ii a. With the dichotomy on the fifth word, OleVyored is

usually i. e. in about four cases out of five employed.

I must here assume, what will be hereafter proved, that between
the dichotomy and Silluq a musical pause must be introduced. This

pause might fall on any of the intermediate words, but is almost always
found (that so the rhythmical equilibrium might be better preserved) on
the second or third word 17

. Now, with it on the third word, the only

practically available accent for marking it was Athnach 18
, and then of

course Olev'yored had to be used for the dichotomy. Comp. Ps. vi. 3 ;

vii. 9 ; viii. 3 ;
ix. 7 ;

&c.

But it might fall on the second word. Here the accentuators had
their choice of two notations. They might mark the pause with R'bhia

mugrash, and then Athnach would mark the dichotomy, as in Ps. xix.

8, 9; xxiii. 5; xxvii. 12; &c. Or they might prefer Athnach, for

the sake both of the melody, and of the more effective division of the

verse, according to the sense, for Athnach in this position implies
R'bhia mugrash following, and D'ehi preceding. In three cases out of

four they made the latter choice, and then, necessarily, OleVyored
preceded in the fifth place. See Ps. xiv. 2

;
xxvii. 5, n, 14; xxviii.

3 ; and cxxv. 2.

16 The proportion in the Books of Proverbs and Job is still greater. There, whole

chapters occur in succession, without a single instance of Olev'yored. See chapters

xi-xxii in Proverbs, iv-vi in Job, &c,
17 There are, I believe, only three cases, Ps. xlii. 2 ; Ixvi. 20 ; and cxxv. 3, where

it falls on the first word ;
and two where it falls on the fourth word, viz. Ps. Ixxix. 6

and Job xi. 6. And these five cases will admit, on the testimony of Codd. (as we

shall see hereafter), of being reduced to two, with OleVyored, as usual, on the fifth

word. I take no notice of Ps. iii. 3 ;
xxxii. 5 ;

xlvii. 5 ;
and liv. 5 ; which have n^D

for their last word, see p. 6.

18 In four cases only does a different accent appear, viz. R'bhia mugrash in Ps.

xviii. 31 ; Ixviii. 19 (a doubtful instance); and Prov. xxv. i; and Shalsh^leth in Ps.

Ixxxix. 2. These accents properly follow immediately after Athnach. Here they

occur with a servus between them and Athnach.
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ii 6. On the other hand, with the dichotomy on the fourth

word, Athnach is generally in something like ten cases out of

eleven employed.

This is the case, whether the subordinate pause before Silluq fall on
the first, second, or third word. In the great majority of cases it falls

on the second word, we notice again the rhythmical effect, and is

made by R'bhia mugrash. See Ps. iv. 4 ;
ix. 5 ;

x. 9, 1 3 ;
xiii. 4, 5 ;

&c.

The advantage of admitting Olev'yored into the fourth place is, as

before, that it allows an emphasis (of melody and sense) to be thrown
into the words following by the employment of Athnach and R'bhia

mugrash
19 above what is possible, when Athnach occupies the fourth

place, and only R'bhia mugrash can follow; see Ps. ix. 15; xviii. 13 ;

xxxii. 10
;

Ixii. 5 ;
Ixix. 4 ;

&c. At the same time in the short clause,

of only four words which here follows the dichotomy, it was not

thought necessary to introduce this more emphatic accentuation often.

To us it is a drawback that it is so frequently effaced, e. g. in Ps. i. 2,

by the law of transformation.

iii a. When the dichotomy falls on the third word Athnach

maintains its position.

See Ps. i. 5, 6
;

ii. 3, 7, 9, 10, 12 ;
&c.20

iii b. So also, on the second word, as in Ps. ii. i, 2, 4, 5> 6,

&c. Only here, under certain circumstances, Athnach must be

transformed into R'bhia mugrash
21

, e.g.

: -iTO rmn* Tibi' ^narr rrw ^12 rrw (Ps. ivii. 9).-
IT -r f T ; vj-- IT \. : T < \

iii c. On the word immediately preceding Silluq, Athnach is

always transformed into R'bhia mugrash.

Such cases are however, in the original text, of rare occurrence.

To the poet himself a certain measure of rhythmical equilibrium

must have seemed necessary. We have noticed above the ten-

dency to rhythmical effect even in the minor sections of the

verse. We need not therefore be surprised to find that in only a

19 There are only two passages in our texts, Ps. iv. 7 and Iv. 23, where there is

not room for these two accents after Olev'yored. And here D'chl and Athnach, if

there had been no transformation, would have come instead. As before, I pass over

Ixviii. 20, with n^p as last word.

20 So in Ps. cxxx. i, nibypn Ttij is marked with Athnach, whereas in all the

other '

Songs of Degrees
'

it has OleVyored.
21 See chapter on Transformation.
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few instances -notwithstanding the large number of short verses

does the main pause fall on the word immediately preceding Sil-

luq
22

. Beside the passages already given in p. 29 in which the

dichotomy has been moved back by the accentuators, I have

noted only Ps. xxxiv. 8; xxxv. 24; cxix. 53; cxxxvii. 9; and

Prov. viii. 33
23

. In these cases, it did not seem possible to them

to change the position of the dichotomy; it consequently remains

on the word before Silluq, marked by E'bhia mugrash.

The first verses indeed of a few Psalms, if we remove the additions

prefixed to the original text, have the dichotomy immediately before

Silluq, e. g.
:HS^I D^*$ ^29 (

Ps - lxvi - 0- But I haye no doubfc

that these short clauses, consisting of only three words, belong properly
to the verses following : (i) because verses of only three words do not

occur elsewhere in the text proper
24

;
and (2) because in one case, Ps.

Ixxxvii. i, we should be reduced to a verse of two words. The other

instances are xviii. 2
;

c. i; cix. i; cxxx. i; and cxlvi. i.

The dichotomy has been further introduced in the word preceding

Silluq in the following cases :

(1) The last verses in Pss. civ-cvi, cxiii, cxv-cxvii, cxxxv, and

cxlvi-cl, which all end with Tw.n (doubtless a liturgical addition

to the original text).

(2) The verses heading the speeches in Job, like

notfji ^ffpn TB$K |P_V(iv. i)
25

.

And (3) the superscriptions of some Pss. containing only three words,

e.g. "l^D^ W^ ^?P? (xxxviii. i), and so in Ix, Ixix, Ixxxi, Ixxxiii,

and cviii. In these cases, R'bhia mugrash has been transformed,

according to rule, but in rn}>>~\JX> "rtETD 1HP
(xlviii. i) it must be

retained, with most Codd. and with Ben-Bil. 10. 10, although in oppo-
sition to the Masora magna to Ps. Ixxxiii. i.

Lastly, after what has been said above, we should not expect

to find the chief logical (or syntactical) pause on the first word of

the verse. Indeed, so few are these cases, that no provision was

22 In the prose system it is otherwise, see Gen. i. 3, 7 ; v. 5 ; &c.
23 Ps. Ixxvi. 5 and Prov. viii. 23 I propose to correct, by dropping the Maqqeph

between the two last words, and introducing a conjunctive accent instead. This

pointing I have found in some Codd. (Comp. Ixxx. Hb and Job v. ioa .)
Others

move back the dichotomy a word.
24 In the prose text we have such verses, e. g. Gen. xxvi. 6

;
xliii. i ; but not in the

poetical. Verses with two words occur only in the Decalogue (Ex. xx. 13-15).
25 Most Codd. and edd. point these verses with R'bhia simplex, by a common

mistake, see chapter on R'bhia mugrash at end.

F
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made for the dichotomy occurring there. It was contrary to the

rules of melody of the three Books that either Qlevyored or

Athnach should be admitted on the first word
26

. And we have

seen, p. 29, that the main musical pause, when due there, was

moved forward to where a suitable resting-place could be found

for it.

What then was to be done, when, by the accentuation of the super-

scriptions and other additions prefixed to the original text, the main

pause came on the^rs^ word ? The accentuators had to make shift,

as best they could, with substitutes for Olev'yored and Athnach. For
the former they chose Azla 1'garmeh, for the latter Pazer ! Thus,

a. i^yj? the first word of Pss. xxvi, xxvii, xxxv, xxxvii, ciii,

cxxxviii, and cxliv 27
;

I ribiJBv of Ixxii; and I

^Sjfl of cvi, cxi-cxiii,

cxxxv, and cxlviii-cl. And

b. ~fox*\ Ps. xviii. 2 (comp. "!} 2 Sam. xxii. 2); 7$ xxv. i
a8

;

"rtBtt? xxx. i
2
'; and ^%l cxlvi. i

29
.

(We could wish that they had confined this anomalous accentuation

to the instances given, but in three cases they have introduced it into

the original text, viz. in Ps. xlv. 13 I "tfrn?*
30

;
cxlvii. i I

rfj^fen; and

Prov. i. 10 "^a
32

. Otherwise, they kept to the traditional division, as

laid down in p. 29.)

26 It is otherwise in the prose accentuation, see Gen. xv. 8
;

xxxiv. 31 ;
&c.

Ordinary edd. indeed have Athnach sometimes on the first word, as in Ps. cxix. 84 ;

Prov. vii. 9 ;
but correct texts avoid such mistakes.

27 Fixed by the Masora magna to Ps. xxvi. i.

28 to this verse.

29 In Ps. xxviii. i and xcviii. i, Pazer is used to mark the dichotomy on the first

word, although Athnach follows in the verse ! (It is fixed by the Masora to Ps.

xxv. i and xxx. i
.) L'garmeh ought to have been employed here, and the accents

following in xxviii. i to have been modified accordingly. Other instances of inac-

curate accentuation, are to be found in xviii, xxxiv, xlv, Ixv, and Ixviii. I believe

that in the pointing of the superscriptions generally, both in Psalms and Job, we

may trace not only a later but a less careful hand than that which fixed the accentua-

tion of the text. Such mistakes are, however, of the very smallest moment to us.

30 That we have not L'garmeh proper here will be seen when we come to the

chapter on D'chl. The original accent was probably R'bhia.
31 Here undoubtedly this word belongs to the original text. Olev'yored is chosen

(instead of R'bhia) for the sake of agreement with Pss. preceding and following.

(See a above.)
32 Here Codd., B. M. 4, Ox. 5, Erf. i, Hm. 7, K. 198, 599 have R'bhia. Comp.

xxiii. 15 with D'chi.
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We must here notice, that where the verse containing the super-

scription consists of only three words, Pazer is dropped, and R'bhia

mugrash
33
employed instead. This suits better the proximity of the

pause to Silluq, which always claims (if possible) this latter accent

before it, e. g. JTJrt? "^9?*? D^W (^8 - x"i- 1
)> an^ so m tne superscrip-

tions of Pss. xix, xx, xxi, &c.34

N. B. In the superscriptions of eight Pss., viz. xxxvi, xliv, xlvii,

xlix, Ixi, Ixix, Ixxxi, and Ixxxv, we have the strange accentuation

of Silluq, preceded ty two IMuys, e.g. HtofD rnp-O^ Pljbp)? (xlvii. i).

And this accentuation has the support of most Codd.85 Yet I have

noted many which point regularly
36

, as Ox. i, 5, 71, 72, 98, &c., for

the example just given : I "rtBM? n
"}f"3"'

l

p.?r O^P^. And so I have found

ample authority for R'bhia mugrash on the first word, in Pss. xxxvi,

xliv, xlix, and Ixxxv. For the remaining three examples, we require

R'bhia mugrash (transformed) on the word before Silluq, thus DJA92

:TV$ )Wri>y
(Ixi. i), with Codd. Ox. 5, 72 ;

Ber. 32 ;
K. 157, 246 ;

De R. 304 ;
&c. For Ixix and Ixxxi there is like testimony.

In conclusion I would correct some passages in which the

dichotomy has been falsely made, or in which it might have been

better made. In all, the Codd. enable us to make the change

which is necessary, or which seems advisable. The corrections

(I venture to think) speak for themselves, and need no comment

on my part.

33 In Codd. and edd. mostly R'bMa simplex (see note 25). In one instance, Ps.

xcii. i, it occurs in a verse offour words, where Athnach might have stood.

34 So ordinary texts are quite right in xl. I and Ixx. i, and the accentuation with

two servi, introduced by Heidenheim and Baer, must be rejected. The Masora

magna to Ixx. i, bB2 'a n 2DO 1

?, indicates R'bhia mugrash (and not R'bhia simplex,

as Codd. generally point in other similar passages, see note above) as required here.

And this is just what Ben-Bil. 10. 7 expressly lays down for these two passages,

and Codd. and edd. generally exhibit. Comp. xli. i.

33 Not, however, of Ben-Asher, who without doubt pointed, although quite irregu-

larly, J-riTpin rnp-'aaS i rrsapS, &c. On the other hand, Ben-Naphtali has no

Paseq, and seems to have given the accentuation, which has crept into our texts.

Both accentuations probably originated in the fanciful notion of setting a peculiar

mark on a number of superscriptions, that have the common characteristic of n 220^

for their first word, and of a double word formed by Maqqeph for their second/

Baer assigns the two Illuys to Ben-Asher. But in all the lists of the Varr., which

I have been able to consult, I have found the first word pointed as above, with

L'garmeh, and then the second will, according to rule, have Illuy.

36 Just as Codd. and edd. do, in the similar case, xlii. I.

F 2
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Corrigenda.

Ps. xi. 6. Divide at m.B3 with B. M. 3; Ox. 13 ;
Ber. 2

;
K. 240,

246, 250, 251; De R. 2
;
&c.

: Di3 roD rfiDj nvii

Ps. xix. 14. Divide at ^ with B. M. i, 2
;
Ox. 71 ;

K. 240 ;
De R.

3, 34, 193; &c. 37

Ps. xlii. 5. This verse has been a crux to accentuologists. Ouseel,

p. 46, says of it : locus singularissimus, codicumfide et collatione dijudi-
candus. The main division of the verse is clearly at

<1

^?^, which ought
therefore to be marked (as B. M. 2, 4 ;

Ox. 2332 ;
Par. 4, 30 ;

Ghet. i
;

and De R. 2, 304, do mark
it) with OleVyc-red. DNT'N following

will then necessarily have Athnach (with Ox. 2332 ;
Par. 4). So that

the pointing will be :

Ttf iva-ny DTTN TIBS i invN '3 ^s: y rostiw rnsm
A v: j" " -vs. 'T- v:iv < .> :

- -T j-r : : : ; T : : v

rnini n

Ps. xlii. 9. It is better to divide this verse, with Par. 30; Ber. 2, 32 ;

Vat. 468 ;
Ghet. i

;
De R. 304, 350, at the end of the first clause (comp.

xl. 4
a
),

thus :

:n *?vb rferf *y n-i^ rWni non nin 11 my fio^- - - -

Ps. Ixvi. 1 2. Clearly the last clause here will come in with much bet-

ter effect if it stand by itself, and if we point with B. M. 2, 4; Ox. 17,

2332; Ber. 17; DeR. 372;

Ps. Ixxi. 3. Divide at "l^n with B. M. 7, 8; Par. in; Erf. 3 ;

Fr.; De R. 732; &c.

T IT j- T
: :

Ps. Ixxvi. 8. Divide as follows with Par. 9, 30 ;
Erf. 1,2; Ber. 2

;

De R. 304 ;
&c.

Ps. xciii. 5. Falsely divided in all texts. The correct division is

found in B. M. 5 ;
Vat. 27 ;

K. 192 ;
De R, 35 ;

ijv BnjjrnjNj. ^n nkp

37 Most of these Codd. indeed exhibit only the lower sign of OleVyored. But the

omission of the upper sign is very common.
88 We must then deviate from the Masora here (n:n3 nnD) and point with

Qames. as our common edd. do.
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Job x. 15. Divide at ^ with Ox. 19 ;
Ber. 2

; K. 166
;
De R. 380,

589,847;

Job xx. 25. Divide at Sprit with Ox. 19; Par. 6, 9, 36 ; Vat. Urb.

i; DeR 368, 380; &c.

:
D^ipK v^y sfi^t taVitso P")^ njai?

fcm i ^
(Other texts, as B. M. 13; Ox. 100, 127; Erf. 2; Hm. 8; &c., point

JD^DK v^y 7ii?n
t
'

in-hteD.)r JTT '(.-:!- ATI: ')

Job xxviii. 3. Divide at n? with K. 246, 251, 531; De R. 349,

847; Ghet. 3;

Job xxxiv. 20. Divide at ^^J, though I have found only two Codd.,

De R. 349, 715, that do so. (The subject of V)tg is D^^, v. 19.)

Job xxxvii. 12. Divide at IfP^nna with Ox. 19; Capa. 25; Par.

9; K. 251, 403, 531; DeR 847;

:nn >3n ^a-y i D~IX nya inanna Ttanno i

T :|T j'.. v; -; ,v.~: J ATT: IT: JT :

~
:

'

Job xxxix. 25. Divide at H^n with Ox. 18; Ber. 2
;
K. 528, 531;

DeR 32, 587,847; &o.

11^ Din nionp nnj jrtrno nxn

Baer has already corrected Ps. xxii. 26
;

Ixviii. 18; xcv. 7; cxl. 6
;

and Prov. xxx. 8
;
with full support (as I have found) from the Codd.

On the other hand, his division of cxix. 57 is quite without MS.

authority (he names indeed Fr., but by a lapsus calami) ;
and in Ixxxvi.

1 1 his correction must be rejected, ordinary edd. are quite right.

The above are the only passages I have noted, as seeming to me to

call for correction, in the matter of the dichotomy. There are a few

cases besides as Ps. i. 3 ;
xvii. 7 ;

xxii. 30 ;
Job xxvii. 8 where the

sense has been misunderstood (as may be seen from the Rabbinical com-

mentaries on these passages), and the division is, in consequence, false.

Generally speaking, however, the punctators have shewn correct taste

and a due apprehension of the meaning of the text, in the bisection of

the verses. Considering that they had to deal with several thousands

of cases, a few mistakes on their part are excusable.

The importance of the law laid down in this chapter cannot be

over-estimated. It furnishes the principle on which the whole

system of the accentuation is constructed.
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CHAPTER IV.

CONTINUOUS DICHOTOMY.

THE two halves of the verse having been constituted by the

main dichotomy, we have next to enquire how they, in their turn,

are prepared for musical recitation.

And the answer is, that the same principle is further applied

in detail. Each half of the verse supposing it to contain three

or more words is treated in just the same way as the verse itself.

Should there be in it a parallelism of parts, the dichotomy in

this its second stage will come between. Failing that, it will be

fixed by the logical or syntactical pause.

Nor does the musical subdivision stop even here. It proceeds

to bisect each minor clause, into which the half of the verse has

been divided, supposing three words, at least, remain in it; and

so on continuously, with every new clause that is formed, so

long as the condition just named be fulfilled.

This is what has been termed the CONTINUOUS DICHOTOMY 1
.

In the following chapters it will be our duty to trace the applica-

tion of this law, with the modifications to which it is subjected,

in the clauses governed by the various accents.

When the dichotomy is fixed by parallelism, or a logical pause,

there is no difficulty in accounting for its presence ; but in almost

every verse owing to the minute subdivisions which the con-

tinuous dichotomy introduces we have to deal with cases, where

the syntactical relation of the words to one another and to the

whole clause of which they form a part, alone decides its position.

1 The first to start the hypothesis of a continuous dichotomy was (according to

Spitzner) C. Florinus, in his Doctrina de accent, divina, 1667. The two writers to

whom is assigned the credit of having done most to establish the principle are

J. Francke, in his Diacritica Sacra, 1710, and A. B. Spitzner, in his Institutions

ad analyticam sacram textus Hebr. V. T. ex accentibus, 1 786. The former of these

works I have not been able to consult. The latter I have read carefully through.

It relates chiefly to the prose accents, and contains some good hints, but nothing

more. A satisfactory result is certainly not worked out.
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And it is not always easy to see on what principle the dichotomy,

in such cases, is made. It is, therefore, necessary to consider what

the relation is between syntax and the accentual division 2
.

With clauses consisting of only two words we have (as I

have stated) no concern. Music, logic, emphasis may occasion-

ally introduce a separation here, but it is clear that rhythm
must have been destroyed altogether, if such separation had been

made at all general. Concepts therefore as subject and predicate,

adverb and verb, which are generally kept apart in longer

clauses, are here constantly brought together, thus : ^]^( '"Jj'^

(Ps. xcvii. i); "gTO^ "n&BJ (cxxx. 6); ^n TpTpTO (cxix. 88).

And, as words united by Maqqeph are regarded as constitut-

ing a single word, we meet with such combinations as :

(xiiv. a); TtpiiDWi rrtjto-DN (cxxx. 3);
"

i
tytth (x. 15).

But in sentences, consisting of three or more words, the

dichotomy is, with certain recognised exceptions, regularly in-

troduced. Here the first step is to notice which of the compo-

nent parts of a grammatical clause subject, object, verb, &c.

precedes.

I. The SUBJECT may precede, and from its independent

position
3 - is almost always followed by the dichotomy, e. g.

(xviii. 31),
c God perfect is His way;'

D^BDD
| D^EPl (xix. 3),

< The heavens they de-

clare the glory of God;' ^CTQ yiMSL ^TOfi |
POto SjlTn

(cxliii. 10).

The variations that occur come under the following heads :

(i) The personal pronoun is not always accounted of sufficient

importance to stand by itself: PI? n^n
"!? 1 ^W ***

(xvii. 4);

nK
(Ixxiv. 14); tfin (xxv. 15; Job xxxvii. 12);

2 The only scholar (as far as I am aware) who has treated this subject, has been

Ewald, in an Appendix to his Lehrbuch der Hebraischen Sprache, pp. 869-873, but

I cannot say that I have found his remarks of any service ; as my readers will under-

stand, when I mention, that he altogether discards the dichotomical principle.

3 See Ges. Gr. 144.
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tsn
(cvii. 24)*. And so the interrogative ^ (iv. 7), and Hp (Job xvi. 6) ;

and the relative "itPK
(Ps. i. 3 ;

iii. 7).

(2) The dichotomy is sometimes found after the second member of

the clause, when the subject with that member admits of being taken

to form a proposition complete in itself, capable of standing alone,

without the member that closes the clause, e. g.
1 yK ^lij? |

W=W\ !

"
I

i'V

(iv. 4); ijn Q^y ^9 njn; (
x . 16); >3iP3K>

|

nntn
^^'(ixxxviii. io)

5
!

(As for the closing member in such cases, it is necessarily merely

supplemental, a Zusatz, most commonly an adverb, or preposition

with its government.) On like conditions, the main dichotomy

may come even after the third member, but then the subject
d 1 t d 2

must be marked off by a minor dichotomy, e.g. |

''SpD "^CO \3fcO_

^ljy)n p
sV/y (ii. 6)

6
. Only, when the second and third members are

united by Afaqqeph, this minor dichotomy is not required, as in Eylin

D^yaa
|
^-^aj (xvi. 6).

(3) The dichotomy is also transposed to the second member, when
that member is the vocative, in such expressions as |JE

|

nin
1

* nflNI

H5 (iii. 4) ; 1JJJ D^iy I
D^K ^D3 (xlv. 7) ;

and often
7

.

(4) In a few instances assonance has decided : "ICN JP3*
|

Div D'V

(xix. 3). So also in xlii. 8; cxlv. 4 j
Prov. xxvii. 17; Job xli. 8.

I have noticed no other variations, save such as are open to correc-

tion (see Corrigenda).

II. The OBJECT may precede ;
and as a certain emphasis is

implied by its position at the commencement of the sentence 8
,
it

is marked off by the dichotomy: D*W") *inJlS
| l^n (Ps. xxxvii.

14) ; fV2fc rnrr rbw
\ ^ ntao (ex. 2).

The variations follow closely the lines laid down for the subject.

(i) Examples of the pronoun are indeed confined to HD and ">^^, as

*k l??rno (cxx. 3); ^nmK |

'JK WX (Job xix. 27). The pers.'pron.

appears mostly as a suffix, and, in the few cases in which it occurs

under the independent forms ^N, iflX &c., does not call for any remark.

^ too is rare in the accusative.

4
Or, where it must be marked off, we find an inferior, instead of the main,

dichotomy employed, e. g. I

\2.tO_
for

^3ji_ (Ixxiii. 28).
5 Such cases are not, however, numerous ; and where this division is adopted in

one text, other texts often point regularly; comp. common edd. and Baer's text in

xlviii. I5
b

;
li. 5

b
; Ixxxix. 37

b
;

cxix. I42
a

. In Job xxx. 30 the position of the

dichotomy varies in the two halves of the verse.

6 The main and minor dichotomy I indicate by d I and d 2 respectively.
7 The vocative also naturally takes the dichotomy at the beginning of a sentence,

see iii. 2
; v. 4; viii. i

;
Ixxxviii. 2.

8 See Ges. Gr. 145.
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(2) If we substitute *

object
'

for 'subject' in I. 2, we have the

explanation of such instances as, IjH &?W;> | ^^ ^ftW (Ps. ix. 6) ;
and

VK-V njj |

rffcfc '-Via
(xxii. 2 6)

9
.

'

ItVvery rarely that the Zusatz

consists of two members, as in cxix. 65 ;
Job xxxiii. 29.

A peculiar class of variations is possible, under this head. A
clause, syntactically complete, may be formed by the object, verb, and

pronominal subject (latent in the verb) ;
and then the real subject may

follow supplementally. Thus in (Prov. v. 3) nnj VIBJ?
| njBtoFI

HBb 3,

Tor honey do they drop the lips of the harlot;' Ps. Ixxv. 9^

(where Hupf. alone translates according to the accents) and Job xxxi.

35b . This accentual arrangement brings with it a slowness and

emphasis in the expression, which is not without effect. But it is

quite uncommon.

(3) The vocative occurs, as in 1. 3, e. g. Wl'in | njrp *p3TSj (
Ps - **v-

4) ;
and H*? n^5 I

n
J
n

! ^19* (
cxix - 6 4)-

Other variations I have not observed.

III. ADVERBS, adverbial expressions, and PREPOSITIONS with

their government, when at the beginning of a clause, derive

(like the object) a measure of emphasis from their position,

and are generally marked off by the dichotomy, e. g. H^ |
DJDV

iipn rnrp (ps . xiii. 9); spniir'no ^v \
"TNQ

(xcii. 6);

om& ^Fdbtfn
|
srky (xxii. n); mt^

1
fty-hy rnn^ra

........ . . _ . T i
i y $ V / ' T :

- I I T T :

ttTM (xxxix. i a); ttWlJFl ni^ ^Stfn
I U^E rtl-ia

(xlviii. 8).

The variations run parallel for the most part to those given above :

(1) Thus a preposition with pronominal suffix, or with the pronoun
HD or "llPK, attaches itself readily to the word following, e. g.

kin 3fffe |

rwn
(xxxiii. 8) ; ^K3fe^| | *#$ ^? (xli. 8) ;

''13

I
nya (cxix. 9) ; 3^1K Jtpa

|
t]^nns inp-n^ (xliii. 2) ; i^2

N snn (job xii. 6).

(2) We have cases corresponding to those given in I. 2 and II. 2, e. g.

| nan;
irrnnrn (ps . i. 2 ); P^rt5wrt3^p

| n^nfctp (xcvii. 9)
10

.

In xxv. 7
b and xciii. 5

b
,
the Zusatz consists of two members.

9 Here also Codd. often vary ;
thus some point nirv naM^p I ^9 (v - 2 )

but our edd. with a better emphasis nirr
|
nrirj ^a^. So common edd. and

Baer's text differ in x. 17 ;
Ivii. 7 ;

cxix. 133, 149.
10 As before, Codd. vary; thus some have an Vnj?a 'I^nn | ^nQ(xxii. 26),

'

Of Thee
\
shall be my praise, in the great congregation ;' others place the dichotomy

after ^n^rrn, 'Of Thee shall be my praise \
in the great congregation.' Common

edd. and Baer's text differ in xxi. I3
b

; Ixxviii. 40 ;
cxxxix. 7 ;

Job xxiii. I4
b

.

G
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(3) The vocative occurs as before, e.g. tOj?N
|

nifp T (xxviii. i);

win
| n\n; l&Grjypi? (cxliii. n).

We notice that the vocative also sometimes claims the pause, even

when no suffix of the second person precedes, e. g. | njrp ""UK""iy

(xiii. 2 ); ! njrp D^ (cxix. 89) ;
| ty -ny(prov.vi.9); |

tM3 nriin

(v. 7). (The vocative in such cases comes in parenthetically, and the

pointing is according to rule with a parenthesis
11

.)

(4) Lastly, the rule is, as might have been expected, relaxed, in the

case of the common and less important adverbs, which are often

(a) joined to the word following, as TK
(Ps. li. 21) ;*^JK (Ixii. 2, 5) ; T

(Ixxiii. 19); |3 (cxxiii. 2);
&& (xxxvi. 13);

'no
(cxix. 84); liy (Job

xxxvi. 2);
'"ID

(Ps. xlii. 12) ;
H3H

(xxxix. 6)
12

;
or (0) marked by a minor

pausal accent, instead of the main dichotomy of the clause, e. g.

i ntrfy for no-6y (
x . 13) ; ntfBy for nH>y

(
XXxii. 6);

i >T for \&

(Ixxiii. 10);
I

Dg? for D$
(cxxxii. 17) ;

I nnjn for nriyi (Job xxx. i).

In these minor matters the punctators claimed full liberty, and in

consequence often differ among themselves : in Ps. i. 5 some have

1

i^r^j others fS/V; in ii. 5 some TK, others TK; and so on. Such

variations were allowable, the only difference for us being that the

stronger accent implies a fuller emphasis of the word on which it falls.

Other variations than those named are hardly to be found.

In
| 'rijnj '"W (xx. 7) and

| W*C ^.P. (cxix. 152) the emphasis rests

mainly on the second word, and therefore the dichotomy is rightly

assigned to it. And similarly in Job xxviii. 3
b

; only there the

adverbial expression has the minor dichotomy.

[If it be asked how, in the cases already considered, when we

have marked off the first member, we are to proceed with the

further division of the clause, the answer is very simple. We
start de novo with the members remaining. Thus in an example

likely n^nl'nJwYo'irP (Ps. x. I4
b
)
we first of all mark off

the object O^rVj, next the subject H-PlSt, and then, as there are

only two words remaining, the division of the clause is complete.

11
Corap. for instance the parenthesis in Ps. xii. 6b

; xl. 6a
; cxxxii. n a

.

u So DV (Ps. Ixxxviii. 2), in the sense of 'when,' is not counted of sufficient im-

portance to be marked off by the dichotomy. And so I would account for the

accentuation of n?p in Ps. iv. 8b . The clause must have been construed (as the

old Verss. and comm. shew),
' From the time (i. e. since) their corn and their wine

|

they increased,' an unusual construction (it must be allowed), and altered in con-

sequence by Ben-Bil. into DttJivni D33T 135 n$p, yet not quite without parallel.

Comp. n|orr j
onn Dntaa (Prov.viii. 25), 'Before the mountains

| they were sunk

down.'
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To take another instance : rrtm iJoWf *)Db3
d

f Xfcft'lDmT; .. . . . i _ T i_ _| . T

(xcvii. 5), first the subject D^lil is marked off, next the adverbial

expression ^O^S, and lastly the verb ^DJ, according to rule IV,

immediately following. And so in other cases.]

IV". When the VERB IS
precedes, we are introduced to quite

a different system of division. Then, supposing subject, object,

&c. follow, the first dichotomy will be before the last member,

the second before the last but one, and so on. Thus :

rrtrr; (ix.

cxiv.3i);

n (Prov. xxvii. 22).

The principle involved is a sound one. The first members of the

clause, which are already closely connected in grammatical construc-

tion, are kept together by the first dichotomy, and referred for deter-

mination of their meaning to the last member. Thus :

'

Put,O Jehovah,
fear

|

in them ;

'

and,
' Let all flesh bless His holy name

|

for ever and
ever.' These members are then taken by themselves, and if they
contain three or more words are again divided in the same way, and

on the same principle, 'Put, Jehovah
|
fear;' 'Let all flesh bless

|

His holy name.' It is very rarely that a third dichotomy, as in the

ex. given above from Prov., is necessary. In such a case as TOp~N;p
DBPB2

|
D^Bh (ps . i. 5), a single dichotomy suffices. And in the still

simpler case, where there are only two members in the clause, the

dichotomy simply separates the one from the other, as BSK'S
|

DV'iri

The rule is most carefully observed. Such a case as

(xii. 8), a double Zusatz after the verbal predicate, stands

(as far as I have observed) quite p&r se. B 11

^"! |

#1 K3~"JD^ (
vii- J P)

is no exception, but must be rendered (with Aben-Ezra and Qimchi),
i.e. if we keep to the accents, 'Let evil make an end of the wicked*

(comp. xxxiv. 22). IjrrriD ^K""13T (Ixxxix. 48) is one of the very few

passages, which I propose to correct, without the authority of Codd.,

13 It need hardly be mentioned that participles, infinitives, and verbal adjectives

follow, so far as they have verbal government, the same rule as the verb itself.

14 It may be stated that the vocative is generally treated as a separate member

in this division, e.g. )vb | TjDttJ n^i (ix. 3); but sometimes not, when the suffix,

which refers to it, immediately precedes. Thus Dn^p *?5^ri2i (cxxxv. 9) are kept

together by the accents.
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thus "n~n)
? :̂ I

^? 1B
- In lxi - 6b and Job xxxi - 3 lb >

the sense was

misunderstood (as the Targ., LXX., and Vulg. shew) ;
hence the (for

us) false accentuation. We find one exception, Ps. xxxiv. 8, due to

the presence of the anomalous accent, Little Shalsheleth.

V. In nominal sentences, when the predicate precedes, the

division will follow the same rule (and on the same principle) as

in verbal sentences, e.g. VT^O | ?pBBtfO DVlB (x. 5); ]SQ

ta D^pinn hbh
\
wn (xviii. 31); TWJ^N D^N

d

|

2

n)

"lyi O^iy (xlviii. 15,
' Such a one is God, our God, for ever').

This rule is strictly carried out. Only when njfl follows, the

dichotomy falls not on it, but on the predicate
16

, e.g.
W*n

|

niona

7]V (Ixxiii. 22); Ti?n "^n
|
nhrpt (cxix. 54); D^ w$ |

n

(Job xxx. 29) ; U$n W | nVtt$ (PS . cxxii. 2).

In Prov. xxv. 7, njirn^ | ^~"lK ato *3, there is a slight license

the division should properly have been at ato, as in xxi. 19 for the

purpose of bringing out with effect the words spoken. Just so in our

modern punctuation.

VI. Lastly, the CONJUNCTIONS, as "^N, N, Dfc^ fjM, 0^, )J^,

^, A, J5?D7, IV, ]S,the NEGATIVES b^S, ^n, ^W, ^3, and forms

compounded from them, as DM ^3, ^3 h%, tih *5, tih DM,

&c.j need not detain us. They are, from their character,

generally joined, either by a conjunctive accent or Maqqeph,
to the word following. It is unnecessary to give examples, as

they may be found in every page. It may however be noted that

these particles often affect the division of the clause, thus

]3ft | ttttttp
^D (Ps. Ixxxiv. 12), where, without the ^3, there

would be no dichotomy ; and so ^^D^'JlM | JTTM"2
IttfM (xxxi. 8) ;

D-nipn |

VTOM
M^T] (cxxix. 8)/&c.

But, sometimes on musical grounds, sometimes with a view to

15 K. 156 has '3N ibrvnD IDT, a very good correction (comp. xxxix. 5
b
), but more

violent than is necessary.
16 In reality this word is, as we learn from the Arabic, in the adverbial accusative.

t ff^ "^
t ^ = *

The passage from Job is rendered in the Polyglot Vers. ^^.oj| ^^ \^f.lS L>.1.

And Vjn vn ninp^ answers to
jjj JjlS^Cjli (Wright, Arab. Gr. ii. p. 109).

We see then in the accentuation a fine appreciation of the grammatical construction.
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emphasis
17

,
even these unimportant words, which have so little claim

to an independent position, are found marked with a pausal accent,

thus: *lK(cxix. 3); ng (cix. 16); "$$3 (xxxiii. 22); ^(cxxix. 2);

ffi^cix. 16); I

J (xvi. 10); W& (Ix. 7); # (Ixxxi. 14); $|f (xvii. i);

$3 (xix. 4) ;
*? (xxxii. 9); i>3> (Job xvi. 17); KT^N

(xxxii. 21); nnn

(Prov. i. 29), &c.

Thus far, we have had to do with the division of the clause into its

several members, but there is a further point that requires consideration,
and that is, the division, in certain cases, of the members themselves.

Every member of a clause subject, object, &c. will be either simple,
consisting of one word, or compound, consisting of two or more words.
And such compound members introduce a new element into the dicho-

tomy of the verse, about which it is necessary to say a few words.

(a) Two nouns in apposition are almost always kept together by the

accentuation: HT^ 1^3 (Ps. xvii. 8) ;^ nfiK(lXxxiii.i9); ^?2 nH
(cxliv. 10) ; ffynn *|D3 (Job xxviii. 15).

The punctators did not, however, tie themselves to rule. Sometimes
the dichotomy comes, with a certain emphasis, between the two nouns,
e- g. 'i?P I

n
i
n

: I?,
1

? (Ps. xviii. 2).

But, if three nouns occur in apposition, the dichotomy becomes

necessary, as nlrp
|

DWK ?tf
(1. i) or if one of the members of appo-

sition consists of two words, as 7&n^ TP$
|

niTP . In particular cases

we may even require a second dichotomy, as in the compound subject :

3"] *fc? ^-1i?

dl

Jte? ^5?n!*f flispD (xiviii. 3).

(/3)
Two nouns in the same construction, and united by the con-

junction and, are joined by the accentuation : ^H
1

? *I?BB^? (ix. 5) ;

1*TJ ^ (x. 6); rjKJ DW (Ixix. 35); *nto\ ^| (xcix. 3).
Yet not unfrequently the punctators emphasize two such words,

particularly when they shew parallelism, by placing the dichotomy
between, e.g. nyfcq PUpriy D

(Ixxi. 18); "M^ |

nB^ nb
(Ixxiii.

26); DT
T 1 |

D*ni?K W? (Prov.iii. 4). -That they held themselves quite
free in this respect is shewn by the different grouping of the words in

the same verse, :

DjMriCfl |
^1N \3BO fp^ PlTO

|
i?ipp (ps . xliv. 17).

But when three nouns come together the dichotomy cannot fail :

| "n^y ^nain
(Ixix. 20). And so, if for one of the nouns, we

have a nominal expression containing two words, as Dlpn 3nio
|

ytjh

(*i. 5)-

17 It was left to the taste of the Reader to discriminate between these two cases,

and to give emphasis, where emphasis was due.

18
Occasionally the two nouns stand aowScrcos, as O'nB D'3S (Prov. xxii. 5) ;

and NVo
ji (Ps. xlvii. 3).
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(y) The substantive and its qualifying adjective are necessarily taken

together: ^13 t&D (xcv. 3); nrjlB *jqn (cxliii. 10). The participle
also is generally joined to its substantive, as ^23 BV

(cii. 1 9)
19

.

Instead of the adjective, we may have an adverb, a preposition with

its government, or a verb (with the relative understood), e.g. ^VS f-IO

(iii. 4); npn "-rite
(vii. 5); 7J-^y im?

(
Xv. 5); Bfeja rrfc

(
xvii. 9)

T

;% (xxix." 10); 1^2 D-1K
(xlix. 21); DlpD^D

'

(Ixxiv. 12);
inn

(pr0v. xv. 23); HBD i>iK^
(ib. 24); 'nyTT~*fr D^ (Ps.xviii.44)

20
.

But the connection in such expressions is not so close as that between
substantive and adjective, and the punctators were quite at liberty to

bring in the dichotomy between the words, if the constitution of the

clause allowed, and they meant an emphasis (more or less) to rest on the

words. So we meet with D^D |

D.TSDJ ^DST^ (xvi. 4) ;
|

&& W3T
Cnp (cxliii. 5). Comp. 1. 4

a
;
Ixxx. i4

a
;
Ixxxv. 5

b
;
Job xxxi. 28b21 .

When however two adjectives or participles follow, the dichotomy
must appear, e. g.

-tfSM my
I tfrt (Ps. xxiv. 8) ;

3Kfcn

(xxii. 14). (Sometimes between the adjectives, as ftijni
|

(Ixxi. 20) ;
D 1

^] | IjjJ Jln"73 (Prov. xxiv. 4).) And so, when in any
other way, the qualifying expression consists of two or more words, as

. i. 3 ) ; ^ nloija tryian
|

bxn
(
Xviii. 4g) ; Of

(xli. 10); nip^p n-i] n'1^3^
ion

|

TJD

(Prov. xxviii. 16).

Exceptions are exceedingly uncommon. In the difficult passage
ii- 7) tne sense was misunderstood (as we

may gather from the old Verss. and Rabb. comm.) In l^ynp "^V

(Prov. xxvi. 17), the two words have probably been kept together,
for the sake of the assonance. A slight laxity, perhaps due to em-

phasis, has crept into Prov. vi. 18 :

' Feet that are eager
\

to run to

evil;' and in ruV^X (xxv. 18) and nnfcr^N (Job xv. 16) the com-

pound expressions seem loosely treated as the simple participles np'y

and nnfe*. For Job iii. 3
b see the explanation p. 44, I. 16.

(S) The union by means of the status constructus is of the very
closest description ;

but here also, if two words with this construction

follow one another, the first is marked off by the dichotomy, as referring

19 Yet sometimes it stands with good effect apart, as in Ps. Ixviii. 26 : 'In the

midst ofdamsels
| (who are) playing the timbrel,' and Prov. xxx. 20,

' So is the way of

a woman
| (who has been) committing adultery.' Such cases come under

77
below.

20 The preposition with its noun may even precede, as in I

Q3 >1

?^ rPSDia (Ixxx. 6
;

where Hitzig is, no doubt, right in translating : Ein Becher, in Thranen lestehend)

and "in: rri'23 (cv. 41),
' a river in the desert.'

21 Of course the punctators often differ, as in Ps. xviii. I9
b
(comp. 2 Sam. xxii. 19) ;

cviii. 13*; cxix. I42
a

; Job vi. 2 b
;
xxxi. 28b (above); xxxiii. iob

; &c.
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to the compound idea expressed by the second and third words, thus :

ta >Dln4a
| ^(Ps.ii.ia); afen *$*

\ D^(XX. 2); J^feSJ.
n*

|

W
(Jobxxxix.i); PN?"^^ I ^?^ (Ps.xcvii.s); even D^T D^

|

DK

(cxxxvii. 7); ^?'np |

by
(ib.' 4); Tjn *

|

fe (cxxviii. s)
82

. And
so, when the words following contain a compound idea, formed in some

other way, the dichotomy will be equally due, e. g.
"^no "iSiD

|

&y (xlv.

2 ) ; ^ny TH
| n^a (cxxxii. 10); nbB* wi

|

neta (Prov. viii. 32).

Sometimes it conies between, D*i?^3 |

D
vljty ^P (Ps- viii. 3); comp. 0.

Exceptions I have not noticed, save cxxxvii. 8b
, p

a
;
in the former

of which verses, a slight license has been admitted, for the sake of

rhythm ;
and in the latter the clause has been thrown out of gear by

the introduction of Little Shalsheleth.

(e) Adverbial expressions like W B^U (x. 16); njjT}
DOi^

(lv . n);

Dpy DD
(Ixxii. 8) ; ^.n"5>K ^OP (Ixxxiv. 8) ; 3J^ "Ijjao (Job iv.

20) are properly held together by the accents. And so, generally,

the punctators are careful to keep the several parts of one and the

same adverbial phrase together, e.g. jijTPy
rriPDina

(Ps. xxxix. 12);

Ppnp D'^ns (Ixxiii. 20); although of course, where there are three

or more words, the minor dichotomy must appear, as
| v^ P|l3ynna

d

f
wi

(cxlii. 4); ynpa-nK fc^Y71?T^ aipa (
XXvii. 2

)
23

.

(f) With regard to the Verb, we have to notice

(1) That the in/in, absol. is united with the corresponding verb. Jin.,

as Wj? m|? (xl. 2); ?fe ^Sj (cxxvi. 6); J?lD^ ^9^' (Job xxi. 2).

(2) That two verbs, joined in the same construction, are generally

also united accentually, as ttnyi *$ |

D"rii?K (Ps. Ixvii. 2) ; |
O^Bh

5 (Job xxix. 8) ; r^#&3 I ^-1^1 *?g (Ps. xxii. 30) ;

"3/y
:

in
(cxliii. 7).

But sometimes the dichotomy appears between :

(Job x. 8); 3^0^ | ^3f'^ hlj (Ps. xxxvi. 4);

(Ixxvi. 9). We find variation, even in the same verse :

nniynai
|

DJ? n3i_ ^a:i
(xx. 9).

If, however, either of the verbs receives an addition of any kind,

a minor dichotomy must be introduced: ~^3Y nttl^K OBh*|*n3
H^DSSI (xxii. 28); WV Sl

| ^JTj;T
&6

(Ixxxii. 5).' And "so when

three verbs occur in sequence, VIE)!] | 13_3^]
invsi

(xcviii. 4).

(This is all analogous to what we saw with the noun, /3.)

M But these small words, which are so used to Maqqeph, constantly appear with

it, in this construction. See-b(cvi. i7);-D(cxx. 5,comp.4>; -b3(vi. 9); -nM(lx. a).

23 As these adverbial expressions begin with an infinitive, they are divided as verbal

clauses.
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(3) In a few cases, two verbs are brought together, which a strict

regard to syntax would have kept apart : nln* JTpySE
|

Vn top (xlvi.

9); D"r6tf r?iK-<3
| Wp tenn

(ib. n) ; comp. IxviV 5, 1 6
;'
Ixxxvi. 9.

The punctators were here quite right in deciding that the first verb has

not sufficient importance to claim the dichotomy. It is merely
introductory to the second, on which the main stress and emphasis
lies. Syntax therefore has to give way. On the other hand, they

rightly separate nl.TJ?
rujHi

| ^ (xcv. i); and ^jf
\JD33

|

:nn
(li. 4).

(?;)
The relative clause, in whatever form it appears, with or

without "tt?N, or as a participle or verbal adjective, is constantly
treated as a separate and independent member, even when the substan-

tive precedes, to which it properly belongs. (It is so in our own

punctuation.) Thus W^ "^ I "^?1? "^ (
cxix - 39); I ^C1 ^F^

Tj^n fc6 -IPK
(i. i); toHo^ruv |

D^crto *DKJ (iviii. 8);

"IB I'iBte njn saw
(ixix. 32); ni;r NT

|

-aa Tjn^ |3

(cxxviii. 4). On the other hand, n&? "ijfc
Wlll^M

|

^3?
(cv.' 5).

Baer's text and ordinary edd. differ in ix. 12; xvi. 7 ; Ixxix. 6
;

cxli. 9 ;
Job xxiii. 5.

Such are the laws for the accentual division of a syntactical

clause, laws of no little importance, for they enable us to decide,

in many a doubtful case, where Codd. differ, what the true

accentuation is
24

. In applying them however we have to make

allowance for other musical rules, particularly that of trans-

formation, which will be given in due course. The student

will understand that, till be is familiar with these additional

rules, he must not attempt to apply for himself the laws laid

down above. But these rules mastered, he will be surprised

to find how strictly the laws (so modified) are carried out, and

how simple and easy the accentual analysis becomes, under their

guidance.

We must now for a moment retrace our steps. It has already

been noticed that the principle of parallelism which is our

chief guide for the main dichotomy of the verse shews itself

also in the minor divisions. Here also it may be complete

24 These laws may, for the most part, be traced in the prose accentuation as well,

but undergo such very different modifications, that it is impossible to consider the

two systems together. The accentuation of the three Books seems to me much the

simpler, so that the study of it may well serve as an introduction to that of the other.
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(e. g. Ps. Ixiii. 2b), general (v. i i
a
),

or partial (xviii. 7
a
) '>

and under

the last-named head, progressive (xi. 4b), or simply repetitive

(xciii. 3
a
)

25
. It may occur at the beginning (Ixiii. 2b

),
the middle

(xxxi. 3
b
),

or the end (ib. n a
)

of a clause, and is particularly

common at the end. It is marked in the finest detail, being often

confined to the smallest possible limits of two words (Ixxi. 18*).

Of course, we have to make allowance for it, when dividing

according to our rules; and in most cases an additional

dichotomy will be necessary, to separate the members of the

parallelism from one another; for instance in Ps. xxxi. $*:

where, without the parallelism, we should have had

^ rrrr

This additional dichotomy is the only modification of our rules which

parallelism introduces. We may indeed notice a distinct tendency to

emphasize the parallelism, as though the punctators felt that the poet,
in introducing it, did not do so without a meaning, but had intended,

by the repetition of the idea, that a certain stress should be laid upon
it. When therefore there was a choice, we find them constantly

selecting the stronger and more important accent for the parallelism.

Thus, in the ex. given above, *6 iTPI is not marked (as it might properly
have been) with dz, but this division was reserved for the members of

the parallelism. Hence too such cases as

iii- 5);

fi jn (ixxviii. 20);

I draw attention to these cases, because, had not the punctators
decided to mark and intone the parallelism, d i would, in accordance

with the syntactical or logical division, have come where d 2 now

stands, and vice versa. We have here, on a smaller scale, the same

principle which we noticed (25. 14) under the main dichotomy,
viz. the main idea first given, and then an echo following of a part of

the same, the part to which attention was to be specially drawn.

29
Comp. pp. 24-26.

26 Baer has indeed (following Heid.) adopted this division for thfi second of the

examples given above; but with very slight MS. authority.

U
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Lastly, there is another principle of division, which we have

already noticed in I. 2, ; II. 2, &c. The part of the clause, which

follows the dichotomy, is often not parallel, but supplemental.

The main idea is given, in the first part of the clause, in a form,

syntactically complete, and then comes what is explanatory,

qualifying, amplifying, &c. Of course the division is here often

according to our rules, but not always. Thus, instead of ' How

long |

shall I be forming plans in my soul?'
(xiii. 3), we find

'How long shall I be forming plans |

in my soul?' instead of

' When I was silent,
| my bones wasted away through my roar-

ing all the day
'

(xxxii. 3), we have ' When I was silent, my
bones wasted away [ through my roaring all the day.' And so,

If I did not believe to look on the goodness of Jehovah
|

in the land of the

living! (xxvii. 13).

Hope thou in God, for I shall yet praise Him
|
the help of my countenance

and my God (xlii. 12).

El, Elohim, Jehovah hath spoken, and called the earth
|
from the rising of the

sun to the going down thereof (1. i).

And they shall know that God ruleth in Jacob
|

to the ends of the earth (lix. 14).

By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat, and wept too
|
as we remembered Zion

(cxxxvii. i).

In such cases the supplemental part belongs properly to the latter

part of the clause preceding. Here also the division may be

regarded as more or less emphatic.

If now it be asked, What is the meaning of the continuous

dichotomy, the rules of which have been investigated in the

present chapter ? What principle underlies it ? I can only

give the answer, which I have given before, with regard to the

general objects of the accentuation. The principle was clearly

twofold primarily melody, and secondarily (as far as the laws of

melody allowed) development of the sense. Whatever the melody

may have been, the succession of pauses, which the continuous

dichotomy introduced, afforded ample opportunity for the pro-

duction of musical effect, e. g. with the trills, of which Eastern

music is so fond ;
whilst all monotony was avoided by the

change of accentuation, which the varying lengths of successive

verses and their divisions rendered necessary. (The accents
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themselves, I presume, see p. 2, note 4, supplied in full measure

that rising and falling of the voice the arsis and thesis of the

Greeks on which the melody of public recitation so largely

depends.)
27 With regard to the second object of the accentuation,

we have seen that the continuous dichotomy not only takes note

of the logical divisions, but aims at keeping apart for distinct

enunciation the several members of a syntactical clause i. e.

whenever the length of the clause seems to make such separation

necessary at the same time giving emphasis, where emphasis is

due. The accentuators thus did their best to assist both reader

and hearers in apprehending what seemed to them the true mean-

ing of the Sacred Text. And this is for us the recommendation

of their system.

Some corrections of the textus receptus are necessary, in

accordance with the rules laid down in this chapter. I shall

then proceed to apply these rules to the clauses governed by the

several disjunctive accents.

Corrigenda
28

(arranged according to the order of the rules, pp, 39-44).

SUBJECT. Ps. xxix. 7.
J

ntanj? ayn nto
i>ijp

with B. M. 2, 6, 8,

13; Erf. 2.

Ps. xcv. 7. Vi; Ifcftn iTO-po Dy i urmo. with Ox. 109; Par. 9, 30;
Ber. 32 ;

De B,. 304 ;
Ghet. i.

Prov. xiv. 6. :fp3T fl?^ n$ni with Ox. 5, 17, 72; Erf. i; Par. 4;
K. 157.

Prov. xiv. 13. jnwi 29

nmpb nnnnto with B. M. i ; Ox. 15, 17,

in, 2322; Pet. Coinp. v. 22a.

Prov. xv. 31. c^n nrnin ny^c? }t& with Ox. 5, 6, 15, 17, 96;
Pet.

27 On these points of detail I desire to speak with all diffidence, as I have no

knowledge of music.

28 Some instances I have, for special reasons, reserved for the chapters following.

It was not necessary to give them there and here too.

29 Munach stands here, by transformation (as will be hereafter shewn), for R'bhia

mugrash.

H Z
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Prov. xxii. 3. Better 1}W] njn run Dliy with Par. 30 ;
Ber. 1,32;

De H. 304, 518; Vat. 3. Comp. b. So also in xxvii. 12.

Job xxii. 18. 3lg Djyna tfk> Ktfn with B. M. 5, 8, 14; Ox. i, 19,

2323-

Job xxxvii. 23. Better nzr&OaP ffiJKTO &6^ with Ox. 19 ;
Erf. 2

;

Fr.; K. 157; DeK. 593, 737.

Job xxxix. 13. : ntil s nTDn rna&rDK with B. M. i
;
Par. 17, 30 ;

Erf. i, 4 ; Fr.

OBJECT. Job xxxviii. 32. :Dmn 30n^2V Bjn with B. M. 14;
Ox. 18; Vi. 4, 8, ii. Comp. Hos. x. i4

b
.

ADVERB, &c. Ps. iv. 9. |^>
%
1 nMPK HIT D^Va, though I have

found only two Codd., Erf. i and K. 538, that point so. The punc-
tators generally seem to have adopted the rendering, which we find in

Aben-Ezra and Qimchi, that VniT^Dnoy, 'with them,' my enemies !

B?. xxxv. 7. tinsph nnBf ^919 D3n"r3 with Ox. 71, 2332 ;
Erf. 2.

Ps. xliv. 25. -i^on ^aa n^ with B. M. 4, 8, 13; Ox. 5, 71; &c.

So also correct Job xiii. 24.

Prov. xiv. 14. A XQ yab^ vanw with Ox. i
;
or frxv vafc^ van-no

with B. M. 5, 7, 8, 12, 13; Ox. 5. Comp. xviii. 20.

Jobvi.i 4 .
non

^nynp Dob with B. M. 4 ;
Ox. i, 17,71; Erf. 2, 3.

Jobxvii. 15.
h

n;pri
nfeK

ry$] withB. M. 3; Ox. 19; Fr.; K.445;
De R. 2, 589.

Job xvii. 16. :nru nsj- nn-Dx with B. M. 3, 4; Ox. 13, 72,

ioi
; Er. Comp. xxi. 26.

Jobxxix. 25. :cmi D^ n^N3 with Ox. 19, 72; Ber. 2; Fr.
;

De E. 349, 368. Comp. Ps.'lvi. 7^.

VERB. Ps. v. 3.
SW bip^

!

na^'ipn. See Norzi's note:

oytoa Nin p o^p^no.

Ps. xi. i. If we take the reading of the K'thibh, we have necessarily

the pointing
3 Dann nw w

The Q
7

ri (as it seems to me) can only be rendered :

'

Flee thou ! Off to your mountain, ye birds 32
!

'

30 See p. 51, note 29,
31

IBM, as is well known, attaches itself to the word preceding.
32 It must be borne in mind that the accentuation is always according to the Q?ri,
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Fs. xxxii.'s.
nVl 'yBfe JJ

I rnte with Par. 9 ; Fr.
;
K. 188, 403 ;

De E. 350; or WSpfe rnitf with Par. 21, 24, 30 ;
K. 157, 246; &c.

Ps. Ixxxix. 6. nVT 33?js^ DVDP Vifi with B. M. i
; Ox. 13, 15, 232^;

Erf. 3 ; Bomb. 2.

Ps. cxix. 138. TrnV FJ JJJV with Ox. i, 6
;
Par. 4, 30 ;

Erf. 2
; Fr.

Job ix. 30, : 'B3 *1321 VtoTm. with Ox. 96 ;
Par. 17,36; Ber. 52 ;

De R. 2, 596. Comp. Ps. Ixxiii. 13.

Job xv. 22. W>H9 3^ pKfc6 with B. M. 3, 4; Ox. i, 7, 19, 96.

Job xix. 21. $?. DJ5 ^SH "3|n with Ox. i, 5 ; Erf. 3, 4 ;
K. 157,

606
; Sonc.

Jobxxiv. 9. Din; Hfete ^ with Ox. i, 72; Cam. 28; Fr. ;

K. 224; De R. 380.

Job xxxi. 15. niJK "Drna ^1 with B. M. 14, 16; Ox. 101;
Ber. 32 ;

Hm. 8, 21.

Job xxxi. 1 6. D^_
38
TBnt? Jg"Q with B,M. 6

; Ox. 18
; Erf. 2 ;

Hm. 15, 32; Vi. 8. Comp. xxxviii. 15.

Job xxxix. 10. irtlg rira D"i;i^pnn (taking Inbj; as aec^.

instrumenti) with B. M. n; Ox. 9, 2437; Erf. i; Hm. 8; Cop. 4.

Job xl. 2. -rtD? 3^^-Dy 3hn with B. M. 12 ; Ox. i, 5, 19, 100, 101,

NOM. PREDICATE. Ps. xc. i. The simplest correction of our texts

would be :*n\ "to ^TO nrK pib ^h^, but no Cod. points |^

with R'bhia, whereas many B. M. 4, 8
;

Ox. 4, 13, 72, 97, &c.

have nriS l^y^r which removes all difficulty, as far as the accents are

concerned :

'

Lord, a refuge art THOU
;
Thou hast been for us

(comp. W n^n cxxiv. i) in generation and generation.'

Job xxix. i TJ^ WfJ D^y with B. M. 7, 8 ; Ox. 5, 7, 15, 19.

Many other similar corrections have been made in the text by
Heidenheim and Baer, which I shall have occasion to refer to hereafter.

33 Munach stands here, by transformation, for D'chi.

34 See p, 51, note 29.
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CHAPTER V.

WE saw, in chapter III, that every verse is divided into two

parts by either OleVyored or Athnach. These parts have now to be

taken separately. Each has its own musical arrangement, which

makes it so far independent of the other. In this chapter and

the next I purpose considering the first part, as closed by OleV-

yored and Athnach. I shall then proceed to the examination of

the second part, lying between the one or other of these accents

and Silluq.

OLEV'YORED 1
.

We have already noticed (34. 2) that this accent cannot come

at the beginning of the verse
;
in other words, OleVyored's clause

cannot consist of a single word.

I. When it contains two words, Little R'bhia is always required

in the first, e.g. ph ^N rnBDM (Ps. ii. 7);

1 The name of this accent was doubtless chosen to indicate its twofold melody, in

the chanting of which the voice first ascended (n^p) and then descended (tv) in

the scale. In support of this derivation, it may be mentioned that Ben-Asher (Dikd.

hat. 20. 16) employs these same terms nbl3? and i"iv for the accents Munach and

Mer'kha, of which he distinctly states (24. 12), that the former has an ascending,

and the latter a descending melody ;
and that in the Mas, magna to Num. xxxvi. 3,

we find the terms nmi p^D (
=mvi nblP) used of the ascending melody of Azla,

followed by the descending melody of Mer'kha. Did we know more of the accentual

melodies, we might perhaps find that the commencing melody of OleVyored

resembled the melody of M'huppakh, and that that was the reason why M'hup-

pakh was chosen to represent it. The lower sign is (as has been stated) in MSS.
like Silluq, nipi Tp El. Levita calls it, and designates OleVyored as a pausal accent.

(The same stroke is also used, to indicate a pause, for Paseq and Mdtheg.)

With regard to the position of the first sign, I have found in the Codd. that

a. If the tone be on any other than the first syllable, it is placed over the

preceding syllable, as D^^l (i. i) ; ^SDn (i. 2). Similarly, if the tone be on the

first syllable, and Sh'va precede, as NSp (xxxii. 6) ;
iniij (Ixviii. 5). It will be

remembered that two words joined by Maqqeph are counted as one word
;
we

might then expect that Din^SjjB'by (i. 3), pivbN (ii. 7) would be so pointed, but

the Maqqeph is in such cases dropped, as no longer necessary. j3. If the tone

be on the first syllable and Sh'va do not precede the M'huppakh-sign is trans-

ferred to the last syllable of the preceding word, supposing that syllable is unac-
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Such verses are not, however, numerous, if we except the super-

scriptions, hardly 20 in the whole of the three Books, and when we
examine them, we find that the poet, in dividing his verse so near
to its beginning, has taken care that the words should be emphatic
in their character; so that the accentuators decided rightly in

insisting on a pausal, instead of a conjunctive accent, here 2
. The

additional pause gives a weight to this short half of the verse.

II. When the clause contains three or more words, the posi-

tion of the dichotomy will be fixed by the rules laid down in the

preceding chapter, and the accents employed to mark it will be

as follows 3
:

i . Little B/bhia, if the dichotomy fall on the first word before

OleVyored, e. g. HJtg'W "VaSti XJN
(iii. 6), p. 47. 1. 28*;'N innw (xxxi. 24), 43. 22;v > : jv V ~P ~O

' nWD (xxv. 7), 40. 23 ; I'jpa
'

^ (cxxxviii. 7), 38. ii.
< CO

2. Sinnor, on the second word 5
: D^V |*nj

H'iPP
(vii. 9),

39. 20; vwrn "tfTO ^rns dTa (ixxvii. 3), 41. 17";
>

*J7 . . ,T T VT -. TJT j; \ ->/ ' ' *

WVTI IbryttT! inns (xxxvii. 14), 38. 9 ;

'

^ris (xxi. 10), 43. 5.

In such cases, the first word will almost always have the servus

Galgal. But Little R'bhia is musically admissible, and we find it

cented, as iip l^v-'p (iv. 7); |j >bj?5 (xiv. 4). But if it is accented, then the

sign remains on the first syllable, as 5 aiiij (Ixxx. 15); nnA *^^n (Job viii. 6).

Some Codd. adopt this pointing even in the former case, thus lip 13N'V"'Q,

nw '^S. (Comp. R'bhia mugrash, p. 16, note 29.)

Not unfrequently the one or other of these signs is dropped in Codd. In par-

ticular, the upper sign often falls away, when the tone is on the first syllable, as

DV ' DV (Ps. Ixviii. 20). So too R'bhia mugrash often loses one of its signs.

2
They have, however, in one case, hardly caught the division intended by the

poet. The first two words of cxliv. 14 belong clearly (see Hupf.) to the previous

verse, which must then, in its turn, be otherwise divided. On Job xxxii. 1 2 see

Delitzsch's remark.
" s The three accents, named in i, 2, and 3, furnish a sufficient musical variety before

Olev'yored.
*
Here, at the beginning, I refer in each case to the page and line, where the rule

is to be found.

8 This is by far the most common division of OleVyored's clause.
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introduced, apparently for the sake of emphasis, in a few passages of

the textus receptus, viz. Ps. xxii. 15 ;
xxxv. 10

;
xxxix. 13 ;

Prov. xxiii.

35 ;
xxx. 9. Perhaps in the Codd. other examples might be found

;

but the matter is not of any moment.

3. Great R'bhia, on the third word or further, e.g. ^tib?

trinih myn tyn xh > -TON tir^n (i. i), 48. 14; ws rrm
j- T : v :i~ >- T ) </-: t '\ /' ' : T T :

vfcsr^y ^nti
(i. 3 ), 43. 23 ; -^g *Tj$n IrotiB rrirn

(XX. 7), 42. 22.

In such cases, we have to notice that there are three or

more words left between Great R'bhia and the end of the clause.

These words then will claim a minor dichotomy. And the same

accents will be employed (i.
e. the same musical notes will be

required) before Olv'yored, as above under i and 2. If this

minor dichotomy fall on the first word, it will be marked by
Little R'bhia ; if on the second, by Sinnor*.

The above rules are simple enough. One class of exceptions alone

has to be noted. The two R'bhias cannot, from musical reasons, occur

In too close proximity. At least, two words, with their respective

accents, must intervene 7
. Where this is not the case, Sinnor is

employed instead of Great R'bhia 8
,
as in the following examples :

6 Further back than the second word this minor dichotomy does not come, save

in one passage, where Oley'yored's clause is off unusual length, and an addi-

tional dichotomy becomes necessary, which is made by the repetition of Sinnor :

oyipa N^on ^21021 S^.na Dj^rr T^rrp D'nop rrirp i

Sj'v.
D'non (xvii. 14).

7
Similarly, in the prose Books, a certain interval must occur between two con-

secutive R'bhias
;

otherwise one of them is changed into Pashta. The rule is

modified in the three Books, for here two Great R'bhias (as we shall see under

Athnach) can stand together, but a suitable interval must separate the two different

Jfinds of R'bhias. No writer on the accents has (as far as I am aware) noticed this

peculiarity.
8 T have observed only one passage, -cxxxiiL 2, in our text?, at variance with this

rule. But here Codd. vary much. Some, as Ox. 13, Par. 4, K. 192, De R.

593, have
JjMrr-^?

iv xb^n- 1

?^ i aiiba
fOflJa ; whilst many B.M. 2; Ox.6,ui;

Fr. ; K. 155, 598; &c. drop OleVyored, and have D'chi instead, fp^rrby IV .

Either of these pointings does away with all difficulty. In xxviii. 7 we have a

solitary ex. of Sinnor with two words between it and Little R'bhia, but these words

may be joined by Maqqeph, with B. M. 4, 7 ; Par. 20, 21, 25, 30 ;
&c. The punc-

tuation of common edd., and not that of the Heid-Baer text, must be taken for

xv. 5; xxxii. 4; li. 6; and lil 9.
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jnra6 i teoa
(xv. 5) ; hjBio '$93 $3??

s

|
n &6n

(Ivi. 14). Comp. xiii. 6; xxvii. 9; xxxii. 4; xxxv. 10;

xl. 6, 15. On the other hand Great R'bhia can remain in xx. 7 ; lii. 9 ;

cxxvii. 5; cxxxix. 14.

When the dichotomy of OleVyored's clause is thus completed,

Great and Little R'bhia, and Sinnor will often be left with clauses

of their own, containing three or more words. For the accentua-

tion of such subordinate clauses I must refer to the chapters

reserved for these accents.

SEBVUS OF OLEV'YORED.

The servus of Olev'yored is (as we have seen) Galgal. In two

passages it comes, instead of Metheg, in the same word with Olev'yored,

DnvftxjfeD (v. n) and $n$ (civ. 29)
8

.

EXCEPTIONS : (i) In three passages, where Paseq intervenes, Galgal

is changed into M'huppakh, thus D*V ' DV ^Htf 7]Via (Ixviii. 20) ; and

so in Ixxxv. 9 and Prov. xxx. 15. (Paseq fails here in common edd.)
9

(2) In two passages Mer'kha comes as servus between Little R'bhia

and Olev'yored: ^O?
" ffjrp (ps . xxxv. 10) and frtfr

"J>

(Prov. xxx. p)
10

.

Olev'yored has never more than one servus.

8 In lv. 22; Ixxviii. 38; civ. 29; cvi. 47; cxl. 4; Prov. i. 22; and Job xxiv. 13,

Galgal is wanting in our texts. For lv. 22 point lT.pl (see Norzi's note). In cvi.

47 I would propose to make R'bhia and Sinnor change places. The other instances

have been already corrected by Heid. and Baer.
9 Some Codd. and Ben-Bil. (8. 9) make this change, when the tone is on the first

letter of the word, e.g. "ni|n Tibg ?n 'n (xxiv. 8). Common edd., with their

usual inconsistency, point sometimes with Galgal (xii. 3; xvi. n), sometimes with

M'huppakh (vi. 3 ; xxiv. 8). The former was Ben-Asher's punctuation, the latter

Ben-Naphtali's. Of course, Codd. generally follow Ben-Asher.
10 We shall see elsewhere, in the Masoretic text, Mer'kha taking (exceptionally)

the place of Maqqeph, which is here (at least for the passage in Prov.) retained by

Ben-Naphtali (see Ginsburg's Masora, vol. i. p. 588). In this use of Mer'kha, I be-

lieve that we have simply an instance of Masoretic trifling. Thus there are just these

two cases of D before Olev'yored, and so they are made to pair off, with an abnormal

accentuation ! (Comp. p. 63, notes 23 and 24.) Mer'kha in Ps. xlii. 5 I have already

corrected, p. 36. In xv. 5 introduce Maqqeph with Heid. and Baer.
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CHAPTEE VI.

ATHNACH.

Athnach, like Olev'yored, is never found in the first word of

the verse (34. 3).

I. When Athnach's clause consists of tiuo words (and such

cases are very common), the first has generally the servus

Mer'kha 1
,
as D^Chn \Y& (i. 4), but sometimes D'chi, as

* T T " \ '

We may suppose that the original intention was to reserve D'chi for

cases of pause or emphasis, like "v'^P^TJr1

^"}^^~''2 (xxxviii. 17);

D^yp-b nxf-WpP (xlix. 2). But this rule 'is far from being always
observed in our printed texts. For a matter of so little consequence,
I have not thought it worth while to examine the Codd. 2

,
with the

view of correcting exceptional cases.

II. When Athnach's clause consists of three or more words,

the rules for the dichotomy are applied, just as in the case of

Olev'yored, and the accents employed to mark it are :

1. D'chi, when the dichotomy falls on the word immediately

preceding Athnach, e. g. Vtinfi Prim VOIT (vi. 10); in^Zl "TONo o A' T : T ;v 4- T \ / '
:v. a- T

Krtabrba (x. 6).

2. D'chi also, when it falls on the second word before Athnach

(for here we have no accent answering to Sinnor before Olev'-

yored), e.g. ^si -o^n ijnttf hiph nyttjpn (v. 3); nn^m

^n nin 1

(vi. 5)
3

.

JT :
- T n. \ *J)

But not unfrequently Great R'bhia appears instead, e. g.

ID D^SDD o^Q$n (xix. 2) ;
,

. j.. _ . . _ T _ \ / 5

S/roVW (xxviii. 9).

1

After Olev'yored Mer'kha is always employed, as in vii. I
;

xviii. 36 ;
xxv. 7. I

have observed only three exceptions, Ixii. n; Prov. xxx. 17; and Job xxxiii. 9,

which are corrected in Codd.
2

I have noticed, however, incidentally that they often vary, as in viii. 5 ;
xxvi. 4 ;

xxxvii. 13, 24, 29 ;
Job xxi. 15, 22

;
xxxvii. 13.

3 This is by far the most frequent division of Athnach's clause.
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R'bhia, when contrasted with D'chi, marks a greater pause (logical
or syntactical). This principle is however for such clauses as those

before us only partially carried out in our texts. D'chi occurs where
we should have expected R'bhia and vice versa. The point is not of

any importance to us, for the sense is not appreciably affected, which-
ever accent be employed *.

Generally, when R'bhia occupies this position, the first word has

Mer'kha (as above), but in a few instances D'chi. The examples are

Ps. xlv. 5; 1. i; lix. 8; Ixxviii. 31; Ixxxii. i; cxliv. 3; Job xiii. 4;
xxxii. 1 1; xxxiv. 25. The appearance of D'chi in these cases is parallel
to that of Little R'bhia between Sinnor and Olev'yored (55. 22).

3. Great R'bhia, when the dichotomy falls on the third

word or further, e. g. -TH^rti D^ FbRW\ ^tttt hwfi
(ii. 8) ;

p *b-r#y ntfM? ubtfn-^N (Prov. xxiv. 29);
: |v u- -v T

t
T jv-:|- -

tvh ny nyrn (Job xxxix. i). Great R'bhia
vav -v T : -T- :

V /

divides in the same way (as we have seen) OleVyored's clause.

But here we notice that, with R'bhia on the third word (or

further), three words (or more) remain between it and the end

of the clause. These words then will require a second dichotomy,

which, in the examples given (as falling on the first or second

word, see i and 2), is marked by D'cbi. But, what if this second

dichotomy itself fall on the third word (or further), where D'chi

cannot be employed to mark it
5
? Then, R'bMa is repeated

6
,

and D'chi comes in for the third dichotomy, which has now

become necessary. Thus YV'Dp-N
1

? rfijn Tfg^rtN
' VlNten

Hirr 1
? lytfD ^y i prrtN WU3N (Ps. xxxii. 5). The other

AT i- - T :v j"-: <v :
- T A *"

examples (as far as I have noted) are 1. 21 ;
Ixxviii. 4 ;

Ixxxix. 20 ;

xcv. 10; xcvii. 5; cii. 25; Prov. xxvii. 10; and Job vii. 4\

4 On this point the Codd. themselves exhibit no little variation. Thus yitf and

'JMSj (v. 3); ni'rp and rnrv (vi. 2); n>io and iao (xii. 9); nai
p
and 'nn^xvii.

i)V&c.
5 It is a fixed rule that D'chi cannot occur further back than the second word from

Athnack. Hence such mistakes, as in Ps. cxxxv. 4, Prov. xx. 4, Job xvi. 19, in

common edd., must be at once corrected.
6 Just as, under similar circumstances, R'bhia is repeated in the prose Books. It

is clear, from the nature of the case, that the second R'bhia has a less pausal value

than the first.

7 In Ps. xvii. i, xli. 7, xlvi. 5, lix. 6, Prov. iv. 4, Job xxiv. 24, xxxiii. 23, a second

R'bhia appears, but merely as a substitute for D'chi (see II. 2 above).

I 2
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(R/bhia is not repeated more than once; in other words, the

division of Athnach's clause does not proceed beyond the third

dichotomy, and only in the few passages just named, beyond
the second.)

Such are the simple rules for the analysis of Athnach's clause.

Of course, the clauses closed by R'bhia and D'chi may have (as

in the last ex.) their own subordinate pausal accents, the rules

for which will be considered in the chapters on Great R'bhia and

D'chi. One point only remains to be noticed, and that is the

frequent change of D'chi when due, from the dichotomy, in

the first word before Athnach into a servus. This change is,

of course, simply musical, and is occasioned by the shortness of

that part of Athnach's word which precedes the tone. When it

contains two (or more) syllables, or one long syllable, followed by
vocal Sh'va, D'chi can stand. Otherwise, a servus must come

instead. Thus we have ^JWin "W"^ (cxix. 94); but

Win ^N-SpTiy (ib. 125); and VtttN mDI rVTIN (JobA" ~: '
- T ' : :

- \ ^ ' '
A : IT v TT\ I j :

V

xxviii. 22); but WJJDM jfWltirfi jl^ (
Ps - xl - IJ

)-
This

law of transformation (as it has been termed) mars, in no slight

degree, for us, here and elsewhere, the order and symmetry of

the accentual system.

In connection with this transformation, I explain such cases as

*
1 'tfTNSl ' *FW

(Ixxiii. 28) and rrtiT ' ^M ^
: JT | j v; I v <

~ (cxli. 8), where L'garmeh comes in the third word

before Athnach 8
. At first sight, it often appears as if we had

8 In Ps. v. 5 L'garmeh appears on the fourth word
; but the explanation is

the same. On the other hand, in Ps. Ixii. u, where it comes immediately before

Athnach, it must be dropped (with B. M. 3 ;
Ox. 13, 17, 27 ;

Erf. 2; Fr. &c.).

And so in Prov. xvi. 10 (see Baer's note). Further, I would correct Ps. xiv. 5,

where our edd. place it in the second word, thus THD vrn^B D with B. M. 2
;

Par. 4, 9, 29, 30; Ber. 32 ;
&c. And in Job xxxviii. 2, if we divide with Athnach,

as various Codd. and Baer do, we must point either n^y Tprrp rn 'n with B. M. 3 ;

Hm. 8; De R. 349; or ns ?p$nn rn^p with B. M. 14; Ox. 18; K. 403. (In

xxxvii. i, cvi. I, cxxxviii. I, cl. I, L'garmeh stands for OleVyored (34. 12) and

does not come into consideration here.)
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here a substitute of R'bhia, but such a substitution would be

quite inexplicable ; whereas, if we take L'garmeh as the pausal

accent in D'chi's clause, which remains, when J)'cM is trans-

formed, all is clear. A comparison of Job xxvii. 13 with xx. 29

shews, beyond all possibility of doubt, that this is really the case.

Other examples are Ps. xviii. 50 (compared with 2 Sam. xxii. 50) ;

xxxi. 15; xliv. 24; cxxii. 5; Job iv. 5; xxxi. 2. Once, Ps.

xix. 15, Pazer the other pausal accent in D'chi's clause is

employed in the same way
9

. (But some Codd. point here

with R'bhia.)

This L'garmeh is very rarely wanting in its proper place. That the

distinguishing Paseq now and then fails, will surprise no one who has

any acquaintance with the Codd. Thus it must be supplied to ' nan in

Ps. Ixxxvii. 4; cxxvii. 3 ;
Prov. i. 23 ;

Job xxxii. 12 (as I have found

in various Codd.); and so Prov. xvii. 12 must be corrected 3ft ]

^)J3

Bfrga i30; and xxi. 29 VJB3 ygh B*K ' Wl 10
. I have noticed no

other exceptions.

OF ATHNACH 11
.

Athnach has often one, two, and three servi, rarely more than three.

i. Oneservus. This is (a) Munach, after D'chi, e. g. ijra D2BJ3 Djftfi

(Ps.ii.9); &W ^T. ^? nin 1

; (xcix. i); (0) Mer'kha in all other cases^

i. e. after OleVyored
12 or R'bhia, or at the beginning of the verse, e. g.

vpy iw toJ rua'o
(xviii. 13); w ^K r?i>T (ib.iS); ~^?n ^S?K

(ib!

T

5)

EXCEPTIONS. Munach (under a) is changed into Mer'kha, when

Paseq follows, thus rujn
I

HJStn ^Oj^ (xxxv. 21). This change is sup-

9 The passages, Ps. xlv. 8, Ixviii. 5, cix. 16, where Pazer appears in the second

word before Athnach, are manifest mistakes, which are already corrected in the

Heid.-Baer text.

10 No Cod., however, in these two passages, gives Paseq, though many have

M'huppakh. If, therefore, we wish to keep to the testimony of Codd., we must

point "nati-in tiiJE (with De R. 2 ; K. 166
;
Vat. 468), and Stivrc'p H>n (with

B. M. i 2
;
Par. 30 ;

Ber. 32 ; Vi. 2 ; K. 250). This accentuation is equally correct.

11 I take no notice of the endless mistakes of common edd., as they are corrected

in Baer's texts.

12 In xxxvii. i, cxxxviii. i, cl. i, Mer'kha comes after L'garmeh, but L'garmeh

is here the representative of OleVyored (34. 12).

13 A strange exception occurs in Prov. vi. 3, where Ben-Asher has nM3 '3 ^2??

Jjn-Faa. Here we must take Ben-Naphtali's pointing, which is regular, nji"
> 3.
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ported by the analogy of Paseq with two servi (below), and by the

testimony, more or less regular, of Codd.14

2. Two servi. These are both Muriachs, as:

(ii.
1
1), properly nJiT~n&t ^V (see p. 60). Indeed, in all cases, where

Atbnach has two or more servi, the servus adjoining Atlmach stands,

by transformation, for D'chi. It is important (with a view to the

sense) to bear this in mind. Without the operation of the law of

transformation, Athnach, like Olev'yored, would never have more than

one servus.

EXCEPTIONS. When Paseq conies after the second servus, it is changed
into Mer'kha, and the preceding Munach into Tarcha, e. g.

' VKn V&
^Jpfc? (x. 13). Comp. xliv. 24; Ixvi. 8; Ixvii. 4. This rule is laid

down by Ben-Bil. (5. 5) and is fully borne out by the Codd. 15

3. Three servi. The two adjoining Athnach are, as before, Munachs,
or, with Paseq, Tarcha and Mer'kha 16

. The first servus will be

M'huppakh or Illuy, according to the following rules 17
:

a. M'huppakh, when the tone is on the first syllable, e. g.
"T2TT TS

teK3 to$K (ii. 5) ; D^j njp nirn W
(civ. 31). In one instance,' the

first and second servi come in the same word, 7NJ5J (cxlvi. 5, comp. 3).

/3. M'huppakh also, when the tone is on the second syllable, suppos-

ing vocal Sh'va does not precede, e.g. DJT IW? f)"]^-
3 n5^ (Ixxiv. 13).

The other examples are: TOP
(xvi. 8);

nsn
(Ixxxvi. i); nns

(Ixxxix. IT); 3"!pn (cxix. 169); psn (cxli. 2); PJ93 (Prov. xiv. 6);

DgiT (Job xxi. 8).

14 Ben-Bil. (4. 30) lays down a further class of exceptions, by pointing Mer'kha,

instead of Munach, after D'chi, when the servus falls on the first letter of the word,

e.g. 'piittj 11 D'XD*\ (xvii. 9). But Ben-Asher does not agree. Ps. Ixxxiii. 13
furnishes a test-passage. There all the lists of the Varr. I have seen assign to him

the regular pointing : 13^ ^ttJVj)
i|%-"?- And ^ nee(l hardly be added that Codd.

generally follow him, there and elsewhere. (Of course, an occasional variation may
occur. Thus, in Ps. i. I, Bomb. 2, followed by subsequent edd., has brought in

Mer'kha, 1O9 b ; but the older edd. and Codd. have no b. And elsewhere

Bomb. 2 has regularly Munach.) It is therefore to be regretted that Baer has

adopted Ben-Bil. 's pointing, all through his texts. We have already seen (p. 57,

note 9) that Ben-Bil. is wrong in a similar change before OleVyored ;
and certainly,

the fewer exceptions we have to our rules, the better.

15 Ben-Bil. (5. 8) gives two passages, Job v. 27, xxxiii. 31, as marked by these

accents, although Paseq is wanting, and Codd. are found, which agree with him.

But many point regularly, and we may well follow their example.
16 There are only two cases of these accents, Ps. v. 5 and Ixxxix. 52.
17 This servus is, in reality, the first servus of D'chl, which remains, when D'chi is

transformed. In fact, when transformation takes place, Athnach takes over all

D'chi's accents, conjunctive and disjunctive.
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y. Illuy, when the tone is on the second syllable, vocal Sh'va pre-

ceding
18

,
or when it is on the third syllable, e. g.

v HSi D"W"l VJTM

(cxix. no); m6n *$ -m nibn (job iv. 2); 5>bjf]? tg DJI^ 1095

(Ps. Ixxviii. 24, comp. 27). The other examples are: )W] (xl. 9);

"Vta
(xciv. 22); 1% (cxix. 69); IJjbsn (Prov. xxi. 8); and Iv^-th

(Ps. xxxii. 2); nn*p3 (Ixxxiii. 19); TOrta) (cxix. 43).

6\ M'huppakh with Sinnorith, when an open syllable directly pre-

cedes the tone, e.g. 'g3 ^9 ny.TpK (
cix. 30); W"*^ ^ 1^.

*$

lEpJJ3 (Job xviii. 1 9, where Sinnorith, as usual,' displaces the Maqqeph).

The other examples are: ^JPl (Ps. ix. 10) j 7^3 (xlviii. 2; cxlv. 3);

njfr (Ixxx. 20); 7? (Ixxxviii. 16); Vlfl (Ixxxix. 6);
W3T

(cxix. 55);

nj^S? (cxxxvi. 4); TJ)(ib. 15); ^K (Prov. xxv. 27);
21 DSH (Job vi.

13); T?5 (xv. 23); *ln (xxxiv. 17).

EXCEPTIONS. The servi are irregular in ^ Q
i*

Ixxii. 3); \^"k &? 10 H$ (Prov. 1.9); ^i^D? ^
all (it will be observed) with Shalsheleth, the melody of which naturally
affected the accents adjoining.

4. The following are the only examples in which Athnach has more

than three servi: ifop Wwjtf nto ^ 23<I3
(Ps. xcvi.4); "$ n '3

njp; nns; (Prov. iii. 12); and one 'with Shalsheleth, nw 3>

^K n^nn (Ps. Ixv. 2).

18 Vocal Sh'va is here, for the purposes of accentuation, counted as a syllable, so

that the tone is really on the third syllable.
19 On the vocal Sh'va here, see Olsh. ,823. (Common edd. have, as often, Munach

inferius for superius; but the more correct edd. of Opit., Jabl., and Mich, are right.)

20 No Cod. (as far as I have observed) has Baer's accentuation nl.
21 So I point with Ox. 15, Par. 3, K. 446, De R. 1261 (other Codd. have Drj,

Sinnorith, as often, failing). The pointing of edd. Dn cannot stand. Better

D^rr, with Par. 6, Cop. 16, Vi. 12, which emphasizes the question with good effect.

22 So B. M. i; Ox. 15 ; Par. 42 ;
De R. 1022, 1261. Edd. have here also Illuy.

B. M.4; Par. 80; Hm. 19; De R. 349, 596 ;
Bomb. I, point ^NH. Comp. 40. 8.

28 Common edd. have '3 with Maqqeph, which is the regular pointing. But the

Masora to Ps. cxliii. 3 has fixed Mer'kha. There are just two cases (here and in

Job xxxiv. 37) of >3 before Sinnorith and M'huppakh in Athnach's clause
;
so they

are made to pair off, marked with an anomalous accentuation ! The Masora joins

with them two similar cases of '3 in L'garmeh's clause!

We may note that nKD in this verse is made by the accents to refer to bina,

as well as to bVno. Otherwise, we must have had D'chl with rnrr. The same

clause is accented in the same way in I Chron. xvi. 25.
24 On this verse see Baer's note (p. 55 of his ed. of Prov.). Yet surely, we must
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Corrigenda.

Ps. ix. 14. *W&
"? fljn nJ,T V^n, withB.M. i; Par. 3 ;

De R.

350, 66 1, 865, 1261. Comp. Norzi's note.

Ps. Ixii. 12. Better Wg^ 1J D^IP with B. M. 4, 5; Ox. i, 5, 7, 109.

Ps. Ixxiii. 8. pPJ JH3 VjaTJ ^pVp; with Par. 30; Ber. 32; De R.

304; Ghet, i.

Ps. xciv. 12. Better .T ^D_^~ipK "Dan "nK with Ox. i, 7, in;
Par. 4, 20, 30.

Prov. xxviii. 23. NVO? |H nn CHN n^D with B. M. 8; Ox. 71;
K. 170 ;

De R. 304, 308, 518. 'He that reproveth a man shall after-

wards find favour' (as Vulg., Ewald, Hitz., &c.)
25

.

Other corrections have been made by Heid. and Baer, which generally
have the full support of Codd.26 But in xlviii. 5, xlix. 13, liv. 9,

Ixxix. 12, Ixxxviii. i, their emendations must be cancelled. Common
edd. are right.

at least point 10JM n (comp. pta nw xlvii. 5 before Silluq), Munacli superius

having been confounded, as is often the case, with Munacfi inferius. nw is fixed

by the Masora to this passage. This is the only instance in which nN precedes

the third servus in Athnach's clause. It pairs off with a similar n before Silluq

(Ps. xlvii. 5) ! The true accentuation is indicated, in part at least, by Ben-Naphtali
nt'NTm i

\3.
25 The accentuation of text. rec. represents the view of the Talmud, Aben-Ezra,

and others, that 'in means 'after me,' God or Solomon being supposed to be the

speaker (see Delitzsch's Comm.). Some Jewish commentators (whom Delitzsch

himself follows) render :
' He that reproveth a man who is going lackwards,' &c. ;

but that would require nnw m ' n'3iQ ,
which no Cod. exhibits.

:!-<. JT T - <

26 It may interest some of my readers to examine these corrections for themselves.

They refer, first (this arrangement of them is my owr

n), to cases in which the (main
or minor) dichotomy has been falsely introduced in common edd., Ps. ix. 9, Ixxiii. 7,

Ixxviii. 66, cii. 23, Prov. xxiii. 26, xxxi. 17, Job xiv. 19, xxiii. 8, xxiv. 8, xxxi. 27,

xxxiii. 12, 17, xxxv. 9, xxxviii. 36, xl-9, xli. 26; and secondly, to cases in which the

dichotomy fails, Ps. xviii. 42, xxxv. 19, Ixxx. 9, Ixxxvi. 6, ci. 6, cv. n, cxix. 142, 150,

Prov. ii. 7, 13, iii. 4, xiv. 10, xvii. n, xxi. 19, xxix. 14, Job x. 17, xxi. 18, xxiv. 15,

xxxi. 37, xxxviii. 38. (The corrections are by Heid. and Baer for the Pss., by Baer

alone for Prov. and Job.)
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CHAPTER VII.

SILLUQ.

HAVING completed (as far as is necessary for the present) our

examination of the first half of the verse, whether closed by

OleVyored or Athnach, we proceed next to consider the second

half, lying between the one or other of these accents and Silluq,

the part of the verse, which may be regarded as specially under

Silluq's control.

I. We take first the case when OleVyored divides the verse.

The most important point to notice here is, that Athnach is

still due between OleVyored and Silluq. It marks the chief

dichotomy in Silluq's clause ; and its position is fixed, by the rules

with which we are now familiar. Thus it may separate the mem-

bers of a parallelism : d^ HEtortf *TOV tih D^ttn 'mm
i- : AT T j, T -\, I vjv :

1JIP
fcp (Ps. i.

i). Or it may mark any other kind of logical

pause, as in J TOStf ^rO3 ^ rfim ^D1 (vi. 3). Or (lessITT-; j -; : v AT : ) T \ J/ \

frequently) it may simply note a syntactical division, e. g.

: pNrrto UTON v*\yh nty wtrt>-^a (x. 18).I V |T T I V. I J-l(- A ' f - *
'

The position of Athnach determined, we have only to con-

sider the clause lying between it and Silluq. But this is just the

consideration before us, when Athnach divides the verse. For

our further investigation then the two cases merge into one l
.

II. To arrive at the various forms that the clause lying between

Athnach and Silluq may assume, the simplest course will be to

take seriatim the various possible positions of Athnach. Here,

at every step, we shall find that we have to deal with a musical

system.

1 As for Athnach's own clause, the rules for the pausal accents and servi (ch. VI)
hold equally good, whether Athnach marks the main dichotomy of the verse, or only
the dichotomy of the second half, after OleVyored. There is just one point that may-

be mentioned. Athnach cannot stand in the first word of the verse, but it may stand

in the word immediately following OleVyored. The instances are: Ps. iii. 6; iv. 7;

v. 13; xxix. 9; Iviii. 3; Ixxvi. 12
; Ixxix. 6; Job xxvii. 5 ;

xxxvii. 12 (p. 37).

K
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1. Atlmach may be due on the first word before Silluq. In

this case, the clause vanishes altogether. But such instances are

rare. A regard for rhythm prevented their frequent occurrence.

With OleVyored preceding, I have noticed only iii. 3 ; xviii. 51;

xxxi. 3; xlv. 8; lv. 23; Ixviii. 20; cix. 16; cxxv. 3; Prov. viii.

13. The few cases without OleVyored have been already given,

P-33-

Moreover the melody does not allow Athnach to remain here,

but changes it into R'bhia mugrash, e. g. "ifTtpftT
1 ' IDH H

(Ps. xviii. 5i)*
2

;
rrtrp

-Jp"!?

& (xxxv. 24).

2. Athnach may come on the second word. Then R'bhia

mugrash is due, as Foretone to Silluq, in the first word, e. g.

j von rssri mh^\ THIN ^b 11

(xi. 15)*; D^ia ^tfcn n^S
I- T IT ..-. A : IT : TV j \ J/ ' A

' J : ,T TTV.

*

p'H'lIirr D^ftNT)
(ii. i); and so often. Of course the pause

made by R'bhia mugrash in such cases is simply and purely

musical.

3. Athnach may come on the third word. Three words will

then remain between it and the end of the clause ; and the rules

for the dichotomy must be applied. The accent employed to

mark it, whether it fall on the first or second word, is as

above R'bhia mugrash (the accent whose melody is best suited for

Silluq following), e. g.
J DitWjtyfp 0^ ^m^rn D^l ty3&]

(xvii. 14)* and l*ky tTBp D^fn "HS taTTO rftTP
(iii. 2)~/ |TT J- If - ATT J -

|T T ;V V /

Examples are found in every page.

4. Athnach may come on the fourth word. R'bhia mugrash
will still in most cases mark the dichotomy, as (a) when it falls on

the first word, TOnp ^rrStt mnntiN Tjrpi NinN
I

: :'T J
" Vv-:j- ; v >/,v a T

^O^ll?- (
v ^) j

or (^) on *ne second word, and this is by far

its most frequent position, lt!5im^ "TD^ t*h D^tfiH iT^ni^
j- : AT T a T -v, I vjv;

:ltt?J
N^ D 1^ (i. i)*; or (y) on the third word, as

Sp^JJ

2 In the cases where
an^terisk

is marked, OUv'yored precedes.
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n^n " nntt Din* ro^n nb^ (x. 14)* and
T T <T - T T^V j -: i- \ ''

MSGT^SMatO; DT^N t^ia'W crrl^w fxi?ii. 9).

But, when this is the case, three words are left between R'bhia

mugrash and the end of the verse, and afurther dichotomy becomes

necessary. In the instances given, this dichotomy falls on the

second word from Silluq, and is marked by L'garmeh. (And such

is the constant rule in all like cases 3
.)

But how, if it fall on the

first word
4
? Will the same accents be possible ? For instance, can

we so point \ DiW? ' iibyviN TpS*
1 ii'irp trr isij?^ fy nin^

,
T - - v I<-T : T : IA- j -

: v T
;

(xxix. n)? This is the accentuation we should have expected.

But we do not find it. And we can only suppose that such a

juxtaposition of Silluq and LVarmeh was against the rules of

melody, and that L'garmeh had, in consequence, to be changed

into a servus. But this change necessitated another ;
for R'bhia

mugrash cannot (again we must suppose, on musical grounds)

stand in the third place, with Tarcha following
5

. Nothing

remained then but to provide a substitute for it ; and the accent

chosen was Great Shalsheleth. So that finally the melody, in the

ex. before us, found rest in the form iBSrnN IpT ! HilT

: Di7$l. Such also is the accentuation in the other passages,

where the same division of Silluq's clause is found 6
.

3 I give a list of these passages, as some of my readers may like to compare them :

iii. i; x. 14; xviii. 31; xx. 2
;
xlv. 2

;
xlvii. 9; Ivi. 8; Ixviii. 19; Ixxiii. 20; Ixxiv.

2 ;
Ixxxviii. 1 1 (so most Codd.) ; xcviii. 6

;
xcix. 4 ;

cii. 20
;

civ. 8, 26
; cv. 3 ; cxix.

69, 104 ; cxxvii. I
;

cxlviii. 4 ;
Prov. xix. 10

;
xxi. 29; xxv. i, 28; Job iii. 13 ; xv. 24;

xviii. 21 ; xxi. 28 ; xxxvi. 28 ; xxxvii. 14. Total 31. I have left out Ps. xviii. 7 (see

Corrigenda). Heid. and Baer have brought in wrongly xix. 5, and unnecessarily

XXX. II.

* See the contrast between Job xv. 23 and 24. And note the true rendering of

xxxvii. 1 2. Verss. and Comm. all explain as ifwe had R'bhia mugrash and L'garmeh.
8 Common edd. have indeed a few instances, iii. 5 j iv. 7 ; xxxviii. 21

;
&c. And

even Baer leaves xlvi. 8 (12). But all these exceptions are corrected in Codd., if

not already in the better edd.

6 The following is a list of these passages : vii. 6 ; x. 2
; xii. 8

;
xiii. 2, 3 ;

xx. 8
;

xxix. ii; xxxiii. 12; xli. 8
; xliv. 9; xlix.i4; 1.6; Iii. 5 ;

Ixvi. 7; lxvii.5; Ixxvii. 4 ;

Ixxxix. 2, 3 ;
xciv. 17 ; cxxxi. i ; cxliii. 6, 1 1

;
cxlvi. 3 ;

Prov. vi. 10 (xxiv. 33) ;
Job

xi. 6 (see Corrigenda}; xv. 23; xvi. 9; xxxii. 6; xxxvii. ia; xl. 23. Again (if we

reckon the repetition in Prov. as one, and add xlii. 2, see note 7) a total of 31. Is

K 2
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5. Athnach may come on the fifth word. Here we have no-

thing that is new. All the cases come under the several categories

of 4, the great majority, e.g. xiv. i; xix. 8, 9; xxiii. 5, with

R'bhia mugrash on the second word. With it on the first word,

there are only two doubtful examples, xlii. 2 and Ixvi. 20 7

(if
we

drop xxxii. 5 ;
xlvii. 5 5 liv. 5 ;

all with H /D at the end). With

it or Shalsheleth, on the third word (a servus coming between

them and Athnach), we have xviii. 31; Ixxxix. 2; xcix. 4; cxxvii.

i; Prov. xxv. i; and Job xxxvii. 12 (p. 37). Of the dichotomy

on the fourth word there is no example.

6. Further back than the fifth word Athnach does not occur,

save in the prose verse, Ps. xviii. i (on which see p. 76, note 8),

and the hybrid verse, half prose and half poetry, Job xxxii. 6,

in which Shalsheleth appears with two servi, but which does not

otherwise present any difficulty.

The result then of the above investigation is to shew, that

whenever the dichotomy is by rule required between Athnach

and Silluq, E/bhia mugrash is employed to mark it, excepting

only the few (clearly defined) cases, in which Great Shalsheleth

appears as its substitute ; and that, when further a minor dicho-

tomy is due between R/bhia mugrash and Silluq, M'huppakh

L'garmeh marks it. For the laws regulating R/bhia mugrash's

own clause, I must refer to the chapter next following.

The accentual division of Silluq's clause completed, it remains

only to mention that, here as elsewhere, the law of transformation

often comes in, and obliterates or changes the pausal accent,

this coincidence accidental ? We should be glad to see Shalsheleth here and there,

e.g. in Ps. Ixviii. 32, Job xv. 16, where it fails. On the other hand, it will disappear

from nine of the above passages, e. g. Ps. vii. 6, xliv. 9, and R'bhia mugrash come

instead, if we leave out nbo at the end of the verse.

It is to be observed that this Great Shalsheleth appears only in the position above

assigned to it. It comes therefore under quite different circumstances, and with a

very different value, from Shalsheleth in the prose accentuation.
7 Some Codd. B. M. 3, 4, 7 ;

Ox. 6, 71; K. 155 pointing xlii. 2 with Shal-

she'leth, and some introducing (with Ben-Bil. i. 1 1) Maqqeph after Ttt?N in Ixvi. 20.
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which the above rules have fixed. Were it not for the operation

of this law, we should find R'bhia mugrash introduced in every

verse (except in the few cases where Athnach would come on

the first word), as a subsidiary tone and necessary precursor to

Silluq, just as Tiphcha is in the prose Books. But owing to this

law, it is more frequently absent than present. The conditions

for its presence are the same as those already laid down for D'chi

before Athnach (p. 60). Thus, it remains in *07^-^n ^mDM/
.,..

. -
i .

|T
. . .

(cxix. 170), but is transformed in
*
t

!D??L! Tpl
1

!? (ib. 169); it

remains in J BETfl rflPP Ipfash (xxxv. 6), but not in tTMSoi
(
T : i T ; tj- :

- \ /* K- :
-

Athnach too, as well as R'bhia mugrash, is affected by this

law. We have seen that it is always transformed, when it falls

on the first word before Silluq
8

;
and it is not unfrequently so,

even on the second word. When, namely, R'bhia mugrash has

been transformed in the first word, and this word is like Silluq's

word (without two syllables, &c., before the tone), then Athnach
r

\

must give way to R'bhia mugrash, e. g. p-W p^j!? '5? ^ '"TJ?^"?

:rai mfcon (xxxi. 19); nn$ rrrw Tihn bin rrw
I
T jr.(-: V '/ -

JT T r T : v^v- |T T

(Ivii. 9). Comp. i. 2, iv. 5, v. 7, vii. 10.

SEKYI OF SILLUQ 9
.

Silluq, like Athnach, has often one, two, and three servi, rarely four.

i. One servus. This is (a) Munach, when the tone is on the^rs^

syllable, e. g. J3^ *6 (Ps. i. i), :^Dn }_VEJ) (
vi. 5) ; (j3) Mer'kha, when

on any other syllable, e.g. tTW^ DW
(ii. 7), JD^-j ^n-nK>K (i. 4 ).

Here, if an open syllable precede the tone, it is marked in some Codd.

with Sinnorith, e.g. JH^h DO?
(i.

2 );
JDH3 n-a; (

x . 5)
10

.

8 In Ixviii. 20, cix. 16, Prov. viii. 13, the R'bhia mugrash, which should have

represented Athnach in the first word, has been itself changed into a servus, but

has left its pausal accents behind it unchanged. So that Silluq appears with Great

R'bhia or D'chi dividing its clause ! Some Codd. point in the same way Ps. iv. 7,

but see Baer's note.

9 I need not say that I cannot undertake to notice the many inexcusable mistakes

of our ordinary edd. Nor is it necessary, as Baer has already corrected them in his

carefully prepared texts.

10 The Codd. in which I have noticed this Sinnorith are B. M. i
;
Ox. 15 ; Par. 3,
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EXCEPTIONS, (a) WhenL'garmeh precedes (67. 6), the servus is always

Illuy, e.g. JT^'PB I'SfK ' air^aa "^(cxix. 69). (/3)
In two passages,

: rnrp '

}TO (Iviii. 7) and ! Di' ' DV
(Ixi. 9), Munach is clianged into

Mer'kha, because of Paseq following
11

.

2. Two servi. The first is Tarcha and the second Munach, e. g.

t n^ nb_yp^X
l

,'y\
(i. 3). The two servi have here a closer affinity

to one another than the second one has to Silluq; and that, for the

simple reason that this latter stands for R'bhia mugrash. Indeed, iu

all cases, in which Silluq has two or more servi, the servus adjoining

Silluq stands, by transformation, for B/bhia mugrash. It is important

(with a view to the sense) to bear this in inind. Without the operation
of the law of transformation, Silluq would as in the prose system
never have more than one servus.

Tarcha may take the place of Metheg in the same word with

Munach (supposing always that K'bhia mugrash does not precede
12

),

e.g. li? rriKTiD TOty?. (xlv. 15); J^JpB? ^m^ (Job xxx. i6)
13

.

This is, of course, a mere musical embellishment.

108
;
Erf. 3 ; K. 446 ;

De R. 331, 350, 1261. It appears also in a few instances

Ps. x. 3, 5 ;
xviii. 20; xli. 14; &c. in common edd. Baer has therefore authority

for marking it (as he has done) regularly in his texts. But it is questionable whether

it was worth while to revive a sign, which had fallen into all but general disuse, and

which for us has no meaning. Moreover there seems never to have been any

general agreement as to its employment. Ben-Bil. found in the MSS. which

he used, a different sign, which he terms m>na (in the original Arabic man),
and which was like an upper Metheg, thus :cn| EVJD*.

The musical value and

meaning of this sign he discusses at length (6. 5 ff.), and it is plain that it was to him

something quite distinct from Sinnorith. We have then here another instance of

the D'Sl^n that prevailed among the punctators. Some employed Sinnorith, others

M'thiga, and others again no sign at all beside the Mer'kha. As to Ben-Bil.'s

M'thiga, it is still more rare in Codd. than the Sinnorith, I have found it only in the

old Cod. Erf. 3, and occasionally in Cam. 15. It appears indeed in the prose accen-

tuation (see D^QStDn 'tQDTEQ I3
b
), but under quite different conditions.

11 Three strange exceptions are claimed by Ben-Bil. (7. 21) and the Erf. Mas.

(MS.), are found also in some Codd., and are introduced by Baer into the text, viz.

SD\O 'fcQJ^pi (Ixix. 15); :no =nn?7_(civ.6); and :yjN ^Dn;ji (Job xii. 15). All

with Tarcha ! But there can be no doubt that common edd. are right in pointing
with Metheg and Maqqeph. The Maqqeph (we may suppose) was dropped in some

early and model copy, and the Me'theg taken for Tarcha. (These signs are often

alike in MSS. See note 13 and Man. du Lect. 90. 2.) Ben-Asher knows nothing
of these exceptions; for he was bound to notice them Dikd. hat. 25 ('DID JO'D

D'plDCn), had he recognised them.

12 Because R'bhia mugrash cannot have Tarcha after it (67. 16).
13 Common edd. have constantly such false punctuation as ^pnirn'N (xxv. 4),

(cv. 9), Tarcha having been mistaken for Metheg.
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EXCEPTIONS, (a) Munach is changed into Mer'kha in I^ ' SJOB* N^
(Ps. Ixvi. 1 8), because of Paseq following. (ft)

In three passages, the
servi are irregular, because of the irregularity of the pausal accent

in JHD UnWi>Kn 5'DW P I V3N ?\Xpreceding JHD UnW\>Kn 'DW. (Ps. Ixviii. 20);

(y) For the two Illuys, which are found in the superscriptions of

certain Psalms, see p. 35
15

.

3. Three servi. The second and third remain unchanged ;
the first

is M'huppakh or Azla, according to the following rules 16
:

a. M'huppakh, when the tone is on thefirst syllable, e. g. rQTjpA 13

:
'lJ
n

: Tjfft (Ps. ix. n); jnK3 VKnj* -igK i>bi?
(cxlv. 18)." 'incxlvi.

3, the first and second servi occur in the same word, PNJ? (comp. v. 5).

ft. M'huppakh
17

also, when the tone is on the second syllable, and
vocal Sh'va does not precede, e.g. J*P.;J?

t^KBn rnr |3."^V (xxv. 8;
xlv. 3). I have found only two other exx., H3n

(Ixxiii. 15) and
Jjjp

(Job xx.
iv).

y. Azla, when the tone is on the second syllable, vocal Sh'va pre-

ceding, or when the tone is on the third syllable, e. g.
W) \ft\

:,-I)D i>iKp-T (ixxxix. 49); jnia D^K^JQ 'inte *%? (ivi. i); ^n??
:nJ>D nyyp "p.^y (kxxi. 8). The other exx. are, Wl(iii. 5); ^P??
(xxiv. 6); W5TV

(xlvi. 4) ; S-3|ipp (ib. 8, 12); V?i (
]ii - 7); '^^T?

(Iv.io); ttir^lvi.s); in^(lix.6); nDn(lxi.5); nFiwrs
(Ixii. 13);

n|% (Ixvi. 15); TbN^J (
lxix - l6); ^g GXXV. 4); rBj5-DK (Ixxvii. 10);

nnsn (ixxxiv. 9); wb^ (ixxxix. 5); n-byn
(ib. 4 6);

nnw
(cxlv. 15);

na
(Prov. iii. 27); WKi? (Job xii. 6); H^l (xxii. i 2

)
19

.

14 On these examples see note 8.

15 Baer would establish a still further class of exceptions, by the rule that, when

the two tone-syllables come together, Mer'kha takes the place of Munach, e. g.

J 12 ton it rnQTDii (x. 2). Ben-Bil. does indeed say (7. 26) that, according to some

(Dnspo), this is the case. But Ben-Asher expresses himself (Dikd. hat. 25. 30) as

decidedly opposed to such a change (-ID1XD2 D713 m'nn ysoa IN ni'nn Jia D),

pointing the ex. just given :i3jon
W ni^Tnii. I need hardly add that Codd. (with

rare exceptions) agree with him. See too Norzi's note to Ps. cxxii. 9.
16

Observe, that if we substitute Azla for Illuy, the rules here are the same as for

the corresponding servus before Athnack (pp. 62, 63).
17 Ben-Bil. (8. 2) points with Azla; but the unvarying testimony of Codd. is in

favour of M'huppakh. He is equally wrong in giving the first servus of Athnach

(5- 29).
18 On the vocal Sh'va here, see Olshausen, 85 b.

19 I may mention that I have, in every doubtful instance, found ample MS.

authority for the pointing with Azla given in the above list.
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d. M'huppakh with Siimorith, when an open syllable directly pre-

cedes the tone, e. g.
liters nirp ww rn'iK

(liv. 8); ^snn -rate ona-m

: irw (Ixxix. 1
2). The other exx. are,

20W (iv. 8) ; WJ ^ (
xxv . 15) ;

T1J& (xxviii. 8);
^X

(xliii. i); Dvftg (xlviii. 9); ^jflb (l
xv . 9) ;

ttt; (Ixvii. 2); PJM? (Ixviii. n); nb"5n
(ib. 25); T^ (Ixxiv. 10); go

(Ixxvi. 4);
HT5

(Ixxviii. 25); VlS
(cxix. 84); T0(Prov. xxix. 13);

'n&
: (Job xiv. 3);

nwi
(ib. is)

21
.

With the tone on the third syllable, the punctators were at

liberty to follow either this rule or the previous one. Thus, we have

Dninn above, and on the other hand "^K. Generally, as the examples

given shew, they took the latter course.
.t *

4. Four servi. The following are the only examples : 19 Piri^W fK

iii. 3) ;
: n^D "Tux^n jig nKg>5 riri&tt

(xxxii. 5) ; *V?3 tjl

ran
(xlii. 2); :n^o 3n->Bfc ^.1% Mn

(xlvii. 5);

: r6p D-na Dv6g 1& s6
(liv. 5). It will be observed that four of

the above passages end with ?"PD. If then we reject it (as the poet,

if he were living, would require us to do), and point xlii. 2 with Great

Shalsheleth (note 7), we do away with these examples altogether.

The accentuation will then be as foliow : t D^Ka '& nnW) j'S (iii. 3);

ijn |jy nx^f nnso
(xxxii. 5); JD^K T^N a^n i ^M |3 (xlii. 2);

fiNrnx (xlvii. 5); '^n^ Q 11

]?^. ^ *&
(liv. 5).

"

20 So I point with B. M. i ; Par. 3. 6
;
Vat. 475 ;

De R. 1261. All edd. have

Illuy, which is the third servus of Athnach, not of Silluq. Ben-Bil.'s authority

(8. i) may indeed be quoted in its favour, but his rules here are otherwise false, as

we have already seen, note 17. (Of course, I do not accept Baer's rule, Accentua-

tionssystem, 4, note 2, 'Die Prafixa D"?3T1 erhalten Jcein Zinnorith.' The

testimony of Codd. is against it.) ]!Q (Ixxvi. 4), HT2 (Ixxviii. 25), and >na

(cxix. 84) are pointed in the same way, but must be corrected, with various Codd.
21 Our texts exhibit an exceptional accentuation for several of the examples given

above, thus, SJ'WJp., "IJNI^, J',?J., "^p, ri'tt.
;

_n, an accentuation against all rule, and

(as it seems to me) unmeaning, except as indicating a diversity of practice, viz. that

some punctators employ Mer'kha, others M'huppakh, as is really the case, for no-

thing is more common in the Codd. than to find Mer'kha, as servus to Silluq, instead

of M'huppakh (or Azla). The latter was Ben-Asher's punctuation, and the former

seems (as far as I can gather from the lists of Varr.) to have been Ben-Naphtali's.

But many Codd. point these words with M'huppakh in the ultima, and some few add

Sinnorith. I have therefore not hesitated to accent them regularly.
2a n (Mer'kha for Maqqeph) is fixed by the Masora to this passage. See p. 63,

note 24.
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Corrigenda.

Ps. xviii. 7. ! WK? N VJB TO]t>1 with Ox. 17; Par. 17; Ber. 2;

K. 170 ;
De R. 1244, 1252. Comp. the old Verss.

;
and see Delitzsch's

note, who, however, has quite misapprehended the meaning of the

ordinary punctuation.

Ps. xiix. 15. :lj?
i>W fa&'TYbJ? Dnuq -ipa^ on^ BjpTW Ath-

nach with B. M. 8
;
Par. 4, 19 ;

Ber. 2
;
K. 157, 224.

Ps. cxxv. 3. The accentuation with L'garmeh is against all rule.

If there had been no transformation, the clause would have stood

: DiTT nn$a D'pwn *r6^-tf}> $&? and making allowance for the

same, we may point regularly : DfV'T nn^ya D^tfn *6^-fc6 |8&
with B. M. i; Par. 28; Vat. 12, 468, 482 ;

K. 598. But the clause

is long and heavy, and that no doubt was the reason why many
punctators divided it with L'garmeh. If, however, we have a division

at all, it ought to be made (as the melody requires) with R'bhia

rnugrash, D^lfn ttl"*6 jjf, B. M. 2, 3, 4; Ox. 15; Fr.; K. 157,

point so.

Job xi. 6. Here too the accentuation of our texts is altogether

anomalous 24
. I would point regularly thus : 'T??^ flto?&5

'

V""^-p

:*$]$?
fl&K

Tjjrnt^-'a
i yni njg^njj D^KPS. ManyCodd. B. M. 6;

Ox. 19, 100; Hm. i; De K. 847, 874; &c. have Athnach; and Ox.

100, Par. 6, K. 155, 246, give the above pointing for the last words.

As before, I should have had. many more corrections to propose, had
not Heid. and Baer preceded me. Their corrections are for the most

part necessary and made on good authority. Few, however, will agree
with them in cxviii. 5 (see Baer's note) ;

even Delitzsch does not. And
in xxiv. 6 (with the substitution of Azla for Mer'kha), and xcvii. 3, the

pointing of common edd. is to be retained.

'23 We shall then have a second instance of Pazer before D'chi (transformed).

The other is xix. 15 (common edd.)
24 There is no place for Athnach, Shalsheleth follows OleVyored, and R'bhia

mugrash Shalshe'leth, three violations of ordinary rules, not one of which is to be

found elsewhere. The simplest correction would be SHi
, leaving Olev'yored in its

place ;
the anomalies would then all vanish together. But this I have not found in

any Cod. Probably Athnach and Olev'yored would then have been brought too close

together for the chanting, with only Sh'va between them.
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CHAPTER VIII.

R'BHIA MUGRASH.

I TAKE this accent next, because of its intimate connection with

those last considered Athnach and Silluq.

In this chapter we regard it, as we have regarded the pre-

ceding accents, in its independent character, as set over a clause

of its own, and determining other accents in that clause. Here

all will depend on whether Athnach be present in the verse or not,

I. If Athnach be present, R'bhia mugrash divides the clause

between it and Silluq, and can have one, two, or three words in

its own clause (pp. 66-68). The first two cases call for no remark.
r L

But when there are three words, as in
~

(Ps. Ixxix. 9), the clause becomes subject to the rule for the dicho-

tomy, and should be divided by a subordinate pausal accent, in

the ex. given, at ^y^H (as the sense requires). This division,

however, never takes place. Probably the musical relation be-

tween Athnach and R'bhia mugrash was such that a break, or

pause, in the melody between them would have produced an

unmusical effect. For this or some- other reason connected with

the melody, the dichotomy ahvays fails in R'bhia mugrash's

clause, when Athnach precedes. (The consequence is that, when

R'bhia mugrash is transformed, we have three servi between

Athnach and Silluq (71. 8).)

II. If Athnach be not present, it is because R'bhia mugrash

has, by the law of transformation (69. 12), taken its place in the

first or second word before Silluq. Athnach's clause has in con-

sequence become transferred to R'bhia mugrash. This transfer,

however, does not in any way affect the division of the same.

Great R'bhia and D'chi appear, just as if Athnach were present.

Take for instance,

1 R'bhia mugrash retains also (as this ex. shews) the long vowel due with Athnach.

Sometimes, however, a short vowel is found. A list of these exceptional cases is
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iTjpN') (cxix. 48) ; and comp. xxxi. 23 ; xxxv. 24 ;

Ivii. 9 ;
Ixxix. 3; cxv. 18

;
Job xxxiii. 24, 27 (where R'bhia is

repeated). So D'chi, if it would be changed into a servus before

Athnach (60. 15), is equally changed before R'bhia mugrash, e. g.

*T.nN jF??? '? '?? (Ps - cxix - J 7); and so too
>
subject to this

change of D'chi, L'garmeh appears in the third word before

R'bhia mugrash (60. 24), e. g. dyV ntosgn] ty '

]ni Kin

(Ixviii. 36)
2

. In short, R'bhia mugrash is the complete repre-

sentative of the Athnach it has displaced. The rules for the

dichotomy of its clause are, in consequence in direct contrast

to the practice under I strictly carried out.

OBS. So striking are the changes which the accent has here under-

gone in its pausal value, its functions, and (doubtless also) its melody,
that the early punctators were misled to the notion that it could no

longer be regarded as R'bhia mugrash (proper). The distinguishing

sign therefore of R'bhia mugrash was dropped, and the R'bhia-sign
alone left to represent it, an accentuation, which is found in the

oldest MSS., and is sanctioned by the Masora itself (see p. 35, note 34)
3
.

We must not, however, assign it to the original accentuators, for it is

impossible to suppose that, when they were selecting the accentual

symbols, they should have designedly represented in the short verses

of the three Books three different accents by one and the same sign.

The awkward and confusing nature of such a notation is evident, and

quite as necessary as that of the plDD fpDl narwa ]nnD, and is given (at least

for the Pss.) in Ginsburg's Masora, vol. i, p. 653 (taken from the old Cod. B. M. i).

There is, however, one mistake in this list. For Ivi. 14, (query) xlvii. 10 must be

substituted. We shall no doubt some day find corresponding lists for Prov. and Job.

2 But it cannot come in the word immediately before R'bhia mugrash, as our texts

have it in Ixxi. 21 and cix. 28. The former passage I point 'fiHi ann with B. M. 4 ;

Ox. 17 ; Par. 4, 30; Erf. i ; &c.
;
and the latter itfin IQ^ with B. M. 9 ;

Ox. 17 ;

Par. 4, 30 ; Fr.
;
&c. L'garmeh in the second word, Job iii. 26, must be also cor-

rected, thus : 'rmb'-^i
'riipjjLtt)

N"n ' 'FnSti *b with Ox. 5, 15,98, 125, 2322, 2323,

&c. Pazer in the second word, Ps. Iviii. 3 (common edd.), has been already cor-

rected by Baer. (Comp. Athnach, notes 8 and 9.)
3 Ben-Bil. too, all through his treatise, uses this R'bhia, when Athnach fails. Of

course common edd. do the same, retaining, however, often R'bhia mugrash after

OUv'yored, as in i. 2, contrary to the practice of Codd.

This R'bhia has a name ofits own shewing that it was counted quite distinct from

the two other R'bhlas in Cod. B. M. i, viz. -HD. (See, beside the list referred to in

note i, another list, ib. p. 652.) We must suppose that the punctator, who prepared

this Cod., had, like Ben-Asher, another name for our Pazer.

L 2
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has been felt by many writers on the accents 4
,
indeed by some of the

punctators themselves, for I have found B/bhia mugrash regularly
marked in the following Codd. : B. M. 2, Ox. i, Hm. 8, 12, 19, and
De R. 2. Jablonski and Baer have introduced it into their texts.

No doubt we have a different kind of R'bhia mugrash from that under
I (just as we have two different kinds of R'bhia simplex) ; but the

essential (musical) character of the accent may well have been retained

in the changes it underwent. As foretone to Silluq, it cannot.be

dispensed with.

OF R/BHtA MUGRASH 5
.

R'bhia mugrash has often one and two servi, less frequently three.

i . One servus. This is always Mer'kha, e. g. ptoSTOK "*3
(i. 4) ;

?n*l 1fltJ>j? (vii. 1 3). If an open syllable precede the tone, it is marked

in some Codd. with Sinnorith 6
,
as Dif atfioitt

(i. i); nan; Vntan
(i.

2
).

2. Two servi. The first is Tarcha, the second (as above) Mer'kha,

e.g. njpju m,T mny
(
x ix . 8); n'jnf

>nis rrns
(
xxxi. 6)

7
.

3. Three servi. The second and third remain unchanged ;
the first

is M'huppakh on the first or second syllable, M'huppakh with Sin-

norith, if an open syllable precede the tone. The following are the

only exx. : D'n'ijK %"^ 3i& ^ (Ixxiii. i); njiT
I

D^iyp TB^p
(cxix. 52); and 8

Di^ (xviii. i) ;
<3

(xlvii. 8); $ (Ixvi. 20);

(cxxix. 7).

* Eliezer Provenzale (Tor. em. p. i), Wasmuth (Tab. ii, nota j8), Ouseel (p. 6), the

author of rra'23 nj>ttj (p. i), Spitzner (p. 210), and Baer (Tor. em. p. 58) all advo-

cate the restoration of R'bhia mugrash to its proper place in the verse.
5 As before, I refer to Baer's texts for correction of the mistakes of common edd.

The most notable of those mistakes occur in Ps. xxxi. 22
;

Ixvi. 20; Ixxix. 3; cxvi.

19 ; Prov. vii. 7; in all which cases there is abundant MS. authority for the neces-

sary corrections.

6 On this Sinnorith see Silluq, p. 69, note 10. The remarks made there apply

mutatis mutandis here.

7 A curious distinction is observed in some of the best Codd., and has passed into

our printed texts, that when Athnach precedes (as in xix. 8 above), the servi are both

Mer'khas. But this is Ben-Naphtali's punctuation (as the lists of Varr. clearly shew).

Ben-Asher has always Tarcha and Mer'kha. And the Masoretic text is bound to

conform (as we have often had occasion to observe) to his rules. Heid. and Baer

therefore have been quite right in discarding the punctuation with two Mer'khas.

The old Cod. B. M. i does the same. No doubt the punctators who adopted it

imagined that they were following Ben-Asher. Erf. 3, in a marginal note to xcvi. 2,

expressly assigns it to him. Humanum est errare.

8 I point the clause, which has given so much trouble to punctators and accentuolo-

gists.thus: vi^r!>Sr*]2O iniN rnrr-'rttn Di^a. B.M.i2,Ox. 96, and Fr.join F]3p

with Maqqeph. All is then regular. But the case does not really concern us at all.
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EXCEPTIONS. The three passages Pth$> 3'3p nfernjW^ run
(xxxiv.

8); fia D^Sb "^ fenfia
(Ixviii. 15); and $^TtWi fWI TnK s

f *iBfe

(cxxxvii. 9) ; where the first servus indeed is regular, but the intro-

duction of Little Shalsheleth has necessitated a change in the servus

immediately preceding R'bhia mugrash.

CHAPTEK IX.

GREAT

GREAT K'BHIA may stand alone as indeed may all the accents

we have yet to consider or have two or more words in its clause.

I. If the clause contain only two words, the first has generally

a servus, e. g. ^EJ? 7NUJ (Ps. ii. 8); but sometimes when a slight

pause or emphasis is to be marked the pausal accent, L'garmeh,

e. g. ^n5yNi i

ofnpi (xci. 15); BPN-'aWvi i D^sa-iTM
......

|

. . .. T . . V JJ ' .
I v - . . v<v .

I
-

(xxxix. 7). Comp. the similar use of D'chi before Athnach (58. 7).

Such cases are not, however, numerous. I have noticed hardly
more than a dozen in the whole of the Pss. And even where they

occur, we are not bound by them. For Codd. often vary. And this

is no more than we should have expected, some punctators assigning
an emphasis or pause to a particular word, which others drop

2
.

II. When there are three or more words in the clause, the

rules for the dichotomy are strictly carried out ; and as there

is no transformation before Great R'bhia, the division of the

clause is always clear and distinct. The accents employed to

mark it are L'garmeh and Pazer, the latter with a (relatively)

1 The distinction between Great and Little R'bhia has been already alluded to,

p. 1 2, note. We name them ' Great
' and '

Little,' because, where they come together

in the same verse (as in xx. 7, cxxxix. 14), we notice that the former has the greater

pausal value, the reason being that it marks the main dichotomy, whereas the

latter marks only a minor dichotomy.
2 In Ps. xv. 3 I would point with various Codd.

SafcJJ-b? ^ *^, and in xxxix. 4

a"ii?a
' "*& on. For the false accentuation y

1

?*
ID* (Prov. ix. 7) ia common edd ,

point yb'
ncr with Codd. and Baer.
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greater disjunctive value than the. former. The rules for their

employment are as follows :

1. L'garmeh, when only one dichotomy is required, e. g.

^fMa
i riVr njyip (vii. 7) ;

tosttto nn'8 ' rnrp
\? (xxxvii.

28) ; ]tti& TOttD:? l

Tpjjp (Ixxi. 6).
And so, very often, for

this is by far the most frequent division of B/bhia's clause 3
.

EXCEPTIONS, (a) In a few instances, Pazer comes, with the second

word, where we should have expected L'garmeh, as in D*]K ^J2D O^T^T

(xlv. 3) ;
and in Ixxix. 2

;
xcix. 5 (9) ; cvi. 23 ;

Job x. 15 ; xxiv. 14.

(The employment of Pazer here is parallel to that of Great R'bhia for

D'chi, before Athnach, p. 58 below.)

(/3) Again, Pazer necessarily takes the place of L'garmeh, when the

melody introduces two servi* before the word on which the dichotomy

rests, as in H^p pOTT D^ghn nan *3
(Ps. xi. 2); ^'Q3 nnn 03^33 t

(Job xvi. 4); and in Ps. xliv. 4; lix. 4; Ixxxix. 20; xc. 4; xcii. 10;
cxxv. 3; Prov. vii. 23; xxx. 33; Job vi. 4. (Here L'garmeh could

not have been used, because it admits of only one servus.)

2. When a minor dichotomy is required, either before or after

the main dichotomy, Pazer marks the latter, and L'garmeh the

former, e.g. "l^HE 0^72^ rfilT '

TJT. t^pEE (Ps. xvii. 14);

ijvr rnNrrj
'

n?^.."]? ^?"V?9 (" I2)' and so in iv - 2
'>

vii. 6; cxxvii. 2; Prov. xxii. 29; xxiv. 31; &c. 5 The case is

similar in Ps. xxxv. 13 and 1. i. Of course a minor dichotomy

may 6o^/t precede and follow, as in Y"}^n~'[?2
'

D^t^H ^IftrP

D^N T117 ' D*1

^")^ (civ. 35), and so in xc. 10, cvi. 48, cxli. 4.

EXCEPTIONS. In xxxv. 13 (some texts), xlii. 9, and Ixviii. 7, two

L'garmehs are used, instead of Pazer and L'garmeh, on the principle
that when an accent is rejwated, it has the second time a less disjunc-
tive value than the first

6
.

3 Cases like
^nsntiipS

' rn_:n: (xx. 6), bin i n^jTL"fyg (cxxxvii. i), come under

this head, because two accents in one word produce the same musical effect as if

they stood in different words.
* For this use of two servi, see chapter on Pazer. It might always have been

avoided (as the first word is small) by the employment of Maqqeph.
5 In Prov. xxiv. 31 Pazer is wanting in common edd.

6 Pazer itself is repeated, with L'garmeh preceding and following, in an unusually

long sentence in Prov. xxx. 4, and I venture to think rightly (comp. the similar

repetition of Sinnor, p. 56, note 6), although Ben-Bil. does not allude to it (i. 7)-

Some Codd., however, and Baer point with R'bhia.
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SERVUS OP GREAT B/BHIA.

Great R'bliia has only one servus, which is Illuy or M'huppakh,
rarely Mer'kha, according to the following rules:

1. When L'garmeh or Pazer precedes, the servus is,

a. In most cases, Illuy, e. g. ^l?? ^ ! nin - (
Ps - v - 9)'> $$!

DHN 'JSD
(xlv. 3); and so in i. 3 ;

ii. 12
;

x. 9 ; xi. 2
;

xviii. 16;

xxii. 25; and often 7
.

/3. But M'huppakh with Sinnorith, if an open syllable directly
8

pre-

cedes the tone, e. g. TO JrtSjj
' W

(iv. 2) ;
nfr)

DJj* -rf56 (Job xxiv.

14); comp. Ps. iii. 8; xi. 4; xv. 4; xvii. 3; xix. 5; xcix. 5. In two

passages, ^ny^a (xx. 6) and ^5?. (Job vi. 10), these accents appear in

the same word with Great B/bhia, M'huppakh taking the place of

Metheg.

2. When neither L'garmeh nor Pazer precedes, the servus is

a. Almost always M'huppakh, as ^P W' (ps . ii. 8) ; W\^ nipl

(viii. 2); and so in x. 12; xx. 7; xl. 12; Iii. 9; &c. 9

EXCEPTIONS. ^'jK (i. i; xxxii. 2; xl. 5); ^Sn)_ (Ixiv. 7,seeNorzi);
T3B7 (xcviii. 9, see do.); and 7JJ3J (Prov. xxviii. 22). One loses patience
at having to quote such trivialities, which are paraded at least the

first three in the Masora 10
,
and supported by Codd. An anomalous

accentuation is associated with an anomalous pronunciation ! (That
both are merely fanciful may be seen from comparing cxxvii. 5 ; Prov.

ii. 4 ;
Ps. xcvi. 1 3 ;

xxx. 8
;
where the same forms are given, without

any irregularity.)

/3. Mer'kha, in the few instances in which another H'bhia precedes, e.g.

7 Most of the mistakes in our texts have been already corrected by Baer. The

following remain : i3jnN2 (xliv. 2) ; ^op (liv. 5) ; 'ISip (Ixxxviii. 6) ; D;D (xciii. 4) ;

TQittj (cxxv. 3); Tibo (cxxxv. ii); nnn (Jobxvi. 4) ;
rnoto (xxiv. 15) ; N^.(xxxi-

40). For all of these I have found Illuy in many Codd. For Ixxvi. 8 and Job xxviii.

3, see pp. 36, 37. In xci. 4 the best texts have D'chi.

8 I say
'

directly,' because, if vocal Sh'va (simple or composite) comes between,

as in >i>k (xxvii. 6) and D'nion (xvii. 14), few Codd. point with Sinnorith. In '61

(Job xxxiv. 29), the i is too weak for Sinnorith. For Ixxi. 3, see p. 36.
9 The few mistakes in common edd. have been corrected by Baer; but he has

himself wrongly introduced Mer'kha in Ixxxv. 9 ;
xcvii. 9 (see Norzi's note) ;

and

cxxv. 5. In xcv. 7 we must point
!O') n'

t

7 fcon-'S, with Ox. i, 109 ;
Cam. 12

; Erf.

3 ;
K - 599. 6o6 -

10 See Ginsburg's Masora, vol. i, p. 113, 'n'Dl j31Q 'rtQl 'iDD '1 'T ntDM
/%O1. (The term ]>3iD applies both to Gaya and Mer'kha, see Frensdorff, Die

Masora magna, p. 7. The fourth ex. is Prov. viii. 34.) The Mas. fin. i ib gives

these exceptions in a form which has completely puzzled Rabbinical scholars,

Np"U DS>m 'i niDN ! Has not a line fallen out, and may not the original reading

have been pii [im ma 'a D"I ]Oln] Dym 'i, or something similar ?
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n ' n nw (xvii. i); lofc^l j (Prov. iv. 4). I

have noticed besides only Ps. Ixxviii. 4; Prov. xxvii. 10; and Job
xxxn. 5".

In Ps. Iv. 24 and Ixxxvi. 14 B/bhia appears in our texts with two

servi. I correct the former rW*"!K:6 DJYifl, with Erf. i, 2; Fr.
;

K. 80, 155; De E. 350; and the latter ^ppl? DH.f, with Ox. 2323;
Par. 30; Ber. 32 ;

K. 80, 94 ;
De K. 412.

CHAPTEE X.

SINNOR.

THE rules for the division of Sinnor's clause are the same as

those we have just laid down for Great R'bhia.

I. If the clause consist of only two words, the first has gener-
CO .

ally a servus, e. g. rnPP ^f? (^s - v^ 3)
1

5
DU ^ ^n a ^ew instances,

where a slight emphasis is to be marked, I/garmeh, e. g.

pi-^n
i nraS

(ixviii. 17); vafc^ n^n (cii. 27).

II. i. When there are three or more words in the clause, and

only one dichotomy is necessary, L'garmeh is employed to mark it,

e.g. Him fcOpN
i ^"T5D (xviii. 7);

C

^nr^Do -r : JT'-;!'.' \ //' v v :

(Ixxi. 22); "nnn > ^3l ^Ot|^-t3M (cxxxii. is)
2

.

11 This accentuation seems to have been adopted for the sake of conformity

with cases like irTibi rnb irPirpb (xviii. 51), which (as we have seen, p. 75) are so

pointed in Codd. Of the exx. given above, the last is wrongly accented in all

texts. Point ^N"
1

? with B. M. 7; Par. 6; K. 599; De R. 368, 1014, 1252.
1 So Prov. xxiv. 24 is better pointed $'?^ "ipfc

with B. M.4; Ox. 17; Ber. 2;

De R. 380, 518: and Jabl.

2 This is the usual division of Sinnor's clause, a single dichotomy, represented by

L'garmeh. And here I would observe that this rule for the dichotomy is most strictly

carried out in Codd., even where we should hardly expect it, as in 'trbn t4"? i T2JN

(i. i). Hence, the instances of laxity, which are found in the Heid.-Baer text, in

i. i, xxx. 6, xxxi. 21, xxxii. 7, liii. 6, Ixii. 10, Ixxxiv. 4, cix. 16, cxv. I, must be

all corrected. (In these cases common edd. are generally right.) In his last ed-

of the Pss., Baer has introduced another exceptional case, xxvii. 4. But I cannot

say that I have been convinced by the reasons adduced in his note.
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But when the melody introduces two servi before the word, on
co . H >

which the dichotomy falls, as in ^H p^2 ^73 ^ (xxxi. 1
i), Pazer

must be employed, as L'garmeh has never more than one servus.

The other examples are v. 10; Ivi. 14; cxxvi. 2.

2,. When a minor dichotomy precedes or follows the main

dichotomy, Pazer marks the latter, and L'garmeh the former,

O (xxxii. 6). The other examples are x. 14;

xxxi. 12
;
xxxix. 13 ;

Ixxv. 9 ; Ixxxiv. 4; Job vii. 20.

EXCEPTIONS. In one instance L'garmeh is repeated :
'

JWSJ Dial

^8 n
Jl

n<>
.

'

'1P^ (
xl - 6)

3
- Comp. the repetition of L'garmeh after

Pazer in x. 14. The principle has been already explained.

SEKVUS OP SINNOB.

Sinnor, like Great R'bhia, has only one servus, which is

1. Mer'kha, when the tone is on the first syllable, e. g. ^pn Ny (i. i);

%T &6n
(
xiv. 4) ; 7JDO *&

(Ixxv. 9).

2. Munach, when on any other syllable, e. g. p"?.-? ^jl? (xlv. 8) ;

^nnpn j^ona (
xiii. 6)

4
.

EXCEPTIONS, (a) Munach is changed into Mer'kha, if the letter on

which it is due is pointed with Dagesh (forte or lene), e. g.
B*1

"!^ 1?^

(iv. 7); P*^ jwr
s

P (xiv. 7); Emtairy 13T
(
Xvi. 4)

5
.

(/3)
In two pas-

3 So pointed in all theCodd. I have examined. In common edd. the second Paseq

is out of its place, in the Heid.-Baer text omitted.

4 Mer'kha has taken the place of Munach according to Ben-Bil. (2. 20), the

Erf. Mas. (MS.), and textus receptus in ^3iD:n D^na Dgbn (xvii. 14), where we

have the unique accentuation of two consecutive Sinnors. The irregularity is reflected

in the servus preceding ! [Since writing the above, I have found the same view expressed

in a marginal note on the passage in Simson hanaqdan's D'Slpn man (Br. Mus. Or.

1016, p. 75
b
) .moiin mp~n 'nn *ma n:n3 DSE 'rv>n rraon 3Ni.] Many

Codd., however, point regularly with Munach. On a second exception, fixed by the

Masora, nn n$* (Prov. viii. 34), see Great R'bhia (p. 79, note 10).

5
According to Ben-Asher (Dikd. hat. 24. 22), Ben-Bil. (Arab, text), and textus

receptus, the Munach is retained in three instances, nrniin'bM Dj3i5b (lix. i);

Him H3M (cxvi. 16); and ^^WD Mfen-NJJ (Job vii. 21). One only wonders that it

has not been oftener retained. For on what principle Dagesh is made to affect the

servus, before Sinnor alone of all the accents, it is impossible to understand. There

are between twenty and thirty such passages.

M
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sages, where Paseq follows, Munach is changed into M'huppakh,

^ '

^*'7 (Ixviii. 21);
frna I TO"iy (Prov. i. 22).

Sinnor is found with two servi in HT NVl
(Ps. xxiv. 10); l^lp

31 ng

(xxxi. 20); and mi ^3ia"|3 Nin^N (Job xxxii. 2
)
7

. But in the two

first instances, many Codd. have Maqqeph ;
and the last does not

concern us, the irregularity being due to an attempt to force the poetic
accentuation on a prose passage not at all suited to bear it. There is

further the strange accentuation na$ B^VINI D^qp_
DIN HN

(Ps. Ix.

2), where the first Mer'kha takes the place of Maqqeph
8

.

CHAPTER XL
D'CHI.

THE division of D'chi's clause would follow precisely the same

rules as those given for Great R'bhia and Sinnor, were it not that

the law of transformation often interferes with their application.

Those rules to repeat them once more and apply them to D'chi's

clause are as follows :

I. When there are only two words in the clause, the first has

always a servus, e. g. D^Tin ta-SFfP"!^ (v. 6); rhlT naWTV
v -: iv. j :

-
: \

\ '' T ;v, TJT -

(xiii. 2). L'garmeh never appears, as in Great R/bhia's and Sin-

nor's clauses, see next page.

II. i. When there are three or more words in the clause and

only one dichotomy is necessary, LTgarmeh is employed to mark

it, e.g. Sn *|JT0 ' n^N (Ps.x. 7); "V^ 1331^7
' ^o .. T ^ j- <T TV ' / 7

; ^ a-- ; : I

(xii. 5). This is the most common division of D'chi's clause 1
.

6
Wrongly pointed in most Codd. and in common edd., thus i ^. But the

Masora parva to B. M. 12, 16, expressly notes 'toi'i to ' 'jstn in the text, (see also

Baer, Accentuationssystem, p. 494, note 2.) A Concordance shews the three other

passages to be Jer. xxxii. 18, Ps. Ixxxv. 9, and Dan. ix. 4.
7 In a treatise on the accents, assigned to Samuel the grammarian, in the Royal

Library at Berlin (No. 118, p. 124), the above three instances are allowed, and no

more. After quoting them, the writer adds D^izn "inv 'nNSn Nbl.

8 It is fixed by the same Masora as the cases named, p. 63, note 24. Here we

have two instances of DTNTIN in the same clause. The one is by this fanciful

accentuation distinguished from the other, as though the regular accents were not

enough for that purpose !

1 Some mistakes in our texts Ps. v. 3, xxxii. 5, xcv. 7, Prov. xxviii. 23 I have
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EXCEPTIONS, (a) In three passages Pazer appears, with the second

word, where we should have ^expected L'garmeh, HMD?2fl "rJETi ^"li>NU*

(Job iii. 5), and Ps. Ixviii. 5, and cix. 16.

(/3)
In two passages Pazer iiecessarily appears, because two servi pre-

cede the word on which the dichotomy falls, njiT r^ya"^ ^ii; J*5 5
(xxviii. 5) and

fiD-jO
W y&h $ "3

(cix. 2).

2. When a second dichotomy is necessary, both Pazer and

L'garmeh appear, Ttipirn ^rjhttj I^Nti i Dtt5 ^ (cxxxvii. 3) ;

rhsnn ijlm tfrirm ' WMrrriM ttftriain-QNi (Prov. xxvii.

22). The other exx. are Ps. v. 12 (corrected p. 89) and cxxii.

4 (ditto), xliv. 3 and xlv. 8 are similar. D'chi's clause is seldom

of sufficient length to require more than one dichotomy.

The cases in which the above rules are affected by the law of

transformation are the following :

First, L'garmeh when due by emphasis or the dichotomy in the

word immediately preceding &M, cannot stand there 2
. It

must have been contrary to the laws of melody to bring these two

accents together. A servus therefore takes the place of L'garmeh.

Thus the emphasis is not marked in iTirP ' n^"Tf^ (xiii. 2);* T ;v -i<T - * '

and instead of STOWl ' HilT fiTl^f
(xix. 8),

as the dichotomy

requires, comp. ITVintp
'

HilT] r^T, ib. 10, we have

Him. So also instead of'1 ^33 non
JT ''

! -I

(iv. 3) we find n^7D7 ^M n-"1V. This rule of
.

> */ T : i, j- : <v

transformation is strictly carried out 3
. For other exx. see xiv. I,

xxxv. 15, Iv. 19, Ivii. 8, Ixiii. 2. In xxiii. 6 and Ivi. i, 10, L'garmeh

already corrected pp. 51-53, 64. i rnrr must have L'garmeh in Ps. xxxiii. 18, Job

iii. 7, v. 17, with various Codd. The Heid.-Baer text has wrongly dropped the dicho-

tomy in Ps. Ixix. 3, cxxi. 4, cxxxiv. I, and cxlv. 12.

Observe that in xxxv. i, ciii. r, cxi. i, cxii. i, cxlviii. i, and cxlix. i, the L'garmeh

does not mark the dichotomy in D'chi's clause, but is the representative of OleVyored

(34. 13). The same remark applies to the first L'garmeh in xxvii. i.

2 This peculiarity has been observed by Christian writers on the accents, as

Wasmuth (p. 183) and Spitzner (p. 227). I believe that we have a parallel in the

transformation of L'garmeh before Silluq, when Great Shalshe'leth precedes (67. 13).

3
Norzi, Baer, and perhaps Ben-Asher are therefore wrong in xxxi. 3. Other

texts are right ; comp. Ixxi. 3.

M 2
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would have been repeated (comp. 78. 26 and 81. 10), if there had

been no transformation 4
.

That transformation has really taken place is clear not only
from the requirements of the dichotomy, but from the circumstance

that the servus preceding is always that which would have come, had

L'garmeh remained in its place. (See the exx. given above.)

Secondly, although the dichotomy is generally marked, when

it falls on the second word before D'chi (comp. the exx. under

II), small words, standing at the beginning of the clause and

accented on the first syllable, reject it and take a servus (or

Maqqeph) instead, thus: ^nn ^ij? ygttf (xxviii. 2);

.TV nrnN (Prov. xv. 17) j
nim ^5 hs (xvi. 4);I TTV a- -.--. V / / ' T :\. j- -r <. \ '/ '

nEpn (xxix. 3). (It is only when an emphasis is made to rest

on them that the sign of the dichotomy remains. The few in-

stances are : *)7D (Ps. Ixviii. 5) ;

' HNT
(cix. 20) ;

and ' Ht (Job

xx. 29).) This peculiarity is shared with D'chi by Pazer and

Little IVbhia minor pausal accents like itself but not by
Great R'bhia and Sinnor. The comparative slightness of the

musical pause following
1 was doubtless the cause that the melody

did not dwell on the small words in question.

It is important to notice that, even in the cases where D'chi

undergoes transformation (60. n), the above rules remain un-

changed, L'garmeh appears in the second word, when due there,

just as if D'chi were present (see 60. 24; 75. 6)
5

. On the other

4
Again, we must be careful to distinguish the cases, in which L'garmeh precedes

D'chl, as the representative of Olevyored, for instance, cxiii. I, cxxxv. i, cxlvii.

i. To this class belongs also nmpa lirrai (xlv. 13). L'garmeh proper, even

if it were admissible, would give no sense here, and must have been marked with

M'huppakh, not Azla, as i

TJ'nii (Ixxii. 19). The translation usually adopted would

require the accentuation nrnna "lirrni. With the accents of the text, "lirnii

can only be taken as the vocative (with Jerome, Hupf., and Hitz.) comp. OleVyored
with the voc., cxxxvii. 8

; or, which is far less natural, as nom. absol. (with Delitzsch).

Whether the punctators were right is another question. (No doubt, the L'garmeh in

these cases was chanted with a special pause, and the melody began anew with D'chi.)
5 My readers must not imagine that these are trifling matters, which might be

passed over without notice
; for, unless we observe them, we shall be in danger of
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hand, it is always absent from the first word, e. g. jf

VlSm V&N (xl. 9; properly VEBn Vi^N '

And small words, like those named above, are not marked by the

dichotomy, unless, as before, an emphasis is laid upon them, e. g.

OTB^ njni nyta iWcxix.66),buprrN
' tarn rvch rrviy

"A": ~ -a-T -j- < V /' AT -: '>- ' T IT T <

(xliv. 24)
7

. It is but rarely that even ordinary edd. exhibit any
deviation 8

.

falling into such mistakes as Delitzsch has made, in his explanation of the passage :

l^pb V3j7 fip'ton
' n:*rt3? (Job xviii. 2):

' Die Accentuation nimmt i:-iy (mit

Legarmeh) fur sich : Wie lange noch ? Macht ein Ende den Worten !

'

But had

this been the meaning designed by the accentuation, rn &"T3? must have been marked

with Rbhia. As it is, it is just like i

ng'bv (xiii. 14).
6 The double transformation thus introduced completely obscures the division

(logical and syntactical) of Athnach's clause. Still, from the rules laid down, we

need never be at a loss to know what the true division is, and what the sense

designed by the accentuation. Thus in the difficult passage VM. tf'N
Tjvr "rjB.3D.rr

(Frov. xxi. 8) we may be sure, from the pointing of the first word, that L'garmeh

has fallen out, and that, if there had been no transformation, the accentuation would

have been 171 tf'N ' livr TjE3prr, the meaning of which can only be : Perversus

vice est vir, et deflectens (scil. a recta via),
' a man '

(i. e. one man and another)
'

is

perverse in his way, and goes wrong.' My friend Professor Delitzsch will, I am sure,

excuse my again pointing out that his explanation of the accents cannot stand. If,

as he supposes, 'CJ'N "ip"! was meant to be taken as subject, and TjB3p.n as predicate,

the pointing must have been nn ti'M 'yvt ^Siprr.
7 The other similar exx. are '

p. (Ixi. 9) ;
i

itj (cxxvii. i, in some Codd.) ;
i Dtt?

(cxxxii.i7); and i rn (Job xxvii. 13). We have also a slight (emphatic) pause after

>3 in a few passages, as Ps. xvi. 10, 'For Thou wilt not leave my soul to Hades;'

and in li. 18 ;
xciv. 14 ;

xcvi. 5 ; Prov. xxiv. 20
;
Job v. 6

;
xx. 20. The '

^3
in these

cases is fixed by the Masora (see Ginsburg, vol. ii, p. 29). In trifling matters of

this kind we may or may not agree with the Masoretes.

8 There is, however, one passage, Ps. v. 5, in which both printed texts and

Codd. exhibit an extraordinary confusion. The regular pointing would have been

rtfiN i tfti/T yprribk'^b '3, but we may be satisfied that the original accentuators

shrank from such an accentuation, as suggesting an idea which was nothing short of

blasphemy (comp. Deut. xxxii. ai). To avoid the possibility of such a rendering,

they joined b by Maqqeph to the word following. (Here common edd. are right.)

I tf
1

? 'S was then left for the dichotomy. But tfb is never so separated from its

clause. The dichotomy was therefore moved back (a case certainly without parallel)

to the third word from D'chi (transformed), and the accentuation fixed in the form

nnw i

fl3;i VP-7"^ **5
' \3-* If any one wishes for authority for the Tarcha and

Mer'kha, according to rule (6 2.10), it is found in B.M. i; Ox. 15, 17, 71,96; Par. 3.

i '3 is fixed by the Masora quoted in note 7.
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SERVI OF D'cni.

D'cbi may have one or two servi.

1. One servus. This is always Munach, e.g. O^Bn "Sp^SW (i. i) ;

^pn ana
(
v . 8).

This servus may appear, instead of Metheg, in the same word with

D'chi, e. g.
*KP3rn

(xxiv. 7); ^^(xciv. 7)
9

. The substitution is,

however, subject to certain conditions. Ben-Bil. (4. 14) restricts it to

such cases, as those just given, in which Qames or Cholem, followed by
vocal Sh'va, immediately precedes the tone-syllable. And Codd. agree
with him 10

. Other exx. may be seen, in Baer's text, in xxxvii. 38 ;

Ixxvi. 7; xcviii. 6; cvi. 28 ; cvii. 32. (Common edd. generally retain

the Melheg.)

2. Two servi. The servus adjoining D'chi remains Munach; the

first servus is M'huppakh or Illuy, according to the rules already laid

down (pp. 62, 63) for the first of three servi before Athnach.

The presence of two servi is as in the cases of Athnach and Silluq

entirely due to transformation. The difference in the case of D'chi

is, that the transformation may take place not only in the first but in

the second \vord : (a) in the first word (83. 16), in which case L'gar-
meh leaves its servus behind it, which becomes the first servus of

D'chi 11
; (b) in the second word, if that word has the tone on the first

syllable (84. 8). The first servus is then

a. M'huppakh, when the tone is on the first syllable, e. g. K"Jj5^ ^V nt

(xxxiv. 7); ^nn i>ij5 Vgf (xxviii. 2); and often.

/3. M'huppakh, when the tone is on the second syllable, and vocal

Sh'va does not precede, e. g. Hisfe^
H'laa n-*iy (iv . 3). The other

exx. are 12^ (Iv. 24) ;

13nDV"^ (lyi. i) ;
HOB*

(Ixiv. 1 1) ;
and DjTP

(Job xxxvii. 5).

9 Of course, in the chanting, the Munach was first given, and then the D'chi on

the tone-syllable of the word.

10 Many Codd. and common edd. have, however, two instances with Chireq,

flb'Snb (Prov. ii. 12, 16) and
TjVBtfrjE} (xxv. 7). Comp. the exceptional case,

Nrryia, under a similar rule in the prose accentuation (DG2TDn 'TDBttJO, 26 b
).

Three manifest blunders (query, in some model Cod.?), D'llfcn (Prov. ii. 13),

JrriNvnr^ (Job xxii. 4), and rfnraon^ (xxxix. 26), have been magnified by Ben-

Asher (Dikd. hat. 26. 20) into exceptions ! But Ben-Bil. does not accept these excep-

tions, for he makes the second ex. a case of regular pointing, TTmjVGrT.
11 And as Athnach takes over all D'chl's accents, without any change, when D'chi

is transformed, we now understand how it is that the servus of I/garmeh, the first

of two servi of D'chi, and the first of three servi of Athnach, are all fixed by

precisely the same rules (the transformation under (5) not making any difference in

those rules).
12 The vocal Sh'va is here so slight, that it is not taken into account.
13 So I point with Ox. 15, 72, 98 ; K. 538 ;

De R. 331, 1261.
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y. Illuy, when the tone is on the second syllable, vocal Sh'va pre-

ceding, or when it is on the third syllable, e. g. 213^
DHZt n?'^ (ps .

ixxviii. 45); D^. ? ^DW (xxxv. 15); Dr6 'nyo-i ^rojvj (
xm. 4 ).

There are only two other examples
14

, ^nplP (xxxii. 1 1); ^pp (Ixxii. 10).

d. M'huppakh with Sinnorith, when an open syllable comes directly

before the tone, e. g. i^3, ^M 1OK
(xiv. i

;
liii. 2). The other exx.

are, ^5$ (vi. n); rniri
(xix. 8); ^pa (xix. 9); pnm (xxxv. 3);

rna

(Iv. 19); w^(lvl 10); fo3 (ivii. 8);
nnnS

(ix. 6); nfry (ixvi. 15);

SB
(Ixxix. 12); njjfr (Ixxxiv. 9); D'fe$ (cix. 5); rnt

(cxii. 4) ;

|D_6 (Prov. xix. 24; xxvi. 15); ^(Jobvii. 5); ^| (xix. 15); and

"TO (xxxii. 6).

3. Of three servi there is only one example
15

,
JJPB ins^n-^ f)^ ^

(Job xxxiv. 37), where *3 (Mer'kha instead of Maqqeph) is fixed by
the Masora; see Athnach, p. 63, note 23.

CHAPTER XII.

PAZER.

PAZER'S proper office is (as we have seen) to mark the major

dichotomy in the clauses of Great R'bhia, Sinnor, and D'chi. It

is particularly common before Great B/bhia.

Its own clause is always short, never exceeding four words.

One disjunctive therefore L/garmeh generally suffices.

I. This disjunctive may appear, when there is a slight empha-

sis, in a clause consisting of only two words, as in TfntM '

J^."^-^

(Ps. xlv. 8) ;

l
OTi*?N ' Ssi

(1. i) ; and xxxv. 13 (some Texts) and

xliv. 3 (ditto). These are the only examples.

II. Instances of the dichotomy with three or four words are :

II (Ixxxiv. 4) ;

u And these some Codd. point with M'huppakh, inpip, '^Q, owing to the

slightness of the vocal Sh'va.

15 The Heid.-Baer text has indeed two other exx. in Ps. xxiii. 6 and Ivi. i
;
but

common edd. have there rightly L'garmeh.
1 Most edd. have here a stupid mistake, DrrtM (like nsrn Prov. xxiv. 31).

But Pazer appears in the more correct texts of Opit., Jabl., Mich., and Heid.-Baer.
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(civ. 35) ; fcjy; VTN rnrr Ip (cvi. 48). If we make

the corrections, suggested at the end of this chapter, the rules for

the dichotomy will be found carefully carried out 2
.

The only exceptions will then be, as in the cases of D'chi and

Little R'bhia, when the word on which it should fall (at the

beginning of the clause) is a monosyllable, viz. *O
(v. 10, and

often) ; ""IJtt (Ixviii. 31); tN (cxxvi. 2); "Ttf (Prov. vii. 23) ; and *I7

(Job xvi. 4).

SEEVI OF PAZER.

1. "When there is one, it is Galgal, e.g. J"P3
'"^XS (-^s - lxxxiv. 4);

^-)b" $> (cvi. 48). In iin.iK (xxxii. 5) and
nJjjjWjl (Ixv. 10) Gal-

gal appears, instead of M6theg, in the same word with Pazer.

EXCEPTIONS. Galgal is changed into M'huppakh, in the two pas-

sages V"J
'

"91 r
5

(cxli. 4) and "021 '

fctf&? (Prov. vi. 3, see below), because

of Paseq following.

2. When there are two servi, the second remains Galgal; the first

is (a) M'huppakh, when it falls on the first letter of the word, as

I.TSn pv -5 (Ps . v . 10) ; (0) Azla on the second letter and further. Most
of the passages, in which Azla occurs in our texts, I have ven-

tured to correct (see Corrigenda, next page). But we may retain it, with

Ben-Asher, in n5j5 n*n nya
(Ixviii. 31), and in ^ ' KiDN 4nrn^

(Prov. vi. 3), where the slight pause made by Paseq may be taken to

mark the dichotomy
5

.

2
Ordinary texts must be further corrected in Ixv. 10

;
cxxvii. 2

; Prov. xxiii. 29 ;

and the Heid.-Baer text in xl. 13 and cxxxvii. 3, where the former are right.
3 This is the only instance even if we retain all Ben-Asher's examples of Azla

on the second letter (as opposed to the second syllable) ; but the rule is found in the

prose accentuation for the corresponding servus of Pashta and T'bhir (see 'TQDttJn

D'OJMon, 25* and 29*), and may be accepted here.

* So I point with B. M. 9, Ox. 96, Cam. 25, Par. 10, De R. 413, 941, &c. See

also chapter on Paseq, IV.
5
Galgal is strangely interchanged in ordinary texts with M'huppakh (comp. v. 1 2

with xiii. 3 ;
xxviii. 5 with xliv. 4 ;

Ivi. 14 with lix. 4), a source of great perplexity to

Christian writers on the accents. I have already drawn attention (p. 57, note 9) to

the confusion between these accents before OleVyored. The explanation is the same

here. Ben-Naphtali's pointing (M'huppakh) has found its way (more or less) into

some Codd. and printed texts. But Bomb. I, and of course Heid. and Baer, to say

nothing of Codd., as B. M. 4, 5, 7 ; Ox. I
;
Cam. 13, &c., have regularly Ben-Asher's

accentuation, Galgal.
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Corrigenda.

Most texts, following Ben-Asher 6
,
have excluded the dichotomy

from the following passages. But as no reason can be assigned for

its omission, and it is actually found in many Codd., I do not hesitate

to propose its insertion :

Ps. v. 12. Tji 'pin-5>3
'

*nd] (Vat. 468, K. 155, De R. 2, &c.);

Ps. xiii. 3. ni5b n;?fc
'

njjpy (Vat. 468, K. 155, De R. 2, &c.);

Ps. xxii. 25. %W tfy.
' n

j?~&y "5 (Ox. 98, Par. 4, Fr., &c.) ;

Ps. xxiii. 4. niobv tn.3
' ^N"*3 D3

(Ox. 98, Par. 4, Fr., &c.) ;

Ps. xxvii. 6. ^K*l 01^
'

nfiPI (Ox. 79, in; Bomb, i, &c.);

Ps. xxxi. 12. nsnn wn ^'f^SP (B. M. i, 8, K. 525, &c.);

Ps. xxxii. 5. ^Spte
'

"riK^n (Ox. 98, DeR. 2, K. 525, &c.);

Ps. cvi. 38. 7? D
y
1
T toBBfy (Par. 4, Erf. 2, K. 246, &c.) ;

Ps. cxxii. 4. D'fijt? ^y
i

DjftP (Ox. 93, in, K. 246, &c.);

Ps. cxxiii. 2. D'nag jyys
nan

(B. M. 8, Par. 4, K. 246, &c.);

Ps. cxxxviii. 2. W"!i? ^"[T^K
'

'""JDp^ (B. M. 13, Ox. 13, 93, &c.);

Prov. xxvii. 10. T3N njrn
' 3^ (B. M. 8, Erf. 2, Bomb, i, &c.)

N. B. Writers on the accents have quietly adopted the above cor-

rections as necessary, see Ouseel, p. 94, and Spitzner, p. 231. The
former simply remarks Psiq nonnunquam excidit !

Beside the above, I propose to correct :

Ps. lix. 6. Difctt i D^K ni!T '

njR&O. (The first dichotomy at niJfcO
T

with B. M. 7, Ox. 12, Par. 30, Fr., De R. 350, &c.
;

for the second, see

p. 96. 18.)

And Ps. xc. 10. i"lJ!p Djy?^
'

Qj!!3
'

UVlblfi^^*. Here a second dicho-

tomy is needed at &[}?, and is indicated by Codd., as Vi. 3, De R. 2,

* We have already seen that Ben-Asher is no infallible authority. Such variations,

as those here pointed out which he of course merely copied from texts before him

may have originated in the desire to make the melody more easy and flowing, a result

which was perhaps attained by the substitution of Azla for L'garmeh. But at least

consistency should have been observed. If the change was made in xxxi. 12, why
not in Ixxxiv. 4? If in xxii. 25 and xxiii. 4, why not also in Ixxi. 3 and cxxvii. 2?

Such irregularity of itself points to mistakes made. The original accentuators could

hardly have been so inconsistent.

7 Not as in the Heid.-Baer text at i

n;n>. The two words D'n 1^ rnrv must be

kept together, either by Maqqeph or by a conjunctive accent, as in Ixxx. 5, 20 ;

Ixxxiv. 9.

N
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K. 246, which point nJB>
DJJDBJ

DPI3 but no Cod. has a second

L'garmeh. Some Codd. have L'garmeh after '

Dna, but then it fails

before. We need it both before and after. Comp. the division in Job

xxviii. 5, Dr$ N. njBB p (Baer's text). For the two L'garmehs,

comp. Ps. xl. 6 (8 1. 10).

CHAPTER XIII.

LITTLE E'BHIA.

THE division of Little B/bhia's clause is of the simplest character.

We have never more than a single dichotomy, represented by

L'garmeh
1

: HJW ^ ' DViW(lxiii - 2
)

(Ixxii. 19) ;
ii '

Spry ^?nn (Prov. xxiii. 5);

riity (Job xlii. 3); PrtiT '

*oj?
fc& (Ps. cxv. i with Codd.)

2

The dichotomy fails as with D'chi and Pazer in the case

of small words, standing at the beginning of the clause 3 and

accented on the first syllable, as **3 in HVP JVYifiSTDN ^3

(i. 2); fc^7
(Hi. 9); "^&'N (cxxvii.5); 73 (cxxxv. 6); 73^ (cxxxix.

14); ''p (Job xxxviii. 41). Still, if the punctators wished to lay

an emphasis on these small words, they were at liberty to retain

the dichotomy, as in '

]5^?7 (Ps. Ixviii. 24);
' ^ (Prov. xxiii. 7);

and '

]3 (xxiv. 14 ;
xxx. 20).

Twice L'garmeh comes, with a certain emphasis, in a clause

of only two words: ^WrP '

p^ (Ps. xxxvi. 5, comp. xii. 3) and

>rnn ' ^ (xxxvii. 25).

1 Little R'bhla's clause rarely contains more than three words. Only in Ixxi. 20,

xc. 17, Job xxxii. 6 (prose), and xlii. 3 are there four. The clause being small, one

disjunctive is all that is required.
2 The rules for the dichotomy are strictly observed. I have no corrections

to propose, except that in Ps. Iv. 1 3 I would introduce it for t he sake of emphasis,

ncnrr i ai-rfb 3, with Ox. 71, 118; Hm. 7; Cop. 2; Vi. 2. It must be

replaced in Baer's text, in cxxxviii. 7 and Prov. xxiii. 5.

3 In one case, 13'rt'^M nis D^i) ^rrn (xc. 17), it is the second dichotomy that

fails.
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SERVI OF LITTLE

Little R'bhia may have one or two servi.

a. If there is one servus, it is Mer'kha, as
<l

^??f
>

j?N (iii. 6);

tenga -OT ' DVli
(lx. 8) ;

and often.

/3. If there are two servi, the first is M'huppakh, the second as

before Mer'kha, e. g.
iVSH

ri\n\
rniniirDK *3

(i. 2). This additional

servus occurs properly only in the case of the small words named

above, \3, "|B>K, fe, &c.4

The two servi appear, however, occasionally in tlie same word, when
the syllable immediately preceding the tone is an open one, e. g.

r[6 ^ (xiii. 6); tnp. atfj] (Iv. 20). And so in xxvii. n; 1. 3, 23;
Ixviii. 36; Ixxix. 13; Prov. vii. 22. This rule which reminds one

of the introduction of Sinnorith before the servus (Mer'kha) of E'bhia

mugrash (76. 14) was perhaps observed by Ben-Asher 5
,
but is only

very partially regarded by the punctators ; nor does Ben-Bil. or any
other early authority on the accents allude to it. Even Baer, who

recognises it, seems to count it more honoured in the breach than the

observance. But a rule that is only half observed, is no rule at all.

"We may then dispense with it (as some Codd. do), even in the case of

the few words (not more than nine or ten) to which it has been applied.

CHAPTEE XIV.

L/GARMEH

marks, wbere it occurs, the last division (sometimes the last two

divisions) in a clause. With it the continuous dichotomy comes

to an end. L'garmeh has, in consequence, no disjunctive accent

in its own clause 1
.

4
Exceptions in our texts are the two prose passages, Ps. xviii. I and Job xxxii. 6.

In the former, however, we must, no doubt, point rn'pp "T3S^
' nsnp

1

?, with Ox. 9 ;

K. 164, 224; De R. 940. (Many other Codd. have M'kuppaJtJl L'garmeh.) The

latter ought properly to be divided (as many Codd. do divide it) into two verses.

Little R'bhia would then be changed into R'bhia mugrash.
5 See the Tip: ^Dlbn to Ps. 1. 23 and Job xviii. 4.
1 One is sometimes in doubt as in nirvb > Dii (xxxvii. 7); D^N '

bj* (1. i)

whether Paseq or L'garmeh is intended by the accentuation. A correct list of the

Paseqs would therefore be of service. This some Codd. (as B.M. 1, 15 ; Pet.; K. 542)

undertake to furnish. Many more (as B. M. I; Ox. 15, 71 ;
Par. 107; Erf. 3 ;

Vat.

N 2
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The two forms of this accent are one and the same in disjunc-

tive value. They differ only musically, The laws for the selection

of the one or the other are as follows :

1. When a servus precedes, Azla L'garmeh is always used,

e.g. rrjrp rrisr (ps . xiii. 9); ]3 ntog ti$ (cxivii. 20).

2. When there is no servus, if the tone fall on the first or

second syllable, M'huppakh L'garmeh is employed; if on the

third orfurther, Azla L'garmeh.
a. On the first syllable, e. g.

' ^ (v. 5) ;

'^ (iv. 2) ;

'

l^H
(xxxvii. 14)

2
.

)8. On the second syllable, as: ' atth
(x. 8);

3l rpn
(v. 9);

3| DTT^N
(xliv. 2);

'

n^n: (xx. 6) ;

' 'W'tta (Ixxi. 22);
'

TpiN

(Ixxxvi. 12);
'

'OTB^ (cxliii. io)
4

.

y. On the tffaVd syllable and further, as :

'

*Q5Pn? (ii. 2) ;

1

D^yrrjo (
cvi. 48);

' ^nnna (Prov. vi. 22).

EXCEPTIONS. The L'garmeh between R'bhia mugrash and Silluq

(p. 67) is always M'huppakh L'garmeh. Hence we have '

D*5$p
(Ps. cii. 20) and '

$3fin] (Job xxxvii. 14).

SERVUS OF L'GARMEH.

L'garmeh has only one servus, which is M'huppakh or Illuy, accord-

ing to rules, which we are already familiar with (see pp. 62 and 86) :

a. M'huppakh, when the tone is on the first syllable, e. g. "BJK
! nQ (PS . i. 3); innp i

7]p nj (xviii. 12); and very often.

EXCEPTIONS. The two parallel passages, njnotfn
i

'nbtfy i?3
(
xxxv .

6 ; K. 94, 446 ; De R. a, 319, 331, 775, 1261) seek to smooth matters for the Reader

by marking in the margin fi for L'garmeh, and Db for Paseq. But as aitpipcia is

not the forte of Jewish punctators, neither this notation nor the lists they give us

are by any means trustworthy. The most correct Paseq-list I have seen is in Bomb.
2 (see p. 96).

2
i ik (Ivi. io) furnishes a curious instance of the way in which a trifling error

perpetuates itself. It is found so pointed in almost all Codd. But B. M. 8, Ox.

96, Cam. 25, K. 434, 525, De R. 350 are right,
i 7.

3 So Texts and Codd., almost without exception. Yet Baer points always with

Azla L'garmeh.
*
Recognised exceptions are '

ni^S the first word in certain Pss., where Azla

L'garmeh stands for OleVyored, see p. 340.
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lo) and into i

trpnK b (Prov. xix. 7), in which Mer'kha has

taken the place of Maqqeph
5

.

/3. M'huppakh also, when the tone is on the second syllable and vocal

Sh'va does not precede, e. g.
'

D'ftty 'Bp (Ps. viii. 3) ;

' D?D#p rhv\

(Ivii. 4) ;
and often 6

.

In the following cases the punctators found the vocal Sh'va so

slight, that they took no account of it : "TPp^ (xvii. i
;

1. 7) ;

(xix. 7); JIK?. (ib. 10);
W

(xxii. 24); **$$ (xliii. i); ^
55); D*!?? (xcii. 8);

<n
(xcvi. 10) ; ^ (ib. 13) ; Vnoj? (cxl. 5). It

is not necessary to add any of these cases to the mistakes enumerated
in note 7 below.

y. Illuy, when the tone is on the second syllable, vocal Sh'va pre-

ceding, or when it is on the third syllable, e. g.
' "Wp^? 2*180

(x. 9);

I'Bto
nKDjf(xiii. 3);

'nirr nw
(ib. 9 );

'

nrfca-oai newa
(ixxxiv. 3) ;

and ' JH KpB (vii. 10);
' Df#3 Djm

(xviii. 14). The exx. are far

too numerous to quote in full
7

.

EXCEPTIONS. ^l). (vii. 6) and nyw (xxxix. 13), an anomalous
accentuation joined to an anomalous vocalization f (comp. similar

cases before R'bhia, p. 79. 17.) No doubt DWp (xvii. 14) would

have been accented regularly, but that another D^op immediately
follows, and the fancy was to distinguish one from the other by their

accents ! We have had a parallel instance, p. 82, note 8 8
.

8. M'huppakh with Sinnorith, when an open syllable directly pre-

5 Fixed by the Masora magna to Ps. xxxv. 10. L'garmeh is often followed imme-

diately by another pausal accent, but these are the only instances, in which b3

precedes. And it really seems as if, on this account, they were made to pair off,

attention being drawn to them by an anomalous accentuation ! It is impossible to

hold the original accentuators responsible for such trifling.
6 So Codd. point rightly i

fi^nb vrr (xix. 15), the Sh'va not being pronounced.

(See Baer, Die Metkeg-setzung, in Merx's Archiv, vol. i, p. 65.)
7 The mistakes of common edd. in xxxii.6; Iv. 24; Ixv. 14; Ixxix. 13; xciii. 3;

cvi. i (and elsewhere); cxli. 5 ; cxlvii. 8; Prov. xxvii. 22
;
Job x. 17 have been

corrected by Heid. and Baer, with more or less support from Cod-1. |-DMI
(Ps. xli. 7) must be also corrected with Erf. 3 (other Codd. have MunacJi inf.}

But forn^a (xxvii. 2); tjM
(

3 (xlviii. 9) ; p>*l (Ixix. 14); s-ha (ciii. 22, comp. ITTB

Job xvi. 10) ; and niwb (cxlix. 9), the testimony of Codd. fails altogether. In fact,

the punctators never rightly apprehended the rules for the servus of L'garmeh.
Ben-Bil. does not venture to give them. Simson (Br. Mus. Or. 1016, p. 76

b
) con-

fesses the general ignorance: nt^l ma m no 1

? vmwo D2TQ i:
1

? -nans b>

rm m. Only Samuel the grammarian (Berl. 118, p. 126) makes a feeble attempt
to supply the deficiency. No wonder then that Codd. are full of blunders.

6 On the still more extraordinary pointing with Tarcha, cxxv. 3, see p. 73.
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cedes the tone, e.g.
' HiiT npip (Hi. 8);

' PV' ^C1

?^?? (xxxix. 12);
l Q-nB* M frw

(xlix. 15) ;
and very often 9

.

The servus may appear in the same word with L'garmeh, instead of

Metheg, e. g.
'

JWhg] (1. 16);
' &! (Ixv. 9);

'

'nqtfnsfcrTO (xlii. 6).

The cases are not, however, numerous in which the change can take

place ;
and in several of these it is lacking in Codd. The one pointing

was simply more musical than the other.

In only two passages has L'garmeh more than one servus : "T^J
*3

tipn
i

Wgtf (cxvii. 2) ; ^W '

y.1 *]TJ
'3

(cxliii. 3) ; where Mer'kha

has taken the place of Maqqeph (comp. ?3 above). These passages
are fixed by the Masora to cxliii. 3 ;

see p. 63, note 23.

CHAPTEE XV.

SHALSHELETH.

I. ALL that it is necessary to say about Great Shalsheleth has

been already given, pp. 67, 68. Its presence in the latter half

of the verse was there accounted for. It is distinguished from

Little Shalsbeletb by the Paseq-sign attached to it, which con-

stitutes it a disjunctive accent 1
.

II. But what reason led to tbe introduction of Little Shalsheleth,

as a conjunctive accent, we can only conjecture. It occurs eight

times 2
;
once before Silluq virtually before Athnach (transformed)

(? 7 2); f ur times before Athnacb (p. 63); and three times

9 It is only very rarely that this accentuation is adopted, when vocal Sh'va inter-

venes, as :n*r (Ps. x. 9) in B. M. i, Ox. 6, Par. 3 ; ^&n (xxiii. 5) in B. M. i,

Par. 3, De R. 1261 ; snyji (Job xvi. 10) in B. M. i, K. 446, De R. 1261.

One strange mistake occurs in common edd. l^rm for ^SHEJ (Prov. xxiii. 5).
1 Common edd. are, however, quite indifferent to this distinction, see Ps. x. 2 ;

xiii. 2, 3 ;
Ixv. 2

;
Ixviii. 15 ; &c.

2 These eight passages are fixed by Ben-Bil. (3. 2), the Erf. Mas. (MS.), and the

Masora parva to Ox. 96(]pDQ "?i
I'rtf'jiB

7

n). Seven of them are found in the

first half of the verse
;
and it has sometimes seemed to me that they were intended

as a kind of counterpart to the seven Shalsheleths that appear in the first half of

the verse in the prose Books. The 8th ex., which comes in the latter half of the

verse (Ps. iii. 3), would then stand per se.
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before R'bhia mugrash where again Athnach has been trans-

formed (p. 77)
3

. In Ps. xxxiv. 8 and cxxxvii. 9 it interferes

with the introduction of the dichotomy,, and perhaps this circum-

stance marks it as of later date than the other accents. The
later date is, as it seems to me, further indicated by the absence of

a list ofthe passages in which it occurs from the Masora magna.
It is unnecessary to say anything about its servi, as it occurs so

seldom. The servi of Great Shalsheleth, in the few instances in which
it has them, Ps. xlii. 2 (see p. 72), Ixxxix. 2; Job xxxii. 6, xxxvii.

12, are the same as those of R'bhia mugrash, for which it stands.

CHAPTEE XVI.

PASEQ.

THE form of Paseq is a short perpendicular line between two

words. (In Codd. it is just like Metheg and Silluq.) The name

pDQ , 'cutting off,' i.e. separating, the one word from the other,

used e. g. by Ben-Asher and Ben-Bil'am, is more suitable than

that commonly employed, p^DS ,

' cut off/ separated.

Placed after Shalsheleth, Azla, and M'huppakh, it transforms

them into disjunctive accents, with new and distinctive melodies.

It might have been well perhaps (I speak, of course, only of

the three Books) if it had been confined to this use. There was

no necessity for employing it elsewhere; and much confusion

would have been avoided.

But the accentuators thought otherwise, and they have intro-

duced it into some 57 other passages, for reasons that are not

always clear and have not, as yet, been satisfactorily explained
1
.

In these passages Paseq marks a slight pause between two words

3 Little Shalsheleth then precedes Athnach (proper or transformed), whereas Great

Shalsheleth always follows it.

1 Ben-Asher's rules (Dikd. hat. 28) do not meet all the cases that occur; and

Norzi, who explains where all is clear, passes over, sicco pede, most of the passages

in which there is any difficulty.
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that would, without it, be joined by the accents 2
. Properly

speaking, therefore, it changes every conjunctive accent, with

which it is associated, into a disjunctive. But as it has no modu-

lation of its own, it is not counted among the accents.

The most correct (printed) list of the Paseqs is that given in

the 2nd ed. of Bomberg's Rabbinical Bible (Mas. fin. letter 'D),

and copied thence into Buxtorfs Rabbinical Bible (ditto, p. 61).

This list I have been able to compare with four MS. lists, found in

the following Cocld., B. M. i, 15; Pet.; and K. 542. B. M. i and
Pet. are two of the oldest, B. M. 15 and K. 542 two of the youngest,
MSS. Together, therefore, they may be taken to cover the whole

ground. And as they nearly agree, it is possible to ascertain with

approximate accuracy what the Paseqs were, which the early Masoretes

appointed. After careful comparison, the only change I find it neces-

sary to propose in the Bomb, list (which is identical with B. M. i5
3

)

is the omission of Ps. lix. 6, Ixviii. 36, which do not appear in the

two older Cocld., and Ixxxiv. 4, which appears only in B. M. 15.

(Ps. lix. 6 is pointed with L'garmeh in many Codd., as B. M. 2, u, 13,
Ox. 6, 15, 71; Ixviii. 36 is evidently false; and for Ixxxiv. 4 Paseq
fails in Codd. generally.)

4

Having deducted these three, I give the

other examples under the heads that follow.

Various reasons led to the introduction of Paseq.

I. Most frequent in the three Books, is the use of what we

may call Paseq euphemisticum, which occurs before or after the

Divine Name, to prevent its being joined, in the reading, to a

2 Of course, it is not needed after a pausal accent (comp. e. g. Ps. xviii. 50 with

2 Sam. xxii. 50, or Job xx. 29 with xxvii. 13), although common edd. often place it

there, as in Ps. v. 13 ; x. 14 ;
Iv. 20

; Ixxxvi. i ; ciii. 20
;
&c. Even Olshausen, 43,

has been misled by this false pointing. But common edd., like many Codd., go all

wrong in the matter of Paseq, placing it where it should not occur, and omitting it

e.g. in v. 2, 5; xviii. 50; Ixvi. 18; Ixxxv. 9 where it should occur.

As Paseq marks a pause, it is followed by Dagesh lene, in 'Sa ' NiDN (Prov. vi. 3).
3 This identity led me to suspect that the Bomb, list was derived from this very

Cod. And on examination I found that the Cod. came from Venice, where the

Bomberg press was established. It is the one briefly described by Kennicott,

No. 572. When one takes into account the rarity of the Paseq-lists in MSS., the

circumstantial evidence may suffice, I think, to establish my point.
* Baer's additions of xxii. 2, xxxvi. 7, xxxvii. 7, 1. I, Iv. 20, Ixix. 34, Ixxxvi. I,

cxviii. 27, Job vii. 20 are not found in any of the lists, and must therefore be

rejected. Unfortunately, the list printed in Ginsburg's Masora, vol. i, p. 650, is

of no value.
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word, which in the opinion of the accentuators it was not

seemly, DtZ?J"T "llH^D D1U7E, to bring into contact with it, e. g.
i yah YN: (x . I3) ;

mtoN ' rnrr spwtoo (cxxxix. n).
: tf T I i." \ J/ J AT : v ^ T : ' f :

~ T * *

Thus it was counted unbecoming to speak of ' the heathen* (xviii.

50; Ivii. 10; Ixvi. 8; Ixvii. 4, 6; cviii. 4; cxiii. 4); of ' the wicked
'

(xciv. 3 ; cxxxix. 19 ;
Job xxvii. 13); of 'God's enemies' (Ps. Ixxxix.

52) or 'the Psalmist's enemies' (lix. 2
;

cxliii. 9), who were one and

the same; of 'other gods' (Ixxxvi. 8), or 'a plurality,'
D t|sn

(cxix.

156), in the same breath with the Divine Name. (In one instance,

v. 5, the personal pronoun takes the place of the Divine Name.) So
also verbs signifying 'to abominate' (v. 7), 'to despise' (x. 3), 'to

destroy, overthrow'
(Iviii. 7, Prov. xv. 25), 'to abuse' (Ps. Ixxiv. 18),

'to reject' (Ixxvii. 8), even when the Divine Being Himself is the

subject, are separated by a pause from the Divine Name following.
The verb 'to sleep' (xliv. 24) and the adj. 'sleeping' (Ixxviii. 65),

as conveying a strongly anthropomorphic idea, are treated in the

same way. For the fanciful reasons that commended themselves to

the punctators for the employment of Paseq in Ixxxix. 9, 50, cxix. 52,
I must refer to Norzi's notes.

Paseq is otherwise very loosely employed. Thus we have,

II. Paseq euphonicum, introduced in a few cases, to insure

distinct pronunciation, when one word ends, and the next be-

gins, with the same letter, W ' T>Nn (Ixviii. 21); Ip
i 7fcO

(Job xl. 9) ; jn ' ^1"^ (Ps. cxli. 4) ; W ' -"inN (Prov. viii. 21).

But this rule is more frequently neglected than observed, see

exx. in Ps. xxx. 12; xxxvii. 7, 24; x^x - J5J kiv. 6; cvii. 35;

Job xxi. 17; &c.5

III. Paseq emphaticum. Such, in my opinion, is the explana-

tion of its use in nVn '

nj'TOp
*nOM (Ps. v. 2) ;

PAST ' g^n
irrfe (xx. 7);

6 J^ 'VP^ N*P (Ixvi. 18; cxvi. i; comp.

job xxvii. 9 ; xxxv. 13) ; njrr
' h&ii (ixxxv. 9); Terns ^nn-iv

(Prov. i. 22); nStpn
'

h]& VTO""T? (vi. 9). "We have seen, again

5 In Job xxxviii. i, xl. 6, Paseq comes, for distinctness of reading, to mark the

Q'ri. Comp. Neh. ii. 13.
6 Delitzsch (see his note on cxvi. i) explains these two cases thus :

' Das Paseq

hinter Vft'ti\ will die Verflosung des Auslauts a mit dem Anlaut 'a von 31N ver-

hiiten ;' but he says nothing of the numberless instances in which his rule fails,

e.g. i. 6; vi. 9, 10; xxvii. 7; Ixxviii. 21
;
ex. 4; &c.

O
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and again, that the punctators claim the liberty of marking the

emphasis wherever they please. And in most of the above cases

they could only do so by the employment of Paseq. In the

others, they had the choice of Paseq or L'garmeh.

Perhaps under this head we may place the instances in which

Paseq marks the repetition of a word, viz. QV ' DV (Ps. Ixi. 9 ;

Ixviii. 20 ; Prov. viii. 30, 34) ; VCJ ' V^ (Ps. cxxxvii. 7) ; 1H ' 1H

(Prov. xxx. 15); HNn ' nNJl (Ps. xxxv. 21; xl. 16; Ixx. 4);

JttNl
'

|ftN (xli. 14 ; Ixxii. 19; Ixxxix. 53). But this rule is not

carried out in xxii. 2
; Ixviii. 13 ; Prov. xx. 14.

IV. I believe that in only one passage, Prov. vi. 3, is Paseq
used simply to mark the dichotomy, see p. 88. In the prose

accentuation it seems not unfrequently so employed. Comp., for

instance, Gen. i. 27; ii. 21 ; xviii. 15; xxi. 14; xxvi. 28.

CHAPTEE XVII.

TRANSFORMATION.

I BRING together in this chapter the various instances of trans-

formation to which I have already drawn attention in the chapters

preceding, as some additional remarks are necessary.

Transformation is, as we have seen, of two kinds, that of a

disjunctive into a conjunctive accent; and that of one disjunctive

into another. It is always due to musical considerations alone.

Its advantage, in the most important instances of its occurrence,

was, that it gave variety to the melody, and did away with much
of the stiffness and sameness, that characterises the prose accen-

tuation.

I. Of the class first named above are

i. The transformation of R'bhia mugrash, when it falls on the

word immediately preceding Silluq. For, that R'bhia mugrash

may occupy this position, Silluq's word must have two or more

syllables before the tone, e. g. *. JTTpSL ^fn (Ps. ii. u),
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pH (viii. 2) ; or, if but one syllable, that sylla-

ble must have a long vowel 1
, followed by vocal ShVa, e. g.

J^mtL* Nirf (ci.6); PPtft& ^n^ri-^(cxix.i^i). If these
*

I** ~S 1
T *

I
T I *

"

conditions are not fulfilled, a servus takes the place of R'bhia

mugrash. Comp. J OD~h PlVp
IfjSlS^ (xxxv. 6) with ^N^Kfi

:nrn rnrp(ib.5); i^WV ^n^ini (cxix. 174) with ryni'in'i

JfiN(ib.i42); and : DVTp D^ttT ^ (Prov. xi. 11) with

J !"T2"1 D^tp") ^QNl^J
(it)

IO
)

The sense may very clearly

require a disjunctive accent, as in V?.?? ^?T"! "^F?.$! (Pg <

cxix. 86), but the melody does not allow it.

Exceptions to the rule are the verses in Job, which introduce the

speeches, e.g. n?^_ aft? !! (iii. 2); n*to "i^prf TB^K |V
s

.\(iv. i);

and nN*5 $P
nj*fc>

31
tjOjl (xxvii. i).

But these are prose pas^

sages, which do not concern us.

In ordinary texts the rule is not always carried out, see Ps. xix.

10; xxxiv. 3; xxxv. 15, but such cases, not many in number, are

corrected in Codd. and better edd. 2

2. The transformation of D'chi in the word immediately before

Athnach, which is subject to precisely the same conditions as

that of R'bhia mugrash before Silluq. Thus it is required in

VlBrm lin tob
1

*

(Ps. xxxv. 4), but not in ^2)^ "tfnN ^
A: :-: J T j. \ ^i ] A : IT- : TV j

(xl. T5); in Vtthp H^n^TlM ^^ <1

(xxxiv. 10), but not in *T?iTV J/ ' AT '; JT : a :
V / j -: |- :

'Vtth'^ PrtiT (xxii. 27); in 7^-DV '

^tth Dl^-pbn (Job xxvii.
AT : , T 'A\ //' A" 1-r-r VT r ) v," V

13), but not in DTiSND tftth O^N-pbn (xx. 29). As before,*^/ 7
A* V: I" T TV JT T ' V |" -7 ''

the transformation often interferes with the logical division of

the clause, e.g. in Sim W DyD"N^n (Job x. 20)
3

.& AT-:r J-T Jr- : i -: V /

1 In practice this long vowel is QjCmes or Ch61em. Of Sere (for this rule and

those following) I have found only two exx., Ps. Ixix. 24
a and Job xxxiii. 1 2b

;
of

Shureq and long Chireq I have not noticed a single example.
2 On the other hand, transformation is sometimes introduced, where it is not

required, e.g. s^iTS^ ^nsrv-tfb D3 (xviii. 44), as though the last word had been

pointed '3112^*. Similar instances occur in xxvii. 10; cxix. 175; Prov. xxix. 4;

Job vi. 4; xxx. 1 8.

.

3 It is interesting to compare (as far as they admit of comparison) the passages

in Ps. xviii, in which transformation has taken place according to rules I and 2,

with the prose accentuation of 2 Sam. xxii. Here we find, in every instance, the

O 2
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The few mistakes in common edd. have been mostly corrected by
Baer, but in Prov. xxvii. 22, if we retain D'cht, we must point

$ffl
n
to>rL ^J% with Erf- * 2

;
K - J 98 > 599> 6o6

; Sonc. Erf. i has

in margin to "%?, 11p3 pi ?.

3. The transformatio perpetua in the word before Silluq, when

Great Shalsheleth precedes, see p. 67.

4. The transformatio perpetua, when L'garmeh is due in the

word immediately preceding D'chi, see p. 83.

5. The transformatio perpetua, when R'bhia mugrash's clause

consists of three words, Athnach preceding, see p. 74.

6. The transformation in monosyllables, and other small words

with the tone on the first syllable, coming in the second place

before D'chi, Pazer, and Little R'bhia. See the chapters on

those accents.

II. To the second kind of transformation belongs

1. That of Athnach into R'bhia mugrash, which must always

take place, when Athnach would come on the word immediately

preceding Silluq, see p. 66 4
.

2. The same change in the second word before Silluq, when

R'bhia mugrash has been transformed in the first word, and that

word like Silluq's word has not two syllables before the tone,

nor one syllable with a long vowel and vocal Sh'va. Thus Athnach

will stand in such cases as J tojr:^ ^'IN pnto
1

; D?$2 Ittfr*

(ii. 4); JTPIttJ SpBSttJD WTO rtfiQN-TYST (cxix. *o);\ T/ ' '
1

' ' ' JV T :
' *

:AT T )t v; I V |V * K> I

nim *ipis n^ rrtn^'ieBCto (xix. 10); tews n^n^
I
T :

-
>j :I T AW- ^T : i" : : V /' j -

: T ;i.

J tit? tD72N^ 4^7^ (xxi. 10). But it must be transformed

in : riinno ncrn ]ni^p vw ^i (iv. 22) ;

"i (Mi. 9)
5

.

disjunctive accent (Tiphcha) introduced, a further proof of the reality of our rules.

See w. 5
b

,
6 ft

, 23% 33
b

, s6
b

, 4i
a

, &c.

* Here a double transformation may take place, but is very rare, that of

Athnach into R'bhia mugrash, and then of R'bhia mugrash into a servus. See

p. 69, note 8, and p. 33 (3).

5 The short vv. of Ps. cxix furnish many exx. of this transformation, e. g. 2, 4, 5,

12, 14, 17, 24. In vv. 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, &c., on the other hand, Athnach remains

unchanged.
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Common edd. have, of course, their mistakes, which however all

yield to the collation of Codd., save Prov. iv. 6 (where I have found
DeR 874 alone right) and Job xxxix. 12 (where all Codd. are wrong).
These may be regarded as the exceptions that prove the rule. Even

Baer's text is wrong in Ps. v. 2 (where we must point ^Jn ""1^3 nj'T,

with Codd., see Norzi's note j&a 3BW Dyt22 D"Dl) and cxix. 165

(where common edd. are right).

3. The transformation of R'bhia mugrash into Great Shalshe-

leth, as explained p. 67.

4. The transformation of Great R'bhia when it would come

in close proximity to Little R'bhia into Sinnor, see p. 56 below.

Such are the laws of transformation. Perhaps some of my
readers may think that no little confusion must be tne result of

their application, and that it will be often difficult to trace the

true logical (or syntactical) division, underlying this purely

musical accentuation. But, in reality, there need be no confu-

sion or difficulty at all. The main point to bear in mind is that,

wherever two or more servi precede Athnach or Silluq, a pause

is due from the dichotomy, and should be made in the reading,

on the last servus. Cases I. 1-3 are thus disposed of. In a few

instances under I. 4, it will be necessary to allow for the trans-

formation which has taken place in the word immediately pre-

ceding D'chi (proper or transformed). Prov. xxi. 8, as explained

p. 85, note 6, is an example in point. Under I. 5 and 6, I have

not noticed a single instance in which the sense is in the slightest

degree obscured by the transformation. And as for II. 1-4, no

confusion or difficulty is possible, for we have merely a change

in the disjunctive accent. The logical (or syntactical) division

remains as clearly marked as if no transformation had taken

place.

For the discovery of these remarkable laws of transformation we
are mainly indebted to Christian accentuologists of the seventeenth

century. They are almost all found in Wasmuth's Institutio methodica

accentuationis Hebrcece (Rostock, 1664). Rabbinical writers on the

accents had not the slightest idea of them.



APPENDIX
CONTAINING THE ORIGINAL ARABIC OF THE TREATISE, ASSIGNED TO

R. JEHUDA BEN-BIL'AM, ON THE ACCENTS or THE THREE BOOKS.

Two years ago, Dr. Bytschkow, Vice-director of the Imperial Library
at St. Petersburg, was good enough to send me a MS., containing
a portion of the following text 1

. And last year, when I visited

St. Petersburg, Dr. Harkavy, Sub-librarian of the Imperial Library,
handed me a bundle of fragments of MSS. (on Hebrew grammar, &c.),

which had been collected by Firkowitsch in various parts of the

East, and left me to see if I could find anything for my purpose
among them. After no little trouble, I succeeded in arranging the

disjecta membra, so as to produce portions of three several copies of

the text. Fortunately, the fragments supplement one another, so that
the Treatise is now submitted complete to scholars. The four MSS. I
name A, B, C, and D. The first is decidedly the oldest, and D perhaps
older than B and C, which have epigraphs assigning them to the years
1337 an(l r 339 respectively. All four are written on paper (small
size) and in Rabbinical characters 2

.

That the Hebrew text, often quoted in the previous pages, is a
translation from the Arabic, has been long known to scholars from
the superscriptions to the Ox. and Vat. MSS.3 But up to the present
time the original Arabic was not known to be in existence. That the

following text supplies it will be clear to any one who will take the

1 I am indebted to Dr. Neubauer for having drawn my attention to this MS., and
to the Marquis of Salisbury, then Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, for having
condescended to use his influence to procure me the loan of it.

2
They all come under the same No. 634 of the second Firkowitsch Collection.

I noticed only one MS., B, to contain a part of the treatise on the accentuation of

the twenty-one Books.
3 The Ox. MS. is No. 1465 in the Bodleian Catal., and belonged formerly to Oppen-

heim. The Vat. MS. is No. 402 in Assemani's Catal. The superscription in these

MSS. is as follows : iNib D^tnvn Niirr TON *mprr [rvmn Vat.] nmrr IDD m
ai prcba m-nnn DIED ic-iorr wn

ja ^DV warn map -pii [nwaa Vat.]

]iXDbn i^crr [Sana ]a
ntoo 'i Vat.] obrcn -ia bana ii D^ 1

? ip'nsn iw3
N23"0 Vjn wnprr pttM 'air. (Having collated the Vat. MS. I am able to state

that Assemani's transcript of these words is far from correct.) For map "p"ia INI^
I propose to read map "pi a D^wa (the mistakes in the Heb. text are often

perfectly astounding, see p. 103, note i),
'

complete in a compendious form,' answering
to the words at the close of the Vat. MS.: msp "|"na D^cai MTipn rvnimDD on.
The statement >a-i2 pwba DaTino, 'translated in the Arabic tongue,' may be set

down as a conjecture on the part of the writer, like many other unfounded conjec-
tures, that have been since made, on the subject of the Work. The city N23"Q is

no doubt Mainz. It may be mentioned that our treatise forms the last part of this

compendium of Nllpri nmn. It is preceded by rules for the cm pa (Dagesh, the

vowels, and Sh'va), and for the accentuation of the twenty-one Books.
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trouble of comparing it with the Hebrew. Its publication is not
without importance, as it enables us to correct the serious mistakes

which so often interfere with the sense in the Hebrew translation*.

That this treatise is abridged from a larger Work is stated in the

epigraphs to B and C, which both begin "ivrDD^K DD,
* the Compendium

is finished.' The name also of this larger Work is given (see p. no,
1. 19),

5
->Npta rPNin, i. e.jUQf AjliA

,

' Direction for the Reader/ "We

thus recover the long-lost original title, of which N^pn JYHin
(see

note 3) is the translation. But I have a still more interesting an-

nouncement to make, and that is that a portion of the larger Work
itself has been at length discovered. M. Shapira of Jerusalem acquired,

during a recent visit to Yemen, a MS. on the fi"DK iJDJJD, from which
he kindly sent me some extracts, and which he has just brought to

England and disposed of to the British Museum. I have delayed

putting the finishing stroke to my "Work, that I might examine this

MS. The result of my examination has been to satisfy me that it

contains a part of lNpi>K nWH, in the original Arabic. The reasons

for my conclusion are the following : First, the general plan and

arrangement is the same as in the Compendium. Secondly, as was
bound to be the case, the subject is treated more fully and completely.

Thirdly, the examples, even the false ones (e.g. p. no, note 30), given
in the Compendium are almost all (100 out of 105) found in the larger
Work. Fourthly, in p. no, 1. 19, we read :

' Thou wilt find in nwn
"Wp^K a sixth reason/ i. e. for Mer'kha before Athnach

; and on turning
to the larger Work we find this additional reason given

6
. Against

these grounds for the identification, there is only one point to be men-

tioned, that two of the servi (D&O3) have different names
; *?>) is called

nToa riB^n and n^po new (M'huppakh) rrm nss6n, n^pD IBN?

being the name given to the upper sign of OleVyored
7
. We may

suppose that the author himself, when he prepared the Compendium
8

(perhaps after an interval of some years), changed these names into

others, which he found more generally in use.

4 I have before me a long list of these mistakes. The following may serve, by

way of specimen : p. 3,!. 18, P]1D
for SJNT; p. 4, 1. 12, fpD3tt>

for piDB3tt>; p.6,1. 18,

*l?y for vby, IN for IN, and JM3D for 3?>on ; ib., 1. 29, n"n for on ; p. 7, 1. 15, N^O'
for 2nj ib., 1. 26, mm for ttb"MQ; p. 8,1. 24, DH for 'n; p. 9,1.22, ^ omitted.

5 This form is used all through the text for nNp, <J\U.
e It refers to cases that do not come under the previous heads, and is thus

expressed: & naD i N 1

?! no53 N 1

? Nmpnn |n nrunnbN pa D^ Niw

(Prov. ii. 14) jn mwb (Ixxiv. 16) nVjJT jf^N (ps. xix. u) nn HJOI 'ip3

7 We now understand Chayyug's list (Nutt's ed., p. 129, 1. 3), which has hitherto

baffled all attempts at explanation. The list at the end of Ox. 125 (Hunt 511) is

similar. My own note p. 20 must be cancelled.

8 That both Works were written by the same author, we learn from a statement

in the first section of the prose accents : 131 *mpn nmrr 'oa mai
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The MS. is not complete. The part of the Compendium to which it

corresponds is from p. 108, 1. 9 to p. 115, 1. 3, and again p. 117, 11. 6-

1 5. It is clearly written in Yemenite characters, on paper (I
fifteenth

century). The following pages were already in type when I examined

it. But, had I seen it earlier, I should not have decided to print it in

preference. The author's later "Work is the better of the two. It is

better arranged and more clearly expressed ; and, as it is complete, is

in every way more fitted to give the student an idea of the rules that

commended themselves to Rabbinical scholars in the Middle Ages. I

have given one extract from the larger Work, and that may suffice.

Indeed, I have found nothing else of sufficient importance to copy
9
.

As to the authorship of our treatise, it is assigned in A (see p. 108,

note 15) to Sa'id 'All, a name otherwise (I believe) unknown. An
isolated notice of this kind although occurring in what is probably
the oldest MS. cannot, however, be taken to settle the question.
On the other hand, modern authorities agree in regarding Ben-Birani

as the author
; but, as it seems to me, on quite insufficient grounds.

The only authority for attributing the "Work to him has been the title

prefixed to the Paris MS. (1221), rVW '"6 DrVTOn N"lpn 'DVD "IBD

10
Jin 'TIBD DJ&3 p. On the ground of this title, Mercerus, when he

published the text from the Paris MS., announced Ben-Bil'am as the

author, and scholars since have, one and all, accepted his statement.

Yet what is the value of this title ] The very name, fcOpDH 'BJJB 'D,

with which it begins, betrays its later origin
11

. There is nothing

answering to this name in the original Arabic, or in the superscription
to the translation made from the Arabic (see note 3). The 'assign-
ment '

of the Work to Ben-Bil'ani has, in the same way, no support
from the earlier texts. Nor can testimony be cited in its favour from

any other source. Not a single one of those who borrow from the

Work or quote it, as Hadassi, Simson, Jequtiel, associates Ben-

Bil'am's name with it. And no other Rabbinical author can be named
who makes mention of it, as written by him 12

. Indeed, so far from a

9 Should any of my readers be curious to see what is preserved of the rpNir?

*iNp"?N proper, their curiosity will soon be gratified, for Dr. Ginsburg purposes print-

ing it in the Appendix to the 2nd volume of his ed. of the Masora, which will appear
shortly.

10 The De R. MS. (488) has the same title ; but these two MSS. agree so exactly,
verbatim et literatim, that their testimony can only be counted as that of one MS.
Either the one was copied from the other, or both must have been copied from the

same MS.
11 The name is also a misnomer, for the greater part of the Work is not taken up

with the D'OSTD, but with the DHlpa.
12 Dr. Steinschneider has suggested (Catal. libr. Tiebr. bibl. Bodl. col. 1295) that

our Work, *mpn nmn, l Direction for the Reader,' is identical with Ben-Bil'am's

TNUnNbN INHD,
' Book of Direction? described by Moses ben-Ezra. (Perhaps the

same idea may have led, in the Middle Ages, to the 'assigning' of it to him.) But
now that we have the Arabic title of our Work we know that there is nothing in the

suggestion. Were it necessary, it might be shewn that the two Works differed in

contents as well.
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Western writer, like Ben-Bil'am (who belonged to Toledo, in Spain),

having been the author, the evidence, both external and internal,

points to an Eastern origin of the Work, (a) The known MSS. can
be traced directly or indirectly to the East 13

; and now too a part of the

original HKp7K nwn has been brought from a remote corner of the

East.
(/3)

The Work was known and used in the East as by Hadassi

in 7DK>N 'D, p. 6 1 (A.D. 1 148) long before anyWestern writer made use

of it
14

, (y) The acquaintance the author shews with the melody of the

three Books may suit an Eastern (see p. 2, note 7), but is irreconcilable

with a Western, origin. Lastly, the rules about ntDH (p. 112) could not

have been drawn up from Western MSS., for Western punctators do
not employ this sign. (The old Cod. Erf. 3 which has this sign is

doubtless of Eastern origin
15

.)

If, on these grounds, we reject the authorship of Ben-Biram 16
,
we

have no data for fixing the age of our treatise. "We know only that it

is older than Hadassi (early part of twelfth century).
In the following text, the words in brackets have been added and a

few obvious faults have been corrected. I am also responsible for the

interpunction, and for the vocalization and accentuation of the exam-

ples cited. Otherwise I have printed the text as I found it. The few

grammatical irregularities and orthographical inconsistencies will not

cause the reader any trouble. Of course he will be prepared to meet
with modern Arabic forms.

13
Eight MSS. are known. Four of these were brought by Firkowitsch from the

East. Two, Ox. 1465 and Vat. 402, carry on their forefront (see note 3) that they
are derived from an Eastern MS. The remaining two, Par. 1221 and De R. 488, are

undoubtedly copies of this same translation. I have collated them carefully (as far

as our treatise is concerned), and find that they have common mistakes with Ox. and

Vat., not found in the Arabic, whilst the variations admit of ready explanation.
lt The first Western writers (as far as it is at present known) to make use of it

were the Naqdanim, Simson, Moses, and Jequtiel, all of whom belong to the follow-

ing century, and are a hundred years (more or less) later than Hadassi.
15

Comp. Baer's statement, made on other grounds, in the pref. to his ed. of the

Minor Prophets, p. vii : Cod. Erf. 3 sine dulitatione ab homine Orientali scriptus est.

16 That I have always cited the treatise as by Ben-Biram was unavoidable. I had
to adopt a name, and could of course only employ that by which it is generally known.



nr&na nao p-i^yi nnNi^N |o m^no "INBDN nr6n^N mn

"jin INB PIH^N p^in ^a NnTDon IDJI Nnnaxna DBJ

*a .Twi>N n^a ^y n^Na -IDDN^N fya -pna

^N.^Nn^N n^a ni'Nni'Ni *"IN^ Nnp^DNia JN

y^am npnti "ita MI n'ONon "INBDN nnirii'N mn INPI^N

^ain ^a^ai yan nai^ NnoNiai PI^DI nmnNi nnaoi a^n^i

:mmi aaic>i nm^ S?poi n^o^oi naisoi n^NOi

m^N mn |NH!?N IN Di?yN .'

ITB yano*1 NO Nn^ai

|Nni?N n^Non^N mn IN aiw DNnai?N yvNio a

rb pa
11

|N PON NO ^IN^N .DNDPN nyaiN

nin^
nny imi ni?NnoNi 2^ > bn ira nnato^Ni npnri'N Nom

njn^yn D'va ini QNia nyanN ni> nino D^ inxi on IN TO s
n;oN

11 T'tN N^I DNia nn^n rb pa
11 NO in ^NH^NI ,

4Wiria ^120 inii

1 Three points are mentioned in which the three Books differ from the others :

1st, their writing; and, the shortness of their verses; and 3rd, their accents. The

first point of difference is expressed thus :

' Their writing itself, with the observing

of their lineation in the copying (see Dozy) of the pages, and that arrangement of

the writing consists in leaving a part of the lines blank (aLj\J>.), according to the

build of the nvn? in the writing.' The 'lineation' or ruling named may be seen in

any Cod. (It is the same for the three, as for the twenty-one, Books ; hence in the

Heb. we have "IDD ppTO DtQTtavro pp'n.) The other directions are taken from

Sopherim, xiii. i, where pIDD F]1Dm NrvmnNl mrrnD (open spaces at Athnach

and at Soph Pasuq) are enjoined for the three Books, together with the form of the

nvtD (as in Ex. xv and Judg. v). But in practice, this calligraphical arrangement is

confined to Ps. xviii, and even for that is rare in Codd.
2

Ps. Ixviii. 21. 3 xix. 8.
*

xviii. I.
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y*3i

yaN

PIDS

*i?K-*3 w irtpni$y TO 5 im ITB^ rwrwb JNJDN

Nm TTN N!?*, QNia nya-iN rb pa* IN PEN
nNBrri>y *]*Di* *3 3

njn* DJ?iyp

nmnN INJHN NOT ins N^ ENID noioa r6 pa* IN p&N N

ny nW nnw BH^ nin 1
"

'- <T T T - -- T

ni?

mn >

pa
11

ipi naiND

pa* np

n^on pa PI

pa* ^p poisa nona

pa* ipi ai^p nai^ pa* np

}a nn^a jo *pn h yo |a
a rta *a

H31ND3

nnrfo ^K yio

|y

jy

*a

|y

*a

mn
nn*ai

*a n*N"i

|N3 f|-in IN

p *aNni?N ^N *S>y

N"ip*

pn

D1K3

|N3 INI
13^n N) ^b ino i

|Na NW SJIN^N PIIH^N nnn

I Ps. cxvii. 2. 3
xxiii. 4.

3 cxix. 52.
* Job xxxiv. 37.

5 Prov. iii. 12. 6 Ps. xxxii. 5.
7 In the twenty-one Books the Pazer with Qalgal is known as bnn'D or ma ^ip

(the form of which is likened to rvio), and that without, as pp 'D (like final n^).
But for the three Books no such distinction is observed in Codd., the sign of jop 'D

being that almost always employed, whether Galgal precedes or not.

8 Ixxv. 9.
9

xliv. 4.
10

v. 12. Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali differ in the way mentioned, the former

pointing inotm, the latter ina ton.
II xxvii. 6. 12

xxxii. 7.
u

i. I.

P 2
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nnn |Na INI
' 2 w* ^P*

l

n&? Dips

INI .* Fj? wan?
3

\?y w ' 21 ^HD ya->

n ini iron yino NN 6 iK3* &> WPP Dpa
spn

pa* IN
7<w nanso

INQDN nr6ni>N

pyno a pmNa Nnma 11 np

bp |Na TIBI ,
17

'

pan

NINI

jHN' 24 fQ'nni ^N^ 23 naa 22 nin^iisD 2l rnnni n s

L -rl < ; <--T : T :
'-

:
- L T : J T

nDN^y pDai?N i>ni3 te-1 ' 27

[^N] nnmn jn trb

ipi ai5>po nai^ pa
11 np IHNI DiNa nma NIN 28

ya"ii>N

IN ntb^n IN in nNaN^naN^N Nin sa DI^N *TDan nait^ pa
1
'

ipi

N i?nrD nanND niNa^Na nnynNn yin^N nya |Na

|Na PIDB |io mya jsa IN *]hai
* 30<>

j??

nbp |Na IN ihai
* 3i

rpin D^N ^a'^^ap p^p

1 Ps. xxxii. 9.
2

ci. 7.
3

lix. 17.
* xlv. 8.

5
iv. 9.

6 Ixxx. 15.
7

xvii. 14.
7ft

Query NID 'equally.'
8

xii. 6. 9
iv. 7.

10
lix. i.

" cxvi. 1 6.
12 Job vii. 21. In B and C this ex. is wanting.

13 Ps. c. 3.
14 cix. 28. 15 A. adds n^ns 1

?^ inNS "*)$ TJ?D D^obb m^'7.
16 Job xxxii. 6.

17 xxxvii. 12. 18 Ps. vii. 6. 19
xiii. 2.

20
iii. 3.

21
Ixv. 2.

22 xxxiv. 8. 23
Ixviii. 15.

24
Ixxii. 3.

25 cxxxvii. 9.
26 Prov. i. 9.

27
vi. 27.

28 The rules that follow are very defective. Those given in ip^ !VNin are fuller

and more complete, but so far from correct, that I have not thought it worth while

to copy them. The Heb. (3. 12 ff.) supplies one omission.

29 Ps. iii. 6. 30
Ixxiii. 26. 31

1. 2. For the R'bhia here, see p. 75, note 3.
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i

-V3JK >n& nnyaNn mya pa
1
*

NIN ya-^N IK in aii>p&i?N IBIB&K aiai 'a

aii?p naifc> tna5>K |Na nnyaNn mya 01 pioa>N N in

-ON mya |Nai

p hs^ fji'na'
1 MMNI QNia nni?n ni?

nyans nma IN N-QI ^O^K P^C1"^? ^^g ^ <?r\Q ai

'ID ND 8 ,i

:
9 ni Djafe ^^ fejaa mi

aii?pD new rnm^pa NnaD pojn

NDI 4
13l ^p^a ^annn nnutn iB$nfti ^yjni TDan

pa & ni?Ki poa rrona^N DW^N i>ya^ NDD Tnai ^nia-ix ni

ID nn n^a^ i^nwjb^ fya IN m nnNi^N *pnai po

i?*t pa
1
*

npi poa poa^x oxipi n^nai? rnpna^ Dxnp ama

mii>Ni *ii5i ^yan ^HN^N ya 0*6 IN n^a noi T'

|Na NO i?a |Na i5?a ninyo "lao i?a

nao ^a 'a Nnny N3Ni &p Nnny IN laxnnN ND^ poa in

pa vbx HN^N ini 1HN1 n>na^Ni poa^N hw IN!?

|
n^aty ^an 11 'n^K INH^N^N |

m a^

nNa i^aa pa
1
* aw5>N ,N-iao p-it^jn

pai a^n^N n^y ni?N ?)in^N pa |Na NIN

aa^ nD^a^N
|

^IN^N spr^N ini ^N? NDI pa^o

I Ps. Ixxxvii. 4.
2

ii. 8.
3

Ixviii. 18. 4 I.e. pIDD fpD.
8 cxix. 14.

6
cxix. 17. Samuel (p. 125) rightly adds here: f'DTn n p1>D V1HN p Dl

.(xxviii. 7) 'pnnni 'i^j npa ia 3iQ >3irn "fcnn p-OMin vinw
7

xlvii. 8. 8 cxix. 52.
9 Ixviii. 15.

10
i. 3.

II
ii. 2. The Gaya here is made Mer'kha !

"
xviii. 8.

13 xxv. 5.

14

!/ U^ ^H* <tllou wilt see on tlle outside (the margin)/ see p. 92, note i.
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wnpn *o "ipa
'v. J'

JN -itb^a noi>ai>N 'a nyo noiNa |Na NINI ,

IN D^N pai ppj5 nnKfoi rfJn Tnrofo pate
8

^S^L '1P3 ">s^i yen*1

7 oten ipp

,TB

pai ??

ysin oi? pin

yam

*naiNo mo
'a jnb hx *n

N nin rb nann D^ KOI IN n^a
29 oiND

niNn po^KaK Niia^ poiNa Knona NN

pai nmnN^N nob pa jKa |N ^h ^B tan^K *naiKOi

1 Job xli. 3.
2 Ps. xxxvii. 22. xxxviii. 5.

4 Prov. iv. 17.
5 Job xx. 9.

6 Ps. cvii. 24.
7

xxxiii. 17.
8 Job vi. 18. 9

xxii. 4.
10 Ps. cix. 7.

u xciv. 7.
12 xxxvii. 34.

13 Prov. xviii. I.

14 Ps. Ixviii. 27.
15

ib. 30.
16

"iNp^N n'in gives the rules for D'chi with two and three servi,but incorrectly.
17

pIDDN occurs elsewhere in the text for piDD.
18 Ps. cxxxii. 7.

19
cii. 8.

20 xix. 2.
21

xviii. 43.
a xxxviii. 10.

cxxxii. i.
2*

1. 3.
25

xvii. 14.
26

ib. 9.
28 See p. 103.

29 MS. has D1N3 ! ! Of course, the Heb. has cw.
30 xcv. 7. I substitute this for the false ex. irvjnp jNip (c. 3), which is given in

'

both the Arab, and Heb. texts. S1 Prov. i. 8.
M xxx. 4-
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mm fcraN DIN^N INS npDKB, n^N rrnpfo

'ID KD 2

tew ^HD pan? |WN:&N IN* npDND pn D^ JNB

N!?N man ^ min^N IN D^yNi .'^li?? ?JH^ 35?
"

in .Tim ^yoi n-: n 8
na-\n i^ai nnn IK in

TNn nK ^p inj
9 nswa D3i?N in:

noariKB nmn^xi

"> *ftnri6

15m? 561 "WBT^jj n^i NINI * i8
^pK( t6i i?n

W^ |i> yaKiiN ^y b n^n^N PJIH^N ^y in

^N nnaoi>N ,iv nDp^x pi ^a ^55 i?*\y\

JK3 IN IN "S IN "S HDp3 n^lND^N 5|"in

16 nD^i?N hnyn^ NB^:D NI^D^ NyBi yaT
17 rwnn IN pis ^N NDNI i?sDN ^N NDN inn^i D^jn n>i>y D^ pjin ^y

pio
11

IN nr "iNpi?Ni *nna ^ n: pnno
1
*

pj-ini'N 1^1 ji^ vb

f]ini?N mi ttaaniw ^"in ^N |in nnn nDin ny
j

*nna n^n n^T N^ nNioi noaa^a \rb NDNI DIN^ NDN

I Ps. Ixvi. 8. 2 cxxxix. 21. 8 Job v. 27.
*

xxxiii. 31.
5 Ps. cv. 21. 6 xciv. 19.

7 xlv. 10.

8 'That them bring it down, without a movement, or impulse,' rr3?:n Heb.
9 ' That thou bring it up behind, like the five tones,' perhaps referring to some

ascending scale in use. 10
v. 2.

II The omission here of the rules for three or more DmtDQ is partially supplied

in the Heb., and more fully in "iNp^N rPNTH, but in neither case correctly.
12

Again a false ex. Perhaps the author was thinking of 'nnt>:r''3 (cxix. 42),

which would have been quite right, for the rule applies to all small words resem-

bling **>. 13 Ps. Ixxviii. 37.
14 Job iii. 18. u xv. 18.

16 It may be noticed that the melody of Mer'kha was below. There was a rising

and falling inflection, producing the equilibrium spoken of.

17 A word seems left out here, Heb. nsnibrr $na\ 'he makes a preponderance,

lays a stress.' This passage is wanting in
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"iNpW> BJV xb y$n 'a wni^ya vita 'nnonta mn JN

spnta yen NTN IN!? i"w IN aa^ si? *pn nannra rooaata INDD

'a Nni ^ta ii>rv nrenta mm ,
3 noaata nhyn NWp pis *ta

^ Baif D'FTjai TK|? njoip
MVIBB?

r,?> imo ptatai nnaata *a

partta pin Ta 'a Dnaiota fya Nntay npi
* 7 ^y t|nln noan

DNpDN^ Nni^ya n.iax ;ta ^ ni^i ,nniaiDta II^D nni?nta

mn xn^y pa
11 noba i>a \vb naix^ta aiaih Nnno^a p

IN Q^yxi naisD
}

xni? ia N^I naiiy xn^s pa
1

* N^ ntonta

^y nxvyta ii>ya DHJN ^ m^i nobata pis |io nopata NT nnsata

ntaa i?ya^ ND nNptaa ya-i nopata IN JD
S W ^ix

'no |N -va
* 8 niya D^^m ^D t|"in 5>w yo 'nta nxsyta

Nnann 9 wa ntopata 'ta yai D^ajnta t|"\n in ND^N

pa*
1 xi> ipi D^aanta *pn pa^ npi pjnn ^N yo Nta ana^ N!?

nta ^iNta 5]"inta aaa^a nh -iNpta ^y ^a^ NDO T-nai n'-aanta

n^a yan 11 NDS Quanta pnnD*
1 nta |"inta in pa

1 N!?I a^n^ta n^y

nnn bw Dnaiota fya IN n^a *ppi?nta
10t|ta

1 On this mnn, or n 2' no, see p. 70, note 10. One is surprised to find isujfe

employed to designate what must have been a kind of secondary tone. I am glad

therefore to be able to give an explanation of the term from the point of view of

Jewish grammarians. The following passage occurs in a MS. recently acquired by
the Bodleian Library, very similar, in its contents, to the ' Manuel du Lecteur*

(Opp. Add. Quo. 158, p. 12): n33?D p-n 'DD'vmon ^no' i3 bsra N!TNI

T^ im n^ in nb ^-inbN in^ bns" NDSNI msa M^ |nb b im

piD ]D fom (mnnn ?) TDHH mnn^i ^irrb^ ion TT'^J'JK |N^

bnn nnilSl. We are here told that, whilst Gaya prolongs the letter,

Hamza gives a movement, or impulse, to it. (Rt. LJJ>, impulit, trusit.) This agrees

with what is said in the text above, 1. 2, where we also learn that the movement, or

impulse, was upwards. It was, however, clearly a mistake to borrow a terminus

technicus from Arabic grammarians, and employ it in a sense so different from that

which properly belongs to it.
2 Heb. nn Klip

1

? pm ^.

3 A^ijJl oJjjJ. So Par. no3n nminun. But this could not have been

'the author's meaning. Read rather n^l^ oJ.X, 'deviates,' 'goes wrong;' simi-

larly Ox. and Vat. nnrrttn, 'is spoilt.'
4 Prov. xvi. 30.

5 xvii. 5.
c Ps. xviii. 15.

7
li. 8. Hardly a correct ex., for we require Qames, not QfCmes-chatuph.

8
i. 5.

9
Query 0331.

10
Query ^ is ,

'he does not retract it, except on instruction.' Heb. lin^n
"|*n

^y.
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oamlw aai&> hfc6 pa* npi pnaiKB

n h y pan IN i^p i?ix^ >a nanwoi>K aiai

^ nnnn ^i>N

nnn jsai sjin tf jv

HJOKJ nin^. nv$ i?no

ni?

npi yai nai^ pa
11

*?p nnxi

yo ^njia na"iNi>K awi ^a

o ib h^ nnn

n^nn IKT NDI

tnn jy ana^ npi Dn^xnxi 16

d^^v nnga

17 iaa n^VriK i rasp i?nD n^iai? nbp pa> IN in

N.TS vf?x no^abs a nax npi

yn.x

np-i

1
Ps. Ivii. 9.

2 Ixxxvi. 7.
s

ib, 4.
*

Ixxiv. 22. 5 xix. 8,
6

ib. 9.
7 So for the last three exx., Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali differ. See p. 76, note 7.

8 cxix. 10. 9
ii. 10.

10
v. 2.

u
iv. 5.

12 Ixxiv. r.
M

Ixxiii. 24.
14

Ixxxix. 14.
15

i. 4.
16

ib. 5.
17 in. i.

18 xx. 2.

19
I. e. with D-TiDitt. 20 Ps. v. 6.

ai Ixxxix. 10.
a

civ. 6.

2J
Ixix. 15.

2* Job xii. 15.
M Ps. i. 3.

26 Job xv. 28.
*7 Ps. cix. 16.

Q
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ppn pa p cf? Nix Dfiiya JN iro

i2n i>n PD-IND IBIB^K

ND n&na nni?n nana NIX *on

TJUV

yo INV JNI
3

nin^ ^tfn fi^tV"^^ 5

|Ni
*nbo nortec aim jio ^no pia p

Kim nte na-ip ^y^natj i?n?o i?pD

yn

K y xb KniaDn

mn

wmya

iar

^pn nNi^ pia ^N 7 ntDna

nyasn

nr

WDI

nyai

nyasn

nnn

y

nvn t

^N a

16 mwvi?N ntfi

nyao

nxn

nvn

1 Ps. lii. 5.
2 Job xv. 22. 3 Ps. ix. ii. 4

Ixxvi. 4.
5 Ixxxi. 8. 6

i. i.

7
I question whether mnn is right here, although Par. has also nrnn. There is

nothing corresponding in ip^ n^in.
8 xxxi. 21. 9

i. I.
10

Ixviii. 22. u
xxiv. 8.

12 Simson (p. 75
b
) adds : m^nn y^opm nn:n 102 na'nrj TDS^D p]T>"in >D

.nn:nn na cna o'DSJCb 03 wnn^n^a nmncn
13

li. 19.
u 'Then it would have been read on the 3,' maiin (as in

Ps. xxxiv. 21). Samuel (p. 126) concludes this section with D'3tt> an

.(xxvii. n) ipni nin' 'anin paa Mpii ^w
15 This list is so full of mistakes that I do not think it worth while to particularize

them.
10

is another name for nnm, regularly used in nwp^w rrin.
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yrcao t*B ^ nwaWw *a mnvao

rran .* manna LW -paxnta 'a -6 nv KOI

a TOanta "lai^ nvn .mnvatD VVKIO *a nnanK^Ni npirta ^a

a pioai?K -OKI nnanniw aw^i n^ia^w yrta
nvn .HXIMD xmoo ^a xnfe JNH^ 'a nD"iNDi?N nvn

a n^ND^N nvn .rwivao yvxi ^a nnan^w

'a PI^D^N ai nnao^K 'a aai^N nvn

nnanw noia DI&O

T:

nin |Knp
IN JD ^ ^ jn5> n:a NIN Nn:x

n| srani ^n fla;n ^3 5 npnr mjo
nnatai B nio!3yi Tj^'n ^n%ca^ aw *viana i rnfio^ ^ -ni

VT:-;V. 'vj XT:- T:T: - ' - IT < ----

D

noan

18 ^H !JTJ o^a M^njDTi m/TKn ^p
14bna Dpin n^rn? D^ncp npnr^ nDa nnya

AV j- IT

nna pAoiw n^KnoNi n j6 1 IN ^xn *"K rwtft^w

niya

1 The word vasn is a denominative from ni3S and Nom. Verbi of the second

Form, the sense apparently being :
' And what is clear to me, there is a condition

in regard to the making (placing) of Sinnorith, and so I mention it.' The condition

has been named in the words immediately preceding.
2 Ps. xxxi. ii.
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&DN 2 n?an npnn

nispa nmnNi

nnbn mya

riio3i

yantai

^n 05^0 nn^ix

niasnn

wmya

fy

\ TJTJI

nmns^

nmn

pa^i "lya na

d^na

nai^ nnbn

aibp

naiN nyanx

pa* da mn nxia "nvnK

nnbn

[nno] yaix dxna ya-\

M d^na ,ni?DbDi n^imi n^oan

noa awta n^ia mwvi aibpo nsi^

nyao nmnx^N &Nia .naiNtti mwxi aibp

nboi?Di nnwvi aibp

ibobw nxia

nnwxi aibpD nBien bpoi

[nya rwKna] ITBX nya
16 Nian }KnbK mn nann NO

nya nmnw a^n* yan^N iya yan npnt^N iya npnr

ya nnsto nmnN^N nya

y p^oxia on Nnba pan IN nbvn INH^N n*3Non?N mm
a pan N!? nnsD^N IN ^NTI *HNN? NOHJNB

1 Ps. cxl. 6.

6 xx. 2.

10
Ps. cix. 1 6.

14 Ps. xcii. 6.

2 Job xi. 6.

7 xxix. ii.

n
ii. 10.

15 I.e.

3 Ps. xxii. 30.
*

i. 5.
5 cxxii. 5.

8 Job xxxii. 5.
9 Prov. viii. 13.

12 Prov. iv. 22.
1S Job iii. 13.

, *Lu>l, 'the numbering/
16 'And these accents are most suitably fixed as follows.' We should have ex-

pected nsmn NO in3N, 'are most frequently arranged.' 3'mn is the technical

term for this sequence. The list here given corresponds to the Zarqa-table in the

prose accentuation. n It is clear that for :riv we must read n
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nava ^a pan

-BD ^a nnat&c pan

lain !> nnasfo JK ru^a

nvno NnaDi* 9
iavpa ? mn 1

* n

a^ :
12

ipi> n^aa^y

mp-oai? n

PIDB B nai \xrx n^NDnN mn

PIDB ina |n^ nyao y^ NDI

oyai i?oy nnx ^a nn^n

"TOPD n^naDM on

1 Gen. i. i. 2 Ps. xl. I.
3 Ixx. i. xlviii. i.

B Here and in the lines following there is in the text piDDK for pi DD.
6
TNpbN rpNirr has iwy in for mwr, and in the next line rraMon for nyao,

adding xlix. I.

7
cviii. i. This ex. fails in the text, but is in the Heb. 8 Ixxxiii. i.

9
xxxviii. I.

10
xliv. I.

u Ixxxv. i.
12

Ixi. i.
" Ixix. i.

" Ixxxi. i.

15
xlvii. i. K xxxvi. i.

17 xxxii. 6. 18
i. i.

18 xxviii. i. x. 14.
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ERRATA.

Page 20, note 53, for finfa read nnj

31, note 1 8, for
'
four' read '

three/ and delete
' Ps. xviii. 31

'

33, 1. 1 7 from bottom, for
* lx' read i

Ixi
'

33, note 2 5, for 'at end' read 'p. 75
'

40, 1. 1 4 from bottom, point ^.JOfJ

82, note 6, /or
'

B. M, 16' read 'B. M. 17'
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M.A. Second Edition, Revised and Improved. 1879. 8vo. 15*.- Sakuntald. A Sanskrit Drama, in Seven Acts. Edited
by Sir M. Monier-Williams, M.A. Second Edition, 1876. 8vo. us.

SYRIAC. Thesaurus Syriacus : collegerunt Quatremere, Bern-
stein, Lorsbach, Arnoldi, Agrell, Field, Roediger: edidit R. Payne Smith,
S.T.P. Fasc.I-VI. 1868-83. sm. fol. each, il. is. Fasc. VII. I/. iu. 6d.

Vol. I, containing Fasc. I-V, sm. fol. 5/. $s.

TheBook ofKalllah and Dimnah. Translated from Arabic
intoSyriac. Edited by W. Wright, LL.D. 1884. 8vo. 2is.

GREEK CLASSICS, &c.

Aristophanes: A Complete Concordance to the Comedies
and Fragments. By Henry Dunbar, M.D. 4to. I/, is.

Aristotle: The Politics, with Introduction, Notes, etc., by
W. L. Newman, M.A., Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Vols. I. and II.

Nearly ready.

Aristotle: The Politics, translated into English, with Intro-

duction, Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices, by B. Jowett, M.A. Medium
8vo. 2 vols. 2is.

Catalogus Codicum Graecorum Sinaiticorum. Scripsit V.
Gardthausen Lipsiensis. With six pages of Facsimiles. 8vo. linen, 2 $s.

Heracliti Ephesii Reliquiae. Recensuit I. Bywater, M.A.
Appendicis loco additae sunt Diogenis Laertii Vita Heracliti, Particulae Hip-
pocratei De Diaeta Libri Primi, Epistolae Heracliteae. 1877. 8vo. 6s.

Herculanensium Valuminum Partes II. 1824. 8vo. los.

Fragmenta Herculanensia. A Descriptive Catalogue of the
Oxford copies of the Herculanean Rolls, together with the texts of several

papyri, accompanied by facsimiles. Edited by Walter Scott, M.A., Fellow
of Merton College, Oxford. Royal 8vo. cloth, 2is.

Homer: A Complete Concordance to the Odyssey and
Hymns of Homer ; to which is added a Concordance to the Parallel Passages
in the Iliad, Odyssey, and Hymns. By Henry Dunbar, M.D. 1880. 4to. it. is.

- Scholia Graeca in Iliadem. Edited by Professor W.
Dindorf, after a new collation of the Venetian MSS. by D. B. Monro, M.A.,
Provost of Oriel College. 4 vols. 8vo. 2/. los. Vols. V and VI. In the Press.

-- Scholia Graeca in Odysseam. Edidit Guil. Dindorfius.
Tomill. 1855. 8vo. 15^.6^.
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Plato : Apology, with a revised Text and English Notes, and
a Digest of Platonic Idioms, by James Riddell, M.A. 1878. 8vo. Ss. 6d.

Philebus, with a revised Text and English Notes, by
Edward Poste, M.A. 1860. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

-
Sophistes and Politicus, with a revised Text and English

Notes, by L. Campbell, M.A. 1867. 8vo. iSs.

Theaetetus, with a revised Text and English Notes.
by L. Campbell, M.A. Second Edition. Svo. los. 6d.

The Dialogues, translated into English, with Analyses
and Introductions, by B. Jowett, M.A. A new Edition in 5 volumes, medium
Svo. 1875. 3/. los.

The Republic, translated into English, with an Analysis
and Introduction, by B. Jowett, M.A. Medium Svo. I2.y. 6d.

Thucydides : Translated into English, with Introduction,
Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices. By B. Jowett, M.A. 2 vols. 1881.

Medium Svo. i/. us.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, &c.

STUDIA BIBLICA. Essays in Biblical Archaeology and Criti-

cism, and kindred subjects. By Members of the University of Oxford. Svo.

ENGLISH. The Holy Bible in the earliest English Versions,
made from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe and his followers : edited by
the Rev. J. Forshall and Sir F. Madden. 4 vols. 1850. Royal 4to. 3/. 3-y.

[Also reprinted from the above, with Introduction and Glossary

by W. W. Skeat, M.A.

- The Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the

Song of Solomon : according to the Wycliffite Version made by Nicholas
de Hereford, about A.D. 1381, and Revised by John Purvey, about A.D. 1388.
Extra fcap. Svo. 3^. 6d.

The New Testament in English, according to the Version

by John Wycliffe, about A.D. 1380, and Revised by John Purvey, about A.D.

1388. Extra fcap. Svo. 6s.]
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ENGLISH. The Holy Bible: an exact reprint, page for page,
of the Authorised Version published in the year 1611. Demy 410. half bound,
i/. is.

The Psalter
',
or Psalms of David, and certain Canticles,

with a Translation and Exposition in English, by Richard Rolle of Hampole.
Edited by H. R. Bramley, M.A., Fellow of S. M. Magdalen College, Oxford.

With an Introduction and Glossary. Demy 8vo. il. is.

Lectures on Ecclesiastes. Delivered in Westminster
Abbey by the Very Rev. George Granville Bradley, D.D., Dean of West-
minster. Crown 8vo. 4?. 6d.

GOTHIC. The Gospel of St. Mark in Gothic, according to
the translation made by Wulfila in the Fourth Century. Edited with a

Grammatical Introduction and Glossarial Index by W. W. Skeat, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^.

GREEK. Vetus Testamentum ex Versione Septuaginta Inter-

pretum secundum exemplar Vaticanum Romae editum. Accedit potiorvarietas
Codicis Alexandrini. Tomi III. Editio Altera. iSmo. iSs.

Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt; sive, Veterum
Interpretum Graecorum in totum Vetus Testamentum Fragmenta. Edidit

Fridericus Field, A.M. 2 vols. 1875. 4to - 5^- >
s >

The Book of Wisdom: the Greek Text, the Latin
Vulgate, and the Authorised English Version ; with an Introduction, Critical

Apparatus, and a Commentary. By William J. Deane, M.A. Small4to. 1 2s. 6d.

Novum Testamentum Graece. Antiquissimorum Codicum
Textus in ordine parallelo dispositi. Accedit collatio Codicis Sinaitici. Edidit

E. H. Hansell, S.T.B. Tomi III. 1864. 8vo. half morocco. Price reduced

tO 24J.

Novum Testamentum Graece. Accedunt parallela S.

Scripturae loca, etc. Edidit Carolus Lloyd, S.T.P.R. i8mo. 3^.

On writing paper, with wide margin, IGJ-.

- Novum Testamentum Graece juxta Exemplar Millianum.
i8mo. is. 6d. On writing paper, with wide margin, gs.

Evangelia Sacra Graece. Fcap. 8vo. limp, is. 6d.

The Greek Testament, with the Readings adopted by
the Revisers of the Authorised Version :

(1) Pica type, with Marginal References. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

(2) Long Primer type. Fcap. 8vo. 45. 6d.

(3) The same, on writing paper, with wide margin, 155.

The Parallel New Testament, Greek and English ; being
the Authorised Version, 1611

;
the Revised Version, 1881; and the Greek

Text followed in the Revised Version. 8vo. i2s. 6d.

The Revised Version is the joint property of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
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GREEK. Canon Muratorianus : the earliest Catalogue of the
Books of the New Testament. Edited with Notes and a Facsimile of the

MS. in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, by S. P. Tregelles, LL.D. 1867.

4to. IQS. 6d.

Outlines of Textual Criticism applied to the New Testa-
ment. By C. E. Hammond, M.A. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. $s. 6d.

HEBREW, etc. The Psalms in Hebrew withoutpoints. 1879.
Crown Svo. Price reduced to 2s., in stiff cover.

- A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs. Attributed
to Abraham Ibn Ezra. Edited from a MS. in the Bodleian Library by
S. R. Driver, M.A. Crown Svo. paper covers, 3^. 6d.

The Book of Tobit. A Chaldee Text, from a unique
MS. in the Bodleian Library ;

with other Rabbinical Texts. English Transla-

tions, and the Itala. Edited by Ad. Neubauer, M.A. 1878. Crown Svo. 6s.

- Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae, a J. Lightfoot. A new
Edition, by R. Gandell, M.A. 4 vols. 1859. Svo. i/. u.

LATIN. Libri Psalmorum Versio antiqua Latina, cum Para-

phrasi Anglo-Saxonica. Edidit B. Thorpe, F.A.S. 1835. 8vo. iar' ^d.

- Old-Latin Biblical Texts: No. /. The Gospel according
to St. Matthew from the St. Germain MS. (g,). Edited with Introduction

and Appendices by John Wordsworth, D.D. Small 4to., stiff covers, 6s.

Old-Latin Biblical Texts: No. II. Portions of the Gospels
according to St. Mark and St. Matthew, from the Bobbio MS. (k), &c.

Edited by John Wordsworth, D.D., W. Sanday, M.A., D.D., and H. J. White,
M.A. Small 4to., stiff covers, 2is.

OLD-FRENCH. Libri Psalmorum Versio antiqua Gallica e
Cod. MS. in Bibl. Bodleiana adservato, una cum Versione Metrica aiiisque
Monumentis pervetustis. Nunc primum descripsit et edidit Franciscus Michel,
Phil. Doc. 1860. 8vo. ioj. 6d.

FATHERS OF THE CHURCH, &c.

St. Athanasius : Historical Writings, according to the Bene-
dictine Text. With an Introduction by William Bright, D.D. 1881. Crown
Svo. loj1

. 6d.

Orations against the Arians, With an Account of his
Life by William Bright, D.D. 1873. Crown Svo. 9s.

St. Augustine : Select Anti-Pelagian Treatises, and the Acts
of the Second Council of Orange. With an Introduction by William Bright,
D.D. Crown Svo. gs.
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Canons of the First Four General Councils of Nicaea, Con-
stantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon. 1877. Crown 8vo. 2s.6d.

Notes 'on the Canons of the First Four General Councils.

By William Bright, D.D. 1882. Crown 8vo. 5^. 6'd.

Cyrilli Archiepiscopi Alexandrini in XII Prophetas. Edidit
P. E. Pusey, A.M. Tomi II. 1868. 8vo. cloth, 2/. zs.

in D. Joannis Evangelium. Accedunt Fragmenta varia
necnon Tractatus ad Tiberium Diaconum duo. Edidit post Aubertum
P. E. Pusey, A.M. Tomi III. 1872. 8vo. 2/. 5.7.

Commentarii in Lucae Evangelium quae supersunt
Syriace. E MSS. apud Mus. Britan. edidit R. Payne Smith, A.M. 1858.

4to. i/. is.

Translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A. z vols. 1859.
8vo. 14-r.

Ephraemi Syri, Rabulae Episcopi Edesseni, Balaei, aliorum-

que Opera Selecta. E Codd. Syriacis MSS. in Museo Britannico et Bibliotheca
Bodleiana asservatis primus edidit J. J. Overbeck. 1865. 8vo. I/, is.

Eusebius* Ecclesiastical History, according to the text of
Burton, with an Introduction by William Bright, D.D. 1881. Crown 8vo.

8j. 6d.

Irenaeus : The Third Book of St.Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons,
against Heresies. With short Notes and a Glossary by H. Deane, B.D.

1874. Crown 8vo. &. 6d.

Patrum Apostolicorum, S. Clementis Romani, S. Ignatii,
S. Polycarpi, quae supersunt. Edidit Guil. Jacobson, S.T.P.R. Tomi II.

Fourth Edition, 1863. 8vo. I/, is.

Socrates* Ecclesiastical History, according to the Text of

Hussey, with an Introduction by William Bright, D.D. 1878. Crown 8vo.

ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, &c.

Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England, according to the
uses of Sarum, York, Hereford, and Bangor, and the Roman Liturgy arranged
in parallel columns, with preface and notes. By William Maskell, M.A.
Third Edition. 1882. 8vo. 15^.

Baedae Historia Ecclesiastica. Edited, with English Notes,
by G. H. Moberly, M.A. i8Hi. Crown 8vo. IOJ. 6d,
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Bright ( W.). Chapters of Early English Church History.
1878. 8VO. I2S.

Burners History of the Reformation of the Church ofEngland.
A new Edition. Carefully revised, and the Records collated with the originals,

by N. Pocock, M.A. 7 vols. 1865. 8vo. Price reduced to \l. los.

Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating to Great Britain
and Ireland. Edited, after Spelman and Wilkins, by A. W. Haddan, B.D.,
and W. Stubbs, M.A. Vols. I. and III. 1869-71. Medium 8vo. each i/. u.

Vol. II. Part I. 1873. Medium 8vo. JQS. 6d.

Vol. II. Part II. 1878. Church of Ireland; Memorials of St. Patrick.

Stiff covers, $s. 6d.

Hamilton (Jokn, Archbishop of St. Andrews], The Catechism
of. Edited, with Introduction and Glossary, by Thomas Graves Law. With
a Preface by the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone. 8vo. 1 2 s. 6d.

Hammond (C. E.). Liturgies, Eastern and Western. Edited,
with Introduction, Notes, and Liturgical Glossary. 1878. Crown 8vo. ioj. 6d.

An Appendix to the above. 1879. Crown 8vo. paper covers, is. 6d.

John, Bishop of Ephesus. The Third Part of his Eccle-
siastical History. [In Syriac.] Now first edited by William Cureton, M.A.

1853. 410. i/. I2S.

Translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A. 1860. 8vo. IQJ.

Leofric Missal, The, as used in the Cathedral of Exeter
during the Episcopate of its first Bishop, A.D. 1050-1072 ; together with some
Account of the Red Book of Derby, the Missal of Robert of Jumieges, and a

few other early MS. Service Books of the English Church. Edited, with In-

troduction and Notes, by F. E. Warren, B.D. 4to. half morocco, 35*.

Monumenta Ritualia Ecclesiae Anglicanae. The occasional
Offices of the Church of England according to the old use of Salisbury, the

Prymer in English, and other prayers and forms, with dissertations and notes.

By William Maskell, M.A. Second Edition. 1882. 3 vols. 8vo. 2/. ioj.

Records of the Reformation. The Divorce, 1527-1533. Mostly
now for the first time printed from MSS. in the British Museum and other libra-
ries. Collected and arranged by N. Pocock, M.A. 1870. 2 vols. 8vo. i/. i6j.

Shirley (
W. W.). Some Account of the Church in the Apostolic

Age. Second Edition, 1874. Fcap. 8vo. 35. 6d.

Stubbs
( W.). Registrum Sacrum Anglicanum. An attempt

to exhibit the course of Episcopal Succession in England. 1858. Small 4to.
8s. 6d.

Warren (F. E.). Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church.
1881. 8vo. 1*.
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ENGLISH THEOLOGY.

Bampton Lectures, 1886. The Christian Platonists of Alex-
andria. By Charles Bigg, D.D. 8vo. los. 6d.

Butler's Works, with an Index to the Analogy. 2 vols. 1874.
8vo. us.

Also separately,

Sermons, $s. 6d. Analogy of Religion, $s. 6d

Greswells Harmonia Evangelica. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 1855.
9^. 6d.

Hcurtley's Harmonia Symbolical Creeds of the Western
Church. 1858. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Homilies appointed to be read in Churches. Edited by
J. Griffiths, M.A. 1859. 8vo. JS. 6d.

Hooker s Works, with his life by Walton, arranged by John
Keble, M.A. Sixth Edition, 1874. 3 vols. 8vo. I/, us. 6d.

the text as arranged by John Keble, M.A. 2 vols.

1875. 8vo. iis.

Jewel's Works. Edited by R. W. Jelf, D.D. 8 vols. 1848.
8vo. i/. IQS.

Pearson's Exposition of the Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Sixth Edition, 1877. 8vo. los. 6d.

Waterland's Review of the Doctrine of the Eucharist, with
a Preface by the late Bishop of London. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Works, with Life, by Bp. Van Mildert. A new Edition,
with copious Indexes. 6 vols. 1856. 8vo. 2/. us.

Wheatly's Illustration of the Book of Common Prayer. A new
Edition, 1846. 8vo. $s.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the Original Works of John Wyclif,
by W. W. Shirley, D.D. 1865. 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

- Select English Works. By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols.

1869-1871. 8vo. i/. is.

Trialogus. With the Supplement now first edited.

By Gotthard Lechler. 1869. 8vo. 7*.
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HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY WORKS.

British Barrows, a Record of the Examination of Sepulchral
Mounds in various parts of England. By William Greenwell, M.A., F.S.A.

Together with Description of Figures of Skulls, General Remarks on Pre-
historic Crania, and an Appendix by George Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S. 1877.
Medium 8vo. 25^.

Clarendon's History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. 7 vols. 1839. i8mo. I/, is.

Clarendon s History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. Also his Life, written by himself, in which is included a Con-
tinuation of his History of the Grand Rebellion. With copious Indexes.
In one volume, royal 8vo. 1842. I/, is.

Clintons Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. 1 85 1 . 8vo. 6s. 6d.

- Epitome of the Fasti Romani. 1854. 8vo. js.

Corpvs Poeticvm Boreale. The Poetry of the Old Northern
Tongue, from the Earliest Times to the Thirteenth Century. Edited, clas-

sified, and translated, with Introduction, Excursus, and Notes, by Gudbrand

Vigfusson, M.A., and F. York Powell, M.A. 2 vols. 1883. 8vo. 42^.

Freeman (E. A.). History of the Norman Conquest of Eng-
land; its Causes and Results. In Six Volumes. 8vo. 5/. qs. 6d.

The Reign of William Rufus and the Accession of
Henry the First. 2 vols. 8vo. i/. i6s.

Gascoigne's Theological Dictionary (" Liber Veritatum ") :

Selected Passages, illustrating the condition of Church and State, 1403-1458.
With an Introduction by James E. Thorold Rogers, M.A. Small 4to.
ioj. 6d.

Johnson (Samuel, LL.D.}, BosweWs Life of; including
Boswell's Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides, and Johnson's Diary of a

Journey into North W7
ales. Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. In six

volumes, medium 8vo. Wr
ith Portraits and Facsimiles of Handwriting.

Half bound, 3/. 3.$-. Just Published.

Magna Carta, a careful Reprint. Edited by W. Stubbs, D.D.
1879. 4to. stitched, i j.

Passio et Miracula Beati Olaui. Edited from a Twelfth-
Century MS. in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, with an
Introduction and Notes, by Frederick Metcalfe, M.A. Small 4to. stiff

covers, 6s.
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Protests of the Lords, including those which have been ex-
punged, from 1624101874; with Historical Introductions. Edited by James
E. Thorold Rogers, M.A. 1875. 3vols. 8vo. 2/. is.

Rogers (J. E. T.). History of Agriculture and Prices in

England, A.D. 1259-1793.

Vols. I and II (1259-1400). 1866. 8vo. 2/. 2*.

Vols. Ill and IV (1401-1582). 1882. 8vo. 2/. los.

Saxon Chronicles (Two of the] parallel, with Supplementary
Extracts from the Others. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and a Glos-
sarial Index, by J. Earle, M.A. 1865. 8vo. i6s.

Stubbs (W., D.D.]. Seventeen Lectures on the Study of
Medieval and Modern History, &c., delivered at Oxford 1867-1884. Demy
8vo. half-bound, los. 6d.

Sturlunga Saga, including the Islendinga Saga of Lawman
Sturla Thordsson and other works. Edited by Dr. Gudbrand Vigfiisson.
In 2 vols. 1878. 8vo. 2/. 2s.

York Plays. The Plays performed by the Crafts or Mysteries
of York on the day of Corpus Christi in the I4th, 15th, and i6th centuries.

Now first printed from the unique MS. in the Library of Lord Ashburnham.
Edited with Introduction and Glossary by Lucy Toulmin Smith. 8vo. a if.

Statutes madefor the University of Oxford^ and for the Colleges
and Hails therein, by the University of Oxford Commissioners. 1882. 8vo.

I2J. 6d.

Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis. 1886. 8vo. $s.

The Examination Statutes for the Degrees of JB.A., B. Mus.,
B.C.L., and B.M. Revised to Trinity Term, 1887. 8vo. sewed, is.

The Student's Handbook to the University and Colleges of
Oxford. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Oxford University Calendar for the year 1887. Crown
8vo. 4-r. 6d.

The present Edition includes all Class Lists and other University distinctions

for the seven years ending with 1886.

Also, supplementary to the above, price 5s. (pp. 606),

The Honours Register of the University of Oxford. A complete
Record of University Honours, Officers, Distinctions, and Class Lists; of the

Heads of Colleges, &c., &c., from the Thirteenth Century to 1883.
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MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

Acland(H. W., M.D., F.R.S.}. Synopsis of the Pathological
Series in the OxfordMuseum. 1867. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

De Bary (Dr. A.). Comparative Anatomy of the Vegetative
Organs of the Phanerogams and Ferns. Translated and Annotated by F. O.

Bower, M.A., F.L.S., and D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S. With 241
woodcuts and an Index. Royal 8vo., half morocco, \l. 2s. 6d.

Goebel (Dr. K.}. Outlines of Classification and Special Mor-
phology of Plants. A New Edition of Sachs' Text-Book of Botany, Book II.

English Translation by H. E. F. Garnsey, M.A. Revised by I. Bayley Balfour,

M.A., M.D., F.R.S. With 407 Woodcuts. Royal 8vo. half morocco, i\s.

Sachs (Julius von). Lectures on the Physiology of Plants.
Translated by H. Marshall Ward, M.A. With 445 Woodcuts. Royal 8vo.

half morocco, i/. us. 6d. Just Published.

De Bary (Dr. A]. Comparative Morphology and Biology of
the Fungi, Mycetozoa and Bacteria. Authorised English Translation by
Henry E. F. Garnsey, M.A. Revised by Isaac Bayley Balfour, M.A., M.D.,
F.R.S. With 198 Woodcuts. Royal 8vo., half morocco, i/. is. 6d.

Miiller (y.). On certain Variations in the Vocal Organs of
the Passeres that have hitherto escaped notice. Translated by F. J. Bell, B.A.,
and edited, with an Appendix, by A. H. Garrod, M.A., F.R.S. With Plates.

1878. 4to. paper covers, 7-r. 6d.

Price (Bartholomew, M.A .,
F.R . S.). Treatise on Infinitesimal

Calculus.

Vol.1. Differential Calculus. Second Edition. 8vo. i^s.6d.

Vol. II. Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, and Differential Equations.
Second Edition, 1865. 8vo. i8s.

Vol. III. Statics, including Attractions; Dynamics of a Material Particle.

Second Edition, 1868. 8vo. i6s.

Vol. IV. Dynamics of Material Systems; together with a chapter on Theo-
retical Dynamics, by W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.S. 1862. 8vo. i6s.

Pritchard (C., D.D., F.R.S.}. Uranometria Nova Oxoniensis.
A Photometric determination of the magnitudes of all Stars visible to the naked

eye, from the Pole to ten degrees south of the Equator. 1885. Royal Svo. 8s.6d.

Astronomical Observations made at the University
Observatory, Oxford, under the direction of C. Pritchard, D.D. No. i.

1878. Royal Svo. paper covers, 3.?. 6d.
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Rigand's Correspondence of Scientific Men of the }*]th Century,
with Table of Contents by A. de Morgan, and Index by the Rev. J. Rigaud,
M.A. 2 vols. 1841-1862. 8vo. i8s. 6d.

Rolleston (George, M.D., F.R.S.). Scientific Papers and Ad-
dresses. Arranged and Edited by William Turner, M.B., F.R.S. With a

Biographical Sketch by Edward Tylor, F.R.S. With Portrait, Plates, and
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. i/. 4?.

Westwood (J. <9., M.A., F.R.S.). Thesaurus Entomologicus
Hopeianus, or a Description of the rarest Insects in the Collection given to

the University by the Rev. William Hope. With 40 Plates. 1874. Small
folio, half morocco, 7/. IQJ.

Sbacrrtr I3oofes of tlj* lEast.

TRANSLATED BY VARIOUS ORIENTAL SCHOLARS, AND EDITED BY

F. MAX MULLER.

[Demy 8vo. cloth.]

Vol. I. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Miiller,
Part I. The .Oandogya-upanishad, The Talavakara-upanishad, The Aitareya-
a"rayaka, The Kaushitaki-brahmawa-upanishad, and The Va.^iasaneyi-sawhita'-

upanishad. icj. 6d.

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools ofApastamba, Gautama, VasishMa, and Baudblyana. Translated by
Prof. Georg Buhler. Part I. Apastamba and Gautama. IQJ. 6d.

Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part I. The Shu King, The Reli-

gious portions of the Shih King, and The Hsiao King. 1 2j. 6d.

Vol. IV. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Darme-
steter. Parti. TheVendidad. IQJ. 6d.

Vol. V. The Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part I. The Bundahij, Bahman Yajt, and Shayast la-shayast. I2J. 6d.

Vols. VI and IX. The Qur'an. Parts I and II.. Translated
by E. H. Palmer. 2is.

Vol. VII. The Institutes of Vishnu. Translated by Julius
Jolly, los. 6d.
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Vol. VIII. The Bhagavadgita, with The Sanatsu^atiya, and
The Anugita. Translated by Kashinath Trimbak Telang. IQS. 6d.

Vol. X. The Dhammapada, translated from Pali by F. Max
Miiller; and The Sutta-Nipata, translated from Pali by V. Fausboll; being
Canonical Books of the Buddhists. IQS. 6d.

Vol. XL Buddhist Suttas. Translated from Pali by T. W.
Rhys Davids, i. The Mahaparinibbana Suttanta ; 2. The Dhamma-akka-
ppavattana Sutta ; 3. The Tevi^a Suttanta ; 4. The Akankheyya Sutta

;

5. TheAetokhila Sutta; 6. The Maha-sudassana Suttanta ; 7. TheSabbasava
Sutta. i os. 6d.

Vol. XII. The Satapatha-Brahma;za, according to the Text
of the Madhyandina School. Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part I.

Books I and II. I2s.6d.

Vol. XIII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part I. The Patimokkha.
The Mahavagga, I-IV. los. 6d.

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, VasishMa and Baudhayana. Translated

by Georg Biihler. Part II. VasishMa and Baudhayana. los. 6d.

Vol. XV. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Muller.
Part II. The Ka/^a-upanishad, The Muw^/aka-upanishad, The Taittiriyaka-

upanishad, The Brzhadarawyaka-upanishad, The ^SVetajvatara-upanishad, The
Praj/za-upanishad, and The Maitrayawa-Brahmawa-upanishad. los. 6d.

Vol. XVI. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part II. The Yi King. IQS. 6d.

Vol. XVII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part II. The Mahavagga,
V-X. The A"ullavagga, I-III. IQJ. 6d.

Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part II. The Da^istan-i Dinik and The Epistles of MamU&ihar. 1 2s. 6d.

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king. A Life of Buddha
by Ajvaghosha Bodhisattva, -translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by Dhar-

maraksha, A?D. 420, and from Chinese into English by Samuel Beal. los. 6d.

Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by T. W.
Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part III. The Aullavagga, IV-XII.
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Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-pu^arika ; or, the Lotus of the
True Law. Translated by H. Kern. 125. 6d.

Vol. XXII. aina-Sutras
A
. Translated from Prakrit by Her-

mann Jacobi. Part I. The AHranga-Sutra. The Kalpa-Sutra. los. 6d.

Vol. XXIII. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Dar-
mesteter. Part II. The Sirozahs, Yajts, and NyayLr. los. 6d.

Vol. XXIV. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part III. Dina-i Mainog-i Khirad, 6ikand-gumanik, and Sad-Dar. los. 6d.

Second Series.

Vol. XXV. Manu. Translated by Georg Buhler. zis.

Vol. XXVI. The 6atapatha-Brahmaa. Translated by
Julius Eggeling. Part II. \2s.6d. 4

Vols. XXVII and XXVIII. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Parts III and IV.
The Li A i, or Collection of Treatises on the Rules of Propriety, or Ceremonial

Usages. 25*.

Vols. XXIX and XXX. The Grzhya-Sutras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies. Translated by Hermann Oldenberg.

Part I (Vol. XXIX), 12s. 6d. Just Published.

Part II (Vol. XXX). / the Press.

Vol. XXXI. The Zend-Avesta. Part III. The Yasna,
Visparad, Afrinagan, and Gahs. Translated by L. H. Mills. 12s. 6d.

The following Volumes are in the Press:

Vol. XXXII. Vedic Hymns. Translated by F. Max Muller.
Parti.

Vol. XXXIII. Narada, and some Minor Law-books.
Translated by Julius Jolly. [Preparing.]

Vol. XXXIV. The Vedanta-Sutras, with Ankara's Com-
mentary. Translated by G. Thibaut. [Preparing.']
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M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

An Anglo-Saxon Reader. In Prose and Verse. With Gram-
matical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By Henry Sweet, M.A. Fourth

Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Extra fcap. 8vo. Ss. 6d.

A Second Anglo-Saxon Reader. By the same Author. Extra
fcap. 8vo. Nearly ready.

An Anglo-Saxon Primer^ with Grammar, Notes, and Glossary.
By the same Author. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Old English Reading Primers ; edited by Henry Sweet, M.A.
I. Selected Homilies of JElfric. Extra fcap. 8vo., stiff covers, is. 6d.

II. Extracts from Alfred's Orosius. Extra fcap. 8vo., stiff covers, I s. 6d.

First Middle English Primer, with Grammar and Glossary.
By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S.

Second Middle English Primer. Extracts from Chaucer,
with Grammar and Glossary. By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Principles of English Etymology. First Series. The Native
Element. By W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Crown 8vo. $s. Just Published.
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The Philology of the English Tongue. By J. Earle, M.A.
Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. Js. 6d.

An Icelandic Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and Glossary.
By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

An Icelandic Prose Reader, with Notes, Grammar, and Glossary.
By G. Vigfusson, M.A., and F. York Powell, M.A. Ext. fcap. 8vo. los. 6d.
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the Principles of Spelling Reform. By H. Sweet, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 45. 6d.
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Texte und Glossar. Von Henry Sweet. Extra fcap. 8vo., stiff covers, is. 6d.

The Ormulum; with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R. M.
White. Edited by R. Holt, M.A. 1878. 2 vols. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2 is.
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With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By R. Morris, LL.D.. and
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.

Part I. From Old English Homilies to King Horn (A.D. 1150 to A.D. 1300).
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. gs.

Part II. From Robert of Gloucester to Gower (A.D. 1298 to A.D. 1393).
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 7-y. 6d.

Specimens of English Literature, from the '

Ploughmans
Crede' to the '

Shepheardes Calender' (A.D. 1394 to A.D. 1579). With Intro-

duction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Extra fcap.
8vo. j. 6d.

The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman, in three
Parallel Texts

; together with Richard the Redeless. By William Langland
(about 1362-1399 A.D.). Edited from numerous Manuscripts, with Preface,

Notes, and a Glossary, by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. 2 vols. 8vo. 31*. 6d.

The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman, by
William Langland. Edited, with Notes, by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Third
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Chaucer. I. The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales; the
Knightes Tale

; The Nonne Prestes Tale. Edited by R. Morris, Editor of

Specimens of Early English, &c., &c. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

II. The Prioresses Tale ; Sir Thopas ; The Monkes
Tale ; The Clerkes Tale ; The Squieres Tale, &c. Edited by W. W. Skeat,
Litt.D. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. \s. 6d.

- III. The Tale of the Man of Lawe ; The Pardoneres
Tale

; The Second Nonnes Tale ; The Chanouns Yemannes Tale. By the
same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Gamelyn, The Tale of. Edited with Notes, Glossary, &c., by
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo. Stiff covers, u. 6d.

Minot (Laurence). Poems. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by Joseph Hall, M.A., Head Master of the Hulme Grammar School,
Manchester. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4?. 6d. Just Published.
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Spenser s Faery Queene. Books I and II. Designed chiefly
for the use of Schools. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By G. W.
Kitchin, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. each.

Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book I. Edited by R. W.
Church, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.
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Returnfrom Parnassus. Three Comedies performed in St. John's College,
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Macray, M.A., F.S.A. Medium 8vo. Bevelled Boards, Gilt top, 8.r. 6d.

Marlowe and Greene. Marlowe's Tragical History of Dr.
Faustus, and Greene's Honourable History of friar Bacon and Friar Bungay .

Edited by A. W. Ward, M.A. New and Enlarged Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. 6s. 6d.

Marlowe. Edward II. With Introduction, Notes, &c. By
O. W. Tancock, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. $s.
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Edited by W. Aldis Wright, M.A.
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As You Like It. u. 6d. Coriolanus. 2s. 6d.
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Richard the Third. is. 6d. Twelfth Night. is. 6d.

King Lear. is. 6d. King John. is. 6d.

Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist ; a popular Illustration of
the Principles of Scientific Criticism. By R. G. Moulton, M.A. Crown 8vo. 5^.

Bacon. I. Advancement of Learning. Edited by W. Aldis
Wright, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

II. The Essays. With Introduction and Notes. By
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John W. Hales, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.
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Lycidas, id. L'Allegro, id. II Penseroso, \d. Cdmus, 6d.

Samson Agonistes, 6d.

III. Samson Agonistes. Edited with Introduction and
Notes by John Churton Collins. Extra fcap. Svo. stiff covers, is.
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Bunyan. I. The Pilgrim's Progress, Grace Abounding, Rela-
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Introduction and Notes, by E. Venables, M.A. 1879. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5J.
In ornamental Parchment, 6s.

II. Holy War, &c. Edited by E. Venables, M.A.
In the Press.

Clarendon. History of the Rebellion. Book VI. Edited
by T. Arnold, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Dryden. Select Poems. Stanzas on the Death of Oliver
Cromwell
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Astraea Redux

; Annus Mirabilis
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Absalom and Achitophel ;

Religio Laici ; The Hind and the Panther. Edited by W. D. Christie, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Edited, with Intro-

duction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, D.D. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Addison. Selectionsfrom Papers in the Spectator. With Notes.
By T. Arnold, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. ^s. 6d. In ornamental Parchment, 6s.

Steele. Selections from the Tatler, Spectator; and Guardian.
Edited by Austin Dobson. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d. In white Parchment, 7^. 6d.

Pope. With Introduction and Notes. By Mark Pattison, B.D.

I. Essay on Man. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

II. Satires and Epistles. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Parnell. The Hermit. Paper covers, id.

Gray. Selected Poems. Edited by Edmund Gosse. Extra
fcap. 8vo. Stiff covers, is. 6d. In white Parchment, 3^.

Elegy and Ode on Eton College. Paper covers, id.

Goldsmith. The Deserted Village. Paper covers, id.

Johnson. I. Rasselas ; Lives of Dryden and Pope. Edited
by Alfred Milnes, M.A. (London). Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d. t or Lives of
Dryden and Pope only, stiff covers, is. 6d.

II. Vanity of Human Wishes. With Notes, by E. J.
Payne, M.A. Paper covers, ^d.

Boswells Life of Johnson. With the Journal of a Tour to
the Hebrides. Edited, with copious Notes, Appendices, and Index, by G.
Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L., Pembroke College. With Portraits and Facsimiles.

6 vols. Medium 8vo. Half'bound, *i**6ftt fust Published. 330
Cowper. Edited, with Life, Introductions, and Notes, by

H. T. Griffith, B.A.

I. The Didactic Poems 0/1782, with Selections from the
Minor Pieces, A.D. 1779-1783. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

II. The Task, with Tirocinium, and Selections from the
Minor Poems, A.D. 1784-1799. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3s.
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Burke. Select Works. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by E. J. Payne, M.A.

I. Thoughts on the Present Discontents ; the two Speeches
on America. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

II. Reflections on the French Revolution. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 5-r.

III. Four Letters on the Proposals for Peace with the

Regicide Directory of France. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5-r.

Keats. Hyperion, Book I. With Notes by W. T. Arnold, B.A.
Paper covers, ^d.

Byron. Childe Harold. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by H. F. Tozer, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s - 6d. In white Parchment, 5^.

Scott. Lay of the Last Minstrel. Edited with Preface and
Notes by W. Minto, M.A. With Map. Extra fcap. Svo. Stiff covers, 2s.

Ornamental Parchment, 3-r. 6d,

- Lay of the Last Minstrel. Introduction and Canto I,

with Preface and Notes, by the same Editor. 6d.
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Allen, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.
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A First Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Fourth
Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

A Second Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Extra
fcap. Svo. 3-r. 6d.
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Svo. 2s. 6d.
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First Latin Reader. By T. J. Nunns, M.A. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.
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Parti. The Gallic War. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.
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Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
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M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.
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Cicero de Oratore. With Introduction and Notes. By A. S.
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Second Edition. 1879. 8vo. icw. 6d.
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Juvenal. XIII Satires. Edited, with Introduction and
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Tacitus. The Annals. Books I-VI. Edited, with Intro-
duction and Notes, by H. Furneaux, M.A. 8vo. iSs.
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Poets. 1869. 8vo. 15-r.

Sellar ( W. Y., M.A.). Roman Poets of the Attgustan Age.
VIRGIL. New Edition. 1883. Crown 8vo. 9-r.

Roman Poets of the Republic. New Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. 1881. 8vo. 14^.

Wordsworth (y., M.A.). Fragments and Specimens of Early
Latin. With Introductions and Notes. 1874. 8vo. 18*.
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III. GREEK.

A Greek Primer, for the use of beginners in that Language.
By the Right Rev. Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. is. 6d.

Easy Greek Reader. By Evelyn Abbott, M.A. In one or
two Parts. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3$.

Graecae Grammaticae Rudimenta in usum Scholarum. Auc-
tore Carolo Wordsworth, D.C.L. Nineteenth Edition, 1882. I2mo. 4?.

A Greek-English Lexicon, abridged from Liddell and Scott's

4to. edition, chiefly for the use of Schools. Twenty-first Edition. 1886.

Square I2mo. 7-y. 6d.

Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defective ; their forms, meaning,
and quantity; embracing all the Tenses used by Greek writers, with references

to the passages in which they are found. By W. Veitch. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. IQ.J. 6d.

The Elements of Greek Accentuation (for Schools) : abridged
from his larger work by H. W. Chandler, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

A SERIES OF GRADUATED GREEK READERS:
First Greek Reader. By W. G. Rushbrooke, M.L. Second

Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

Second Greek Reader. By A. M. Bell, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo. 3-y. 6d.

Fourth Greek Reader ; being Specimens of Greek Dialects.
With Introductions, etc. By W. W. Merry, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Fifth Greek Reader. Selections from Greek Epic and
Dramatic Poetry, with Introductions and Notes. By Evelyn Abbott, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry : being a Col-
lection of the finest passages in the Greek Classic Poets, with Introductory
Notices and Notes. By R. S. Wright. M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

A Golden Treasury of Greek Prose, being a Collection of the
finest passages in the principal Greek Prose Writers, with Introductory Notices
and Notes. By R. S. Wright, M.A., and J. E. L. Shadwell, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo. 4s. 6d.

Aeschyhis. Prometheus Bound (for Schools). With Introduc-
tion and Notes, by A. O.Prickard, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Agamemnon. With Introduction and Notes, by Arthur
Sidgwick, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

-
Choephoroi. With Introduction and Notes by the same

Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.
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Aristophanes. In Single Plays. Edited, with English Notes,
Introductions, &c., by W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo.

I. The Clouds, Second Edition, 2s.

II. The Acharnians, Third Edition. In one or two parts, $s.

III. The Frogs, Second Edition. In one or two parts, 3^.

Cebes. Tabula. With Introduction and Notes. By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Demosthenes. Olynthiacs and Philippics. Edited by Evelyn
Abbott, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. In two Parts. In the Press.

Euripides. Alcestis (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Helena. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, etc., for

Upper and Middle Forms. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

Iphigenia in Tauris. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
etc., for Upper and Middle Forms. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 3-r.

Medea. By C. B. Heberden, M.A. In one or two Parts.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Herodotus, Selections from. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and a Map, by W. W. Merry, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII (for Schools). By W. W.
Merry, D.D. Thirty-second Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo. qs. 6d.

Book II, separately, is. 6d.

Odyssey, Books XIII-XXIV (for Schools). By the
same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5^.

Iliad, Book I (for Schools). By D. B. Monro, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Iliad, Books I-XII (for Schools). With an Introduction,
a brief Homeric Grammar, and Notes. By D. B. Monro, M.A. Second
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s.

Iliad, Books VI and XXI. With Introduction and
Notes. By Herbert Hailstone, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d. each.

Lucian. Vera Historia (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

Plato. Meno. With Introduction and Notes. By St. George
Stock, M.A., Pembroke College. Extra fcap. 8vo. (In one or two Parts.)
25. 6ct. Just Published.

Plato. Selections from the Dialogues [including the whole of
the Apology and Crito'}. With Introduction and Notes by John Purves, M.A.,
and a Preface by the Rev. B. Jowett, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s. 6d.
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Sophocles. For the use of Schools. Edited with Intro-
ductions and English Notes By Lewis Campbell, M.A., and Evelyn Abbott,
M.A. New and Revised Edition. 2 Vols. Extra fcap. 8vo. los. 6d.

Sold separately, Vol. I, Text, 4^. 6d.
;
Vol. II, Explanatory Notes, 6s.

Sophocles. In Single Plays, with English Notes, &c. By
Lewis Campbell, M.A., and Evelyn Abbott, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp.

Oedipus Tyrannus, Philoctetes. New and Revised Edition, 25. each.

Oedipus Coloneus, Antigone, is. gd. each.

Ajax, Electra, Trachiniae, 2s. each.

Oedipus Rex: Dindorfs Text, with Notes by the

present Bishop of St. David's. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp, is. 6d.

Theocritus (for Schools). With Notes. By H. Kynaston,
D.D. (late Snow). Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Xenophon. Easy Selections (for Junior Classes). With a

Vocabulary, Notes, and Map. By J. S. Phillpotts, B.C. L., and C. S. Jerram,
M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
J. S. Phillpotts, B.C.L. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

Anabasis, Book I. Edited for the use of Junior Classes
and Private Students. With Introduction, Notes, etc. By J. Marshall, M.A.,
Rector of the Royal High School, Edinburgh. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2 s. 6d.

Anabasis, Book II. With Notes and Map. By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Cyropaedia, Books IV and V. With Introduction and
Notes by C. Bigg, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Aristotle's Politics. By W. L. Newman, M.A. [In the Press.]

Aristotelian Studies. I. On the Structure of the Seventh
Book of the Nicomachean Ethics. By J. C. Wilson, M.A. 8vo. stiff, 5^.

Aristotelis Ethica Nicomachea, ex recensione Immanuelis
Bekkeri. Crown 8vo. $s.

Demosthenes and Aeschines. The Orations of Demosthenes
and ./Eschines on the Crown. With Introductory Essays and Notes. By
G. A. Simcox, M.A., and W. H. Simcox, M.A. 1872. 8vo. I2s.

Head (Barclay V.}. Historia Numorum: A Manual of Greek
Numismatics. Royal Svo. half-bound. 2/. 2s.

Hicks (E. L., M.A.}. A Manual of Greek Historical Inscrip-
tions. Demy Svo. los. 6d.
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Homer. Odyssey^ Books I-XII. Edited with English Notes,
Appendices, etc. By W. W. Merry, D.D., and the late James Riddell, M.A.
1886. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. i6j.

Homer. A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect. By D. B. Monro,
M.A. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

Sophocles. The Plays and Fragments. With English Notes
and Introductions, by Lewis Campbell, M.A. 2 vols.

Vol.1. Oedipus Tyrannus. Oedipus Coloneus. Antigone. 8vo. i6s.

Vol. II. Ajax. Electra. Trachiniae. Philoctetes. Fragments. 8vo. i6s.

IV. FRENCH AND ITALIAN.

Bracket's Etymological Dictionary of the French Language,
with a Preface on the Principles of French Etymology. Translated into

English by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6d.- Historical Grammar of the French Language. Trans-
lated into English by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. 3-y. 6d.

Works by GEOBGE SAINTSBURY, M.A.

Primer of French Literature. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Short History of French Literature. Crown 8vo. ios.6d.

Specimens of French Literature, from Villon to Hugo. Crown
8vo. -r.

MASTERPIECES OF THE FRENCH DRAMA.

Corneille's Horace. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Moliere's Les Pr^cieuses Ridicules. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Andrew Lang, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

Racine's Esther. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Beaumarchais* LeBarbier de Seville. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Austin Dobson. Extra fcap-. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Voltaire's Merope. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury. Extra leap. 8vo. cloth, is.

Mussefs On ne badine pas avec VAmour, and Fantasio. Edited,
with Prolegomena, Notes, etc., by Walter Henries Pollock. Extra fcap.
8vo. 2s.

The above six Plays may be had in ornamental case, and bound
in Imitation Parchment, price 125. 6d.
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Sainte-Beuve. Selectionsfrom the Causeries du Lundi. Edited
by George Saintsbury. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Quinefs Lettres a sa Mere. Selected and edited by George
Saintsbnry. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Gautier, Thtophile. Scenes of Travel. Selected and Edited
by George Saintsbury. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

VEloquence de la Chaire et de la Tribune Franqaises. Edited
by Paul Blouet, B.A. (Univ. Gallic.). Vol. I. French Sacred Oratory.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

Edited by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A.

Corneilles Cinna. With Notes, Glossary, etc. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 2s. Stiff covers, is. 6d.

Louis XIV and his Contemporaries ; as described in Extracts
from the best Memoirs of the Seventeenth Century. With English Notes,

Genealogical Tables, &c. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Maistre, Xavier de. Voyage autour de ma Chambre. Ourika,
by Madame de Duras; Le Vieux Tailleur, by MM. Erckmann-Chatrian ;

La Veillee de Vincennes, by Alfred de Vigny ;^
Les Jumeaux de 1'Hotel

Corneille,by Edmond About -,
Mesaventures d'un Ecolier, by Rodolphe Topffer.

Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Moliere
3
s Les Fottrberies de Scapin, and Racine s Athalie.

With Voltaire's Life of Moliere. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Moliere*s Les Fourberies de Scapin. With Voltaire's Life of
Moliere. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, is. 6d.

Moliere's Les Femmes Savantes. With Notes, Glossary, etc.

Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2s. Stiff covers, u. 6d.

Racine's Andromaque, and Corneilles Le Menteur. With
Louis Racine's Life of his Father. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Regnard's Le Joueur\ and Brueys and Palaprafs Le Grondeur.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Madame de, and her chief Contemporaries, Selections

from the 'Correspondence of. Intended more especially for Girls' Schools.

Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.

Dante. Selections from the Inferno. With Introduction and
Notes. By H. B. Cotterill, B.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4*. 6d.

Tasso. La Gcrusalemme Liberata. Cantos i, ii. With In-
troduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. 2j. 6d.
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V. GERMAN.
Scherer

( W.}. A History of German Literature. Translated
from the Third German Edition by Mrs. F. Conybeare. Edited by F. Max
Miiller. 2 vols. 8vo. 2 is.

Max Miiller. The German Classics, from the Fourth to the
Nineteenth Century. With Biographical Notices, Translations into Modern
German, and Notes. By F. Max Miiller, M.A. A New Edition, Revised,

Enlarged, and Adapted to Wilhelm Scherer's '

History of German Literature/

by F. Lichtenstein. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 2is.

GERMAN COURSE. By HERMANN LANGE.
The Germans at Home ; a Practical Introduction to German

Conversation, with an Appendix containing the Essentials of German Grammar.
Third Edition. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The German Manual ; a German Grammar, Reading Book,
and a Handbook of German Conversation. 8vo. 'js. 6d.

Grammar of the German Language. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

German Composition ; A Theoretical and Practical Guide to
the Art of Translating English Prose into German. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

German Spelling; A Synopsis of the Changes which it has
undergone through the Government Regulations of 1880. Paper covers, 6d.

Lessing^s Laokoon. With Introduction, English Notes, etc.

By A. Hamann, Phil. Doc., M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Schiller s Wilhelm Tell. Translated into English Verse by
E. Massie, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5-r.

Also, Edited by C. A. BUCHHEIM, Phil. Doc.

Becker's Friedrich der Grosse. Extra fcap. 8vo. In the Press.

Goethe's Egmont. With a Life of Goethe, &c. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-y.

Iphigenie auf Tauris. A Drama. With a Critical In-
troduction and Notes. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

Heine's Prosa, being Selections from his Prose Works. With
English Notes, etc. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Heine's Harzreise. With Life of Heine, Descriptive Sketch
of the Harz, and Index. Extra fcap. 8vo. paper covers, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Lessing*s Minna von Barnhelm. A Comedy. With a Life
of Lessing, Critical Analysis, etc. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Nathan der Weise. With Introduction, Notes, etc.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 4-r. 6d.
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Schiller's Historische Skizzen ; Egmonfs Leben und Tod, and
Belagerung von Antwerpen. With a Map. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Wilhelm Tell With a Life of Schiller; an his-
torical and critical Introduction, Arguments, and a complete Commentary,
and Map. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

Wilhelm Tell. School Edition. With Map. 2s.

Modern German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Ex-
tracts in Prose and Poetry from Modern German writers :

Part I. With English Notes, a Grammatical Appendix, and a complete
Vocabulary. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.6d.

Part II. With English Notes and an Index. Extra fcap. 8vo. 25. 6d.

Niebuhrs Griechische Heroen-Geschichten. Tales of Greek
Heroes. Edited with English Notes and a Vocabulary, by Emma S. Buchheim.
School Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. Stiff covers, is. 6d.

VI. MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

By LEWIS HENSLEY, M.A.

Figures made Easy : a first Arithmetic Book. Crown 8vo. 6d.

Answers to the Examples in Figures made Easy, together
with two thousand additional Examples, with Answers. Crown 8vo. is.

The Scholar's Arithmetic. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

Answers to the Examples in the Scholar s Arithmetic. Crown
8vo. is. 6d.

The Scholar's Algebra. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

Aldis (W. S., M.A.). A Text-Book of Algebra. Crown 8vo.

Nearly ready.

Baynes (R. E., M.A.). Lessons on Thermodynamics. 1878.
Crown 8vo. JS. 6d.

Chambers (G. F., F.R.A.S.). A Handbook of Descriptive
Astronomy. Third Edition. 1877. Demy 8vo. 2$s.

Clarke (Col. A. R.,C.B.,R.E.). Geodesy. 1880. 8vo. I2s. 6d.

Cremona (Luigi}. Elements of Projective Geometry. Trans-
lated by C. Leudesdorf, M.A. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Donkin. Acoustics. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. *js. 6d.

Euclid Revised. Containing the Essentials of the Elements
of Plane Geometry as given by Euclid in his first Six Books. Edited by
R. C. J. Nixon, M.A. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6d.

Sold separately as follows,

Books I-IV. 3^. 6d. Books I, II. is. 6d.

Book I. is.
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Galton (Douglas, C.B., F.R.S.). The Construction of Healthy
Dwellings. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

Hamilton (Sir R. G. C.), and J. Ball Book-keeping. New
and enlarged Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp cloth, 2S.

Ruled Exercise books adapted to the above may be had, price 2s.

Harcourt (A. G. Vernon, M.A.), and H. G. Madan, M.A.
Exercises in Practical Chemistry. Vol. I. Elementary Exercises. Fourth

Edition. Crown 8vo. lew. 6d.

Maclaren (Archibald). A System of Physical Education :

Theoretical and Practical. Extra fcap. 8vo. 7-f. 6d.

Madan (H. G., M.A.}. Tables of Qualitative Analysis.
Large 4to. paper, 4^. 6d.

Maxwell (J. Clerk, M.A., F.R.S.). A Treatise on Electricity
and Magnetism. Second Edition. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. i/. us. 6d.

-An Elementary Treatise on Electricity. Edited by
William Garnett, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7-r. d.

Minchin (G. M., M.A.}. A Treatise on Statics with Applica-
tions to Physics. Third Edition, Corrected and Enlarged. Vol. I. Equili-
brium of Coplanar Forces. 8vo. ys. Vol. II. Statics. 8vo. i6s.

Uniplanar Kinematics of Solids arid Fluids. Crown
8vo. 7-r. 6d.

Phillips (John, M.A., F.R.S.). Geology of Oxford and the

Valley ofthe Thames. 1871. 8vo. 2is.

Vesuvius. 1869. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

Prestwich (Joseph, M.A., F.R.S.). Geology, Chemical, Physical,
and Stratigraphical. Vol. I. Chemical and Physical. Royal 8vo. 251.

Roach (T., M.A.). Elementary Trigonometry. Crown 8vo.

4J. 6d. Just Published.

Rollestons Forms of Animal Life. Illustrated by Descriptions
and Drawings of Dissections. New Edition. {Nearly ready.}

Smyth. A Cycle of Celestial Objects. Observed, Reduced,
and Discussed by Admiral W. H. Smyth, R.N. Revised, condensed, and

greatly enlarged by G. F. Chambers, F.R.A.S. 1881. 8vo. Price reduced

tO \2S.

Stewart (Balfour, LL.D.,F.R.S.). A Treatise on Heat, with
numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo.
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Vernon-Harcourt (L. F., M.A.). A Treatise on Rivers and
Canals, relating to the Control and Improvement of Rivers, and the Design,
Construction, and Development of Canals. 2 vols. (Vol. I, Text. Vol. II,

Plates.) 8vo. 2is.

Harbours and Docks ; their Physical Features, History,
Construction, Equipment, and Maintenance

;
with Statistics as to their Com-

mercial Development. 2 vols. 8vo. 25^.

Watson (H. W., M.A.). A Treatise on the Kinetic Theory
of Gases. 1876. 8vo. 3-f. 6d.

Watson (H. W., D. Sc., F.R.S.), and S. H. Burbury, M.A.
I. A Treatise on the Application of Generalised Coordinates to the Kinetics of

a Material System. 1879. 8vo. 6s.

II. The Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism. Vol. I. Electro-

statics. Svo. IOJ. 6d.

Williamson (A. W., Phil. Doc., F.R.S.). Chemistry for
Students. A new Edition, with Solutions. 1873. Extra fcap. Svo. 8s. 6d.

VII. HISTORY.

Bluntschli (J. K.). The Theory of the State. By J. K.
Bluntschli, late Professor of Political Sciences in the University of Heidel-

berg. Authorised English Translation from the Sixth German Edition.

Demy Svo. half bound, 12s. 6d.

Finlay (George, LL.D.}. A History of Greece from its Con-
quest by the Romans to the present time, B.C. 146 to A.D. 1864. A-nevr

Edition, revised throughout, and in part re-written, with considerable ad-

ditions, by the Author, and edited by H. F. Tozer, M.A. 7 vols. 8vo. 3/. los.

Fortescue (Sir John> Kt.). The Governance of England:
otherwise called The Difference between an Absolute and a Limited Mon-

archy. A Revised Text. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Appendices,
by Charles Plummer, M.A. Svo. half bound, 12s. 6d.

Freeman (E.A., D.C.L.). A Short History of the Norman
Conquest of England. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. is.bd.

George (H. B.^M.A .). Genealogical Tables illustrative ofModern
History. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

'

Small 4to. 12s.

Hodgkin (T.). Italy and her Invaders. Illustrated with
Plates and Maps. Vols. I IV., A.D. 376-553. Svo. 3/. 8j.

Kitchin (G. W.,D.D.}. A History of France. With numerous
Maps, Plans, and Tables. In Three Volumes. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

each ioj. 6d.

Vol. I. Down to the Year 1453.

Vol. II. From 1453-1624. Vol. III. From 1624-1793.
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Payne (E. y., M.A.). A History of the United States of
America. In the Press.

Ranke (L. von). A History of England, principally in the
Seventeenth Century. Translated by Resident Members of the University of

Oxford, under the superintendence of G. W. Kitchin, D.D., and C. W. Boase,
M.A. 1875. 6 vols. 8vo. 3/. 3-y.

Rawlinson (George, M.A.}. A Manual of Ancient History.
Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 14^.

Rogers (J. E. Thorold, M.A.}. The First Nine Years of the
Bank of England. 8vo. Ss. 6d.

Select Charters and other Illustrations ofEnglish Constitutional

History, from the Earliest Times to the Reign of Edward I. Arranged and
edited by W. Stubbs, D.D. Fifth Edition. 1883. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.

Stubbs ( W., D.D.]. The Constitutional History of England,
in its Origin and Development. Library Edition. 3 vols. demy 8vo. 2l. Ss.

Also in 3 vols. crown 8vo. price iis. each.

Seventeen Lectures on the Study of Medieval and
Modern History, &c., delivered at Oxford 1867-1884. Demy 8vo. half-bound,
IQS. 6d.

Wellesley. A Selection from the
Despatches^ Treaties^ and

other Papers of the Marquess Wellesley, K.G., during his Government
of India. Edited by S. J. Owen, M.A. 1877. 8vo. i/. 4$-.

Wellington. A Selection from the Despatches^ Treaties, and
other Papers relating to India of Field-Marshal the Duke ofWellington, K.G.
Edited by S. J. Owen, M.A. 1880. 8vo. 24^.

A Plistory of British India. By S. J. Owen, M.A., Reader
in Indian History in the University of Oxford. In preparation.

VIII. LAW.
Alberici Gentilis, LCD., I.C., De lure Belli Libri Tres.

EdiditT. E. Holland, I.C.D. 1877. Small 4to. half morocco, zis.

Anson (Sir William R., Bart., D.C.L.}. Principles of the

English Law of Contract, and ofAgency in its Relation to Contract. Fourth
Edition. Demy 8vo. IQJ. 6d.

Law and Custom of the Constitution. Part I. Parlia-
ment. Demy 8vo. IQS. 6d.

Bentham (Jeremy]. An Introduction to the Principles of
Morals and Legislation. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Digby (Kenelm E. y M.A.). An Introduction to the History of
the Law of Real Property . Third Edition. Demy 8vo. JQJ. 6d.

Gaii Institutionum Juris Civilis Commentarii Quattuor ; or,
Elements of Roman Law by Gaius. With a Translation and Commentary
by Edward Poste, M.A. Second Edition. 1875. 8vo. iSs.
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Hall (
W. E.) M.A.). InternationalLaw. Second Ed. 8vo. 2is.

Holland (T. E., D.C.L.}. The Elements of Jurisprudence.
Third Edition. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

- The European Concert in the Eastern Question, a Col-
lection of Treaties and other Public Acts. Edited, with Introductions and

Notes, by Thomas Erskine Holland, D.C.L. 8vo. I2J. 6d.

Imperatoris lustiniani Institutiomim Libri Quattuor ; with
Introductions, Commentary, Excursus and Translation. By J. E. Moyle, B.C.L.,
M.A. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 2U.

Justinian^ The Institutes of, edited as a recension of the
Institutes of Gaius, by Thomas Erskine Holland, D.C.L. Second Edition,
1881. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5.?.

.

Justinian, Select Titlesfrom the Digest of. By T. E. Holland,
D.C.L., and C. L. Shadwell, B.C.L. 8vo. 14*.

Also sold in Parts, in paper covers, as follows :

Part I. Introductory Titles. 2s. 6d. Part II. Family Law. is.

Part III. Property Law. 2s. 6d. Part IV. Law of Obligations (No. i). 35. 6d.

Part IV. Law of Obligations (No. 2). 45. 6d.

Lex Aquilia* The Roman Law of Damage to Property :

being a Commentary on the Title of the Digest
' Ad Legem Aquiliam

'

(ix. 2).

With an Introduction to the Study of the Corpus luris Civilis. By Erwin

Grueber, Dr. Jur., M.A. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

Markby ( W., D.C.L.}. Elements of Law Considered with refer-

ence to Principles of General Jurisprudence. Third Edition. DemySvo. I2s.6d.

Stokes
( Whitley, D.C.L.}. The Anglo-Indian Codes.

Vol. I. Substantive Law. 8vo. 30^. Just Published.

Vol. II. Adjective Law. In the Press.

Twiss (Sir Travers, D.C.L.}. The Law of Nations considered
as Independent Political Communities.

Part I. On the Rights and Duties of Nations in time of Peace. A new Edition,

Revised and Enlarged. 1884. DemySvo. 15^.

Part II. On the Rights and Duties of Nations in Time of War. Second Edition,
Revised. 1875. DemySvo. 2is.

IX. MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY, &c.

Bacon's Novum Organum. Edited, with English Notes, by
G. W. Kitchin, D.D. 1855. 8vo. 9*. 6d.

Translated by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. 1855. 8vo. <)s. 6d.

Berkeley. The Works of George Berkeley, D.D.I formerly
Bishop of Cloyne ; including many of his writings hitherto unpublished.
With Prefaces. Annotations, and an Account of his Life and Philosophy,

by Alexander Campbell Eraser, M.A. 4 vols. 1871. 8vo. 2/. iSs.

The Life, Letters, &c. i vol. i6s.
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Berkeley. Selectionsfrom. With an Introduction and Notes.
For the use of Students in the Universities. By Alexander Campbell Eraser,
LL.D. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. JS. 6d.

Fowler
( T., D.D.). The Elements of Deductive Logic, designed

mainly for the use of Junior Students in the Universities. Eighth Edition,
with a Collection of Examples. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

The Elements .of Inductive Logic, designed mainly for
the use of Students in the Universities. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s.

and Wilson (J. M., B.D.). The Principles of Morals
(Introductory Chapters). 8vo. boards, 3*. 6d.

The Principles of Morals. Part II. (Being the Body
of the Work.) 8vo. los. 6d.

Edited by T. FOWLEB, D.D.

Bacon. Novum Organum. With Introduction, Notes, &c.
1878. 8vo. i^s.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. is.

Danson (J. T.). The Wealth of Households. Crown 8vo. 5^.

Green (T. H., M.A.). Prolegomena to Ethics. Edited by
A. C. Bradley, M.A. Demy 8vo. 1 2s. 6d.

Hegel. The Logic of Hegel ; translated from the Encyclo-
paedia of the Philosophical Sciences. With Prolegomena by William

Wallace, M.A. 1874. 8vo. 14^.

Lotze's Logic, in Three Books
;
of Thought, of Investigation,

and of Knowledge. English Translation; Edited by B. Bosanquet, M.A.
Fellow of University College, Oxford. 8vo. cloth, its. 6d.

Metaphysic, in Three Books; Ontology, Cosmology,
and Psychology. English Translation; Edited by B. Bosanquet, M.A.
8vo. cloth, \2s. 6d.

Martineau (James, D.D.) . Types of Ethical Theory. Second
Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 15^.

Rogers\J.E. Thorold,M.A.\ A ManualofPolitical Economy,
for the use of Schools. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Smith's Wealth of Nations. A new Edition, with Notes, by
J. E. Thorold Rogers. M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 1880. 2U.
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X. PINE ART.

Butler (A. y., M.A., F.S.A.) The Ancient Coptic Churches of
Egypt. 2 vols. 8vo. 30^.

Head (Barclay F.). Historia Numorum. A Manual of Greek
Numismatics. Royal 8vo. half morocco, 42 s.

Hullah (John). The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Jackson (T. G., M.A.). Dalmatia, the Quarnero and Istria;
with Cettigne in Montenegro and the Island of Grado. By T. G. Jackson,
M.A., Author of ' Modern Gothic Architecture.' In 3 vols. 8vo. With many
Plates and Illustrations. Half bound, 42^.

*

Ouseley (Sir F. A. Gore> Bart.). A Treatise on Harmony.
Third Edition. 4to. los.

A Treatise on Counterpoint, Canon, and Fugue, based
upon that of Cherubini. Second Edition. 4to. i6s.

A Treatise on Musical Form and General Composition.
Second Edition. 4to. los.

Robinson (J. C., F.S.A.). A Critical Account of the Drawings
by Michel Angela and Raffaello in the University Galleries, Oxford. 1870.
Crown 8vo. 4-r.

Troutbeck (J., M.A.) andR. F. Dale, M.A. A Music Primer
(for Schools). Second Edition. Crown 8vo. is.dd.

Tyrwhitt(R. St. 7., M.A.}. A Handbook of Pictorial Art.
With coloured Illustrations, Photographs, and a chapter on Perspective by
A. Macdonald. Second Edition. 1875. 8vo. half morocco, i8s.

Upcott (L. E., M.A.). An Introduction to Greek Sculpture.
Crown 8vo. *. 6d.
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